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About This Document
This manual is written primarily for security administrators and auditors. It serves as a single source of
information about the auditing features of Safeguard controlled systems. These features include audit
specification through SAFECOM, audit-trail management through the audit service commands, and audit
reporting through SAFEART.

Supported Release Version Updates (RVUs)
This publication supports L15.02 and all subsequent L-series RVUs, J06.03 and all subsequent J-series
RVUs, H06.08 and all subsequent H-series RVUs, and G06.29 and all subsequent G-series RVUs, until
otherwise indicated by its replacement publications. Additionally, all considerations for H-series throughout
this manual will hold true for J-series also, unless mentioned otherwise.

Intended Audience
This manual for security administrators and auditors describes all aspects of auditing on Safeguard controlled
systems.

New and Changed Information
Changes to 862341-003 manual

Added J06.21 RVU applicability in the manual.

Changes to 862341-002 manual

• Updated the:

◦ SecondaryTextAreaType Enumeration on page 134 in Enumerated Fields on page 125.
◦ DDL Definition on page 234 and Field Definitions on page 234 in OSS ACL Attributes Record.

• Added new attributes and fields along with their descriptions in OSS ACLs Attribute Record on page
140.

Changes to 862341-001 manual

• Added new attributes in

◦ the Event-Exit Configuration Record on page 105.
◦ the Protection Record on page 108.

• Updated

◦ the Secondary Text Area Field Prefixes table in Secondary Text Area on page 93.
◦ the Example on page 110.
◦ the SecondaryTextAreaType Enumeration.

• Added

◦ the Seep Response Secondary Audit Record on page 119.
◦ the new attributes in the Event-Exit Configuration Record on page 181.
◦ the new attributes in the SecondaryTextAreaType Enumeration.

Changes to 520480-032 manual

• Updated Secondary Text Area Field Prefixes.
• Updated SecondaryTextAreaType Enumeration.

Changes to 520480-031 manual
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• Updated ObjectType Enumeration.
• Updated the descriptions for ZSFG-VAL-OPER-ALTER and ZSFG-VAL-OPER-COMPOSITE field

definitions in the Primary Audit Record DDL Definition on page 162.

Related Documentation
You should be familiar with the Safeguard subsystem, which is documented in:

• Safeguard User’s Guide
• Safeguard Administrator’s Manual
• Safeguard Reference Manual
• Safeguard Management Programming Manual

You might also want to see:

• Guardian Procedure Calls Reference Manual
• Data Definition Language (DDL) Reference Manual

Publishing History
Part Number Product Version Published

862341-003 May 2017

862341-002 March 2017

862341-001 June 2016

520480-032 February 2015

520480-031

Safeguard L01, H05

Safeguard L01

Safeguard L01, H05 

Safeguard L01, H05, G06.06 

Safeguard G06.06, H05 February 2014
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Introduction
The ability to track security-relevant events on your system is one of the most important aspects of computer
security. The Safeguard audit service allows you to record and retrieve information about a wide range of
events.

Audited events are recorded in the Safeguard audit files, collectively referred to as the audit trail. You can
retrieve information about audited events by using SAFEART, the Safeguard Audit File Reduction Tool.

Events Controlled by the Safeguard Subsystem
The Safeguard subsystem generates audit records for the events it controls. Although you must specify
Safeguard audit attributes to record many types of events, some events are recorded regardless of Safeguard
settings.

Safeguard Events That Must Be Specified
You can specify auditing for some security-relevant events by setting audit attributes in various Safeguard
records. You can select local events, remote events, or both local and remote events, to specify auditing for
events. The following events must have auditing specified to be recorded in the Safeguard audit trail:

• Authenticating users
• Accessing objects
• Creating or managing (change, delete, or read) Safeguard protection records
• Creating, changing, or deleting Safeguard GROUP records
• Automatic logoffs that occur if you logon at a logged terminal

You can specify most of these events either individually or systemwide. For example, auditing for an individual
disk file is specified in the disk file's protection record, but auditing for all disk files on the system is specified
through Safeguard configuration attributes. Systemwide settings supplement any settings specified in
individual protection records.

For a complete discussion on how to specify all types of auditing, see Specifying Auditing on page 10.

Safeguard Events That Are Always Audited
The following events are always audited, regardless of any Safeguard audit settings:

• Running the ALTER SAFEGUARD or STOP SAFEGUARD commands
• Running the Safeguard audit service commands (except the INFO AUDIT SERVICE and the INFO

AUDIT POOL commands)
• Running the Safeguard TERMINAL commands (except the INFO TERMINAL command)
• Running the EVENT-EXIT-PROCESS commands (except the INFO EVENT-EXIT-PROCESS command)

For a description of these events, see Unconditional Auditing on page 38.

Events From HPE NonStop OS Subsystems
In addition to the events controlled by the Safeguard subsystem, the audit service can record security-
relevant events controlled by other NonStop privileged subsystems. These subsystems are referred to as
Clients. The Safeguard subsystem receives event information from the clients and writes records to the audit
trail on their behalf.

Auditing of NonStop clients can consume considerable system resources and add a large number of records
to your audit files. Consequently, you might want to configure the Safeguard subsystem to disable client
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auditing. You can disable client auditing by setting the AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN configuration attribute to
OFF. For more information, see Controlling Auditing of NonStop Client Events on page 22.

The Audit Trail
The Safeguard audit service allows you to specify the location, number, and size of the audit files. Each time
the audit service determines that an event must be recorded, it writes a primary audit record to the current
audit file. For many events, one or more secondary audit records are also written to the current audit file.

When the current audit file is full, the Safeguard software automatically switches to the next audit file in
sequence. The Safeguard software writes a message to the system console each time it switches from one
audit file to another.

You can manually switch to a new audit file using the audit service commands. The audit service also allows
you to specify recovery actions in case an audit pool is full or unavailable.

For more information, see About the Audit Trail on page 40.

The audit files are entry-sequenced Enscribe files. The structure of records stored in an audit file is described
with DDL DEFINITION statements in Audit File Record Formats on page 159. For information on DDL
definitions, see the Data Definition Language (DDL) Reference Manual.

NOTE:

Effective with the D10 product version of Safeguard, the SAFEACT program is no longer supported and
cannot be used for audit file conversion.

Extracting Audit Information
The Safeguard subsystem provides an audit reduction tool called SAFEART. SAFEART is an interactive,
batch-mode program that allows you to retrieve information from the audit files. To produce a report using
SAFEART, you must specify the timeline and criteria for the report, to describe the types of events you want
included in the report. The report is written to a file you specify. SAFEART is described in these sections:

Getting Started With SAFEART on page 61

Producing SAFEART Reports on page 68

SAFEART Field Descriptions on page 85

SAFEART Error Messages on page 148

You can also use Enform to extract some of the data from these files. However, Enform is not suited for
extracting information from repeating fields, such as access control list (ACL) entries.
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Specifying Auditing
This section explains how to specify auditing for security-relevant events on a Safeguard controlled system.
You can specify auditing by setting audit attributes in the protection records for specific users, aliases,
objects, or OBJECTTYPEs.

In general, specifying auditing for user aliases follows the same rules as specifying auditing for users. Any
statements pertaining to user auditing in this section also apply to alias auditing.

You can specify the audit attributes using the ADD command to add a new protection record to the Safeguard
database. You can also specify the audit attributes for an existing record using the ALTER command. General
users can add protection records to specify auditing for their disk files, subvolumes, processes, and
subprocesses. By default, only privileged users can add protection records for users, disk volumes, devices,
subdevices, and OBJECTTYPEs. Any owner of an existing protection record can alter that record.

You can also specify systemwide auditing of events by altering the Safeguard configuration.

A special Safeguard configuration attribute (AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN) controls events from the Hewlett
Packard Enterprise privileged clients and are recorded in the audit trail.

As mentioned in Introduction on page 8, certain types of events are automatically recorded in the audit trail.
For a description of these events, see Unconditional Auditing on page 38.

The Audit Attributes
You can specify auditing for individual users, aliases, objects, security groups, and OBJECTTYPES with the
audit attributes in the individual protection records. These attributes fall into three categories:

• The AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE attributes in a user or alias authentication record control auditing for
authentication attempts such as logons.

• The AUDIT-ACCESS attributes in an object authorization record control auditing for attempts to access the
object. For OBJECTTYPE records, the AUDIT-ACCESS attributes control auditing for attempts to protect
objects of the specified type.

• The AUDIT-MANAGE attributes in all protection records control auditing for attempts to manage (change,
delete, or read) the protection record.

Systemwide Audit Attributes
The Safeguard configuration record contains similar types of audit attributes that control systemwide auditing.
For more information, see Configuring Audit Exclusion of NonStop Client Events on page 26.

Special Audit Attributes for User Actions
Two new AUDIT-USER-ACTION attributes in a user authentication record control auditing for most types of
actions performed by the user. For more information, see Auditing Events Performed by a Specific User
on page 18.

Shorthand for Audit Attributes
In many instances, you can use shortened forms of the attributes to specify combinations of auditing
conditions. For more information, see Shorthand for Audit Attributes on page 20.
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Auditing User Authentication Attempts
To specify auditing for authentication attempts (such as logons) by a specific user, use the AUDIT-
AUTHENTICATE attributes in the user authentication record. The Safeguard subsystem records the specified
authentication attempts in the current audit file.

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS audit-spec
              

specifies the conditions under which successful authentication attempts are recorded in the current audit file.
The conditions also apply to auditing of automatic logoffs of the user. For more information, see Auditing
Automatic Logoffs on page 13.

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL audit-spec
              

specifies the conditions under which unsuccessful authentication attempts are recorded in the current audit
file.

NOTE:

In previous product versions of Safeguard, the AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE attributes were called the
AUDIT-ACCESS attributes. SAFECOM accepts both the old and new names for the attributes.

The audit-spec variable for AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS and AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL can be
any one of these four values:

ALL
All authentication attempts (both local and remote) by the specified user are recorded in the current audit file.

LOCAL
Only local authentication attempts are recorded in the audit file. The Safeguard subsystem considers either of
these situations to be local logon attempts:

• A local user runs a local command interpreter and attempts to log on.
• A local user runs a process that attempts to log on by calling the VERIFYUSER or USER_AUTHENTICATE_

procedure.

REMOTE
No authentication attempts are recorded in the current audit file. Although SAFECOM accepts this value,
authentication attempts can be audited only on the system where they occur.

NONE
No authentication attempts are recorded in the current audit file. NONE is the default value for both AUDIT-
AUTHENTICATE-PASS and AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL.

Example
This example illustrates how to audit logon attempts for a specific user. This command adds a new user with
user name ADMIN.DAVE, user ID 1,38, and auditing specified for all failed logon attempts and all successful
remote logon attempts:

=ADD USER admin.dave, 1,38, AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL all, &
=AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS remote
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To specify auditing for existing users, use the ALTER USER command. For example, this command changes
the protection record for ADMIN.DAVE so that auditing is specified for all successful logon attempts:

=ALTER USER admin.dave, AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS all

How Attempts to Log On Are Audited
When a user attempts to log on to a system protected by the Safeguard subsystem (with either a command
interpreter LOGON command or programmatically with the VERIFYUSER or USER_AUTHENTICATE_
procedure), the user's identity is authenticated, and the logon attempt is processed as described below:

Procedure

1. The Safeguard subsystem verifies that the user name given by you is in its user database. The logon
attempt fails if the user name is not in the database. By default, logon attempts made with invalid user
names are not audited unless the Safeguard subsystem is configured for systemwide auditing of all failed
authentication attempts. Configuring systemwide auditing is described in Configuring Audit Exclusion of
NonStop Client Events on page 26.

2. The Safeguard subsystem ensures that the password supplied by you matches the password stored in the
user authentication record for that user name. If the passwords do not match, the logon attempt fails. (See
the note following this list.) The AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL attribute defined for the supplied user
name is checked to determine whether to record the logon attempt in the current audit file.

3. If the supplied password matches the password in the authentication record, the Safeguard subsystem
checks the values of these attributes in the authentication record:

STATUS frozen/thawed
USER EXPIRES date, time
PASSWORD EXPIRES date, time
          

4. If the current status is frozen, the user authentication record has expired, or the user's password has
expired, the logon attempt fails. (See the note following this list.) When a logon attempt fails for any of
these reasons, the value of the AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL attribute is checked to determine whether
to record the failed logon attempt in the current audit file.

5. If a logon attempt passes these checks, the AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS attribute for that user name is
checked to determine whether to record the logon attempt in the current audit file. Then the logon attempt
is allowed to complete successfully.

NOTE:

If the group manager or the super ID attempts to log on as another user and PASSWORD-REQUIRED
is OFF, the logon succeeds without a password. Auditing is performed if specified.

When a user attempts to perform a privlogon on a system protected by Safeguard subsystem (by specifying
the option bits 2 and 15 as 1 for a User_Authenticate_ procedure), the user's identity is authenticated
without validation of the user's password. The AUDIT-PRIV-LOGON in conjunction with the AUDIT-
DISKFILE-PRIV-LOGON attribute determines whether an audit is generated for a PRIVLOGON request
originating from this program file.

NOTE:

This information is supported only on systems running H06.11 and later H-series RVUs.
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Auditing Automatic Logoffs
If you successfully log on at a terminal where a previous user is logged on, the Safeguard subsystem
automatically logs off the previous user. Auditing for this type of logoff is controlled by the AUDIT-
AUTHENTICATE-PASS attribute of the logged off user.

Auditing TACL Logoff
If you issue a LOGOFF or an EXIT command at the TACL prompt to logoff from a terminal, the Safeguard
subsystem generates an audit with the operation set as TACLLOGOFF. Auditing for this type of logoff is
controlled by either of the following Safeguard global configuration attributes or the user level attribute based
on the AUDIT-TACLLOGOFF global configuration:

• AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS
• AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS
• AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL

NOTE:

This information is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.14 and later
H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

Auditing Attempts to Access Objects
To specify auditing for attempts to access a particular object, use the AUDIT-ACCESS attributes in the
authorization record for the object. The Safeguard subsystem records the specified access attempts in the
current audit file.

AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS audit-spec

specifies the conditions under which successful attempts to access the object are recorded in the current
audit file.

AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL audit-spec

specifies the conditions under which unsuccessful attempts to access the object are recorded in the current
audit file.

The audit-spec variable for AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS and AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL can be any one of these
four values:

ALL
All attempts to access the object are recorded in the current audit file.

LOCAL
Only local attempts to access this object are recorded in the current audit file.

REMOTE
Only remote attempts to access this object are recorded in the current audit file. (A remote attempt is one
made by a process started by a network user logged on to a remote system. The process itself might be
running on the network user's system or on this system.)

NONE
No attempts to access this object are recorded in the current audit file. NONE is the default value for both
AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS and AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL.
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Examples
This example shows how an owner of the protection record can specify auditing for all successful attempts to
access the file $DATA.SALES.RECORD1 (that is, all attempts to read, write, execute, or purge the file):

=ALTER DISKFILE $data.sales.record1, AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS all
Similarly, an owner can specify the auditing of all unsuccessful remote attempts to access the file
$DATA.SALES.RECORD2:

=ALTER DISKFILE $data.sales.record2, AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL remote

How Attempts to Access Objects Are Audited
When an attempt is made to access a protected object, the Safeguard subsystem performs this procedure to
authorize the request and to determine if auditing is required:

Procedure

1. The protection record for the object is consulted to determine whether the user identified by the process
accessor ID (PAID) has the required authority to access the object.

2. If the user has the required authority, the Safeguard subsystem allows the requested access and checks
the value of the AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS attribute. If AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS is specified, the successful
access is recorded in the current audit file.

3. If the user lacks the required authority, the Safeguard subsystem issues a security violation (error 48) and
checks the value of the AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL attribute. If AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL is specified, the failed
access attempt is recorded in the current audit file.

NOTE: Safeguard configuration might affect whether protection records are consulted. If a protection
record is not consulted, auditing specified in the protection record does not occur. For more information,
see the ALTER SAFEGUARD command in the Safeguard Reference Manual.

Rulings From the Event-Exit-Process
If the Event-Exit-Process is enabled and it rejects an attempt to access an object, the attempt is not
audited. If the Event-Exit-Process returns YES or NORECORD, the event is processed by the Safeguard
subsystem, and the attempt is audited if specified.

Auditing Attempts to Add Protection Records
To specify auditing for attempts to add protection records of a given type, use the AUDIT-ACCESS attributes
in the appropriate OBJECTTYPE authorization record. The Safeguard subsystem records the specified
protection attempts in the current audit file.

AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS audit-spec
              

specifies the conditions under which successful attempts to add a protection record of a given type are
recorded in the current audit file.

AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL audit-spec
              

specifies the conditions under which unsuccessful attempts to add a protection record of a given type are
recorded in the current audit file.
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The audit-spec variable for AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS and AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL can be any one of these
four values:

ALL
All attempts to add a protection record of a given type are recorded in the current audit file.

LOCAL
Only local attempts to add a protection record of a given type are recorded in the current audit file.

REMOTE
Only remote attempts to add a protection record of a given type are recorded in the current audit file. (A
remote attempt is one made by a process started by a network user logged on to a remote system. The
process itself might be running on the network user's system or on this system.)

NONE
No attempts to add a protection record of a given type are recorded in the current audit file. NONE is the
default value for both AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS and AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL.

Example
This example shows how the owner of the authorization record for OBJECTTYPE DISKFILE can specify the
auditing of all successful attempts to add protection records for disk files:

=ALTER OBJECTTYPE DISKFILE, AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS all

How Attempts to Add Protection Records Are Audited
When an attempt is made to add a protection record, the Safeguard subsystem performs this procedure to
authorize the action and to determine if auditing is required:

Procedure

1. The appropriate OBJECTTYPE record is consulted to determine whether the user attempting to add the
protection record has the required authority.

2. If the user has the required authority, the Safeguard subsystem creates the protection record and checks
the value of AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS in the OBJECTTYPE record. If AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS is specified, the
Safeguard subsystem writes one primary audit record and one secondary audit record to the current audit
file. The secondary record contains the image of the protection record that was added.

3. If the user is not authorized, the Safeguard subsystem issues a security violation (error 48) and checks the
value of AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL in the OBJECTTYPE record. If AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL is specified, the
Safeguard subsystem writes one primary audit record and one secondary record to the current audit file.
The secondary record contains the image of the protection record that the user attempted to add.

Auditing Attempts to Manage Protection Records
To specify auditing for attempts to manage (change, read, or delete) a particular protection record, use the
AUDIT-MANAGE attributes in the protection record. The following types of records contain AUDIT-MANAGE
attributes:

• User and alias authentication records
• Object authorization records
• OBJECTTYPE authorization records
• Security-Group authorization records

These types of events are considered attempts to manage a protection record:

• Attempting to change one or more attribute values in a protection record with the
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ALTER
command.

If this event is audited, one primary audit record and two secondary audit records are written to the current
audit file. One secondary record contains an image of the protection record before the attempted change,
and the other secondary record contains an image of the protection showing the attempted change. For
user and alias records, a total of four secondary records are written. (See the note following this list.)

• Displaying the contents of a protection record with the

INFO
command.

If this event is audited and successful, one primary audit record and one secondary audit record are
written to the current audit file. The secondary record contains the image of the protection record that was
accessed by the

INFO
command. For user and alias records, two secondary records are written. (See the note following this list.)
No auditing is performed for unsuccessful events of this type.

• Using the

LIKE
clause of most

ADD
,

ALTER
, or

SET
commands to read the current values of the security attributes in an existing protection record

If this event is audited and successful, one primary audit record and one secondary audit record are
written to the current audit file. The secondary record contains the image of the protection record that was
accessed by the

LIKE
clause. For user and alias records, two secondary records are written. (See the note following this list.) No
auditing is performed for unsuccessful events of this type.

• Attempting to freeze or thaw the protection record for a user, object,

OBJECTTYPE
, or Security-Group

If this event is audited, one primary audit record and two secondary audit records are written to the current
audit file. One secondary record contains an image of the protection record before the attempted change,
and the other contains an image of the protection record showing the attempted change. For user and
alias records, a total of four secondary records are written. (See the note following this list.)

• Attempting to delete a protection record with the

DELETE
command

If this event is audited, one primary audit record and one secondary audit record are written to the current
audit file. The secondary record contains the image of the protection record that was deleted or that the
user attempted to delete. For user and alias records, two secondary records are written. See the following
note.
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NOTE:

For every secondary record containing the image of a user or alias authentication record, two additional
secondary subrecords are written containing extensions to the authentication record.

The ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT extension subrecord contains attributes introduced with the D30
product version of the Safeguard subsystem.

The ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1 extension subrecord contains attributes introduced with the
G06.27 product version of Safeguard.

The ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1n extension subrecord contains attributes introduced with the
J06.03, H06.14, and G06.32 product version of Safeguard.

The AUDIT-MANAGE attributes are:

AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS audit-spec
              

specifies the conditions under which successful attempts to manage this protection record are recorded in the
current audit file.

AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL audit-spec
              

specifies the conditions under which unsuccessful attempts to manage this protection record are recorded in
the current audit file.

The audit-spec variable for AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS and AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL can be any one of these
four values:

ALL
All attempts to manage this protection record are recorded in the current audit file.

LOCAL
Only local attempts to manage this protection record are recorded in the current audit file. (A local attempt is
made by a user logged on to this system.)

REMOTE
Only remote attempts to manage this protection record are recorded in the current audit file. (A remote
attempt is made by a network user logged on to a remote system. A network user's attempt to access a
protection record is considered remote regardless of whether the network user is running SAFECOM on the
remote system or on the local system.)

NONE
No attempts to manage this protection record are recorded in the current audit file. NONE is the default value
for both AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS and AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL.

Examples
This example illustrates how to audit attempts to manage a user authentication record. In this example, the
owner of the authentication record enters the command to set up auditing for successful remote attempts to
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manage the record (AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS) and all unsuccessful attempts to manage the record (AUDIT-
MANAGE-FAIL):

=ALTER USER admin.dave, AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS remote, &
=AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL all
This example illustrates how an owner of the authorization record can specify the auditing of all successful
attempts to manage the authorization record for the disk file $DATA.SALES.RECORD1:

=ALTER DISKFILE $data.sales.record1, AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS all
Similarly, the owner can specify the auditing of all unsuccessful local attempts to manage the authorization
record for $DATA.SALES.RECORD2:

=ALTER DISKFILE $data.sales.record2, AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL local
This example illustrates how an owner of the authorization record for OBJECTTYPE DEVICE can specify the
auditing of all successful attempts to manage the authorization record for OBJECTTYPE DEVICE:

=ALTER OBJECTTYPE DEVICE, AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS all
Similarly, an owner can specify the auditing of all unsuccessful local attempts to manage the authorization
record for OBJECTTYPE DEVICE:

=ALTER OBJECTTYPE DEVICE, AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL local
The Safeguard subsystem allows attempts to read OBJECTTYPE records with either the INFO command or
the SET LIKE clause. For each attempt, however, the value of the AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS attribute is
checked to determine whether to record the attempt in the current audit file.

How Attempts to Manage Protection Records Are Audited
When an attempt is made to manage a protection record, the Safeguard subsystem performs this procedure
to authorize the request and to determine if auditing is required:

Procedure

1. The protection record is consulted to determine whether the user attempting to manage the record has the
required authority.

2. If the user has the required authority, the Safeguard subsystem performs the requested operation and
checks the value of the AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS attribute. If AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS is specified, the
successful operation is recorded in the current audit file.

3. If the user lacks the required authority, the Safeguard subsystem issues a security violation (error 48) and
checks the value of the AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL attribute. If AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL is specified, the failed
operation is recorded in the current audit file.

Auditing Events Performed by a Specific User
You can specify auditing for events performed by a specific user ID through the AUDIT-USER-ACTION
attributes in the user authentication record. These attributes are set at logon time. Modifications of these
attributes do not take effect immediately for user IDs that are already logged on. You must log on again for the
attributes to take place. These attributes enable the auditing of user actions that involve the Safeguard
subsystem, in particular:

• Attempts to access any of these types of objects (even if they are not protected by a Safeguard record):

◦ Disk files, subvolumes, and volumes
◦ Processes and subprocesses
◦ Devices and subdevices

• Attempts to create or manage Safeguard protection records
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These attributes enable auditing for user actions.

AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS audit-spec
              

specifies the conditions under which successful actions performed by the user are recorded in the current
audit file.

AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL audit-spec
              

specifies the conditions under which unsuccessful actions performed by the user are recorded in the current
audit file.

The audit-spec variable for AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS and AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL can be any
one of these four values:

ALL
All attempts made by the user are recorded in the current audit file.

LOCAL
Local attempts made by the user are recorded in the current audit file. (A local attempt is made by a user
logged on to this system.)

REMOTE
Remote attempts made by the user are recorded in the current audit file. (A remote attempt is made by a
network user logged on to a remote system.)

NONE
Attempts made by the user are not recorded in the current audit file unless auditing is specified through other
audit attributes. NONE is the default value for both AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS and AUDIT-USER-
ACTION-FAIL.

Example
This example specifies auditing for successful and unsuccessful remote events performed by admin.chris:

=ALTER USER admin.chris, AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS remote, &
=AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL remote

Performance Considerations
Use of the AUDIT-USER-ACTION attributes can dramatically increase the number of audit records. Consider
these issue before using AUDIT-USER-ACTION attributes:

• Many system processes run as the super ID. Establishing AUDIT-USER-ACTION for the super ID can
have a severe impact on system performance.

• What appears to be only one Safeguard event might actually consist of several underlying events that
involve the Safeguard subsystem. These underlying events are also recorded in the audit trail whenever
the subject of the event is the user specified by AUDIT-USER-ACTION. Consequently, a higher than
expected number of audit records would be generated. For example, if a user issues a SAFECOM INFO
USER command, several underlying events could take place on the user's behalf. The Safeguard
subsystem might be involved in a number of these events, including:
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◦ The attempt to run SAFECOM
◦ The attempt to read the command from the user's terminal
◦ The attempt to issue the INFO USER command
◦ The attempt to write the output of the command to the user's terminal
◦ Communication between SAFECOM and SPI

Shorthand for Audit Attributes
You can use a shortened form of the audit attributes under most circumstances when you are specifying the
same conditions for different audit attributes. For example, consider this command:

=ALTER DISKFILE $home.annual.report, &
=AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS all
=AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL all
=AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS all
=AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL all
You can use a shortened form of the audit attributes to specify the same auditing conditions. This command is
equivalent to the preceding command:

=ALTER DISKFILE $home.annual.report, AUDIT all
Similarly, this command can be entered in shorthand:

=ALTER DISKFILE $home.quarterly.report1, &
=AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS remote
=AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL remote
The shorthand version follows:

=ALTER DISKFILE $home.quarterly.report1, AUDIT-ACCESS remote
The table Audit Attribute Shorthand lists all valid forms of the audit attribute shorthand, including those for
systemwide auditing. Systemwide auditing is described in detail after this table.

Table 1: Audit Attribute Shorthand

For Object and OBJECTTYPE Records

Complete Combination of Attributes Equivalent Shorthand

AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS

AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL

AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS

AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL

AUDIT

AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS

AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL

AUDIT-MANAGE

AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS

AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL

AUDIT-ACCESS

Table Continued
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AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS

AUDIT-ACCESS-PASS

AUDIT-PASS

AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL

AUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL

AUDIT-FAIL

For User Records

Complete Combination of Attributes Equivalent Shorthand

AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS

AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL

AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS

AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL

AUDIT

AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS

AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS

AUDIT-PASS

AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL

AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL

AUDIT-FAIL

AUDIT-MANAGE-PASS

AUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL

AUDIT-MANAGE

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE

AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS

AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL

AUDIT-USER-ACTION

For Safeguard Configuration

Complete Combination of Attributes Equivalent Shorthand

AUDIT-object -MANAGE-PASS

AUDIT-object -MANAGE-FAIL

AUDIT-object -ACCESS-PASS

AUDIT-object -ACCESS-FAIL

AUDIT-object

AUDIT-object -MANAGE-PASS

AUDIT-object -MANAGE-FAIL

AUDIT-object -MANAGE

Table Continued
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AUDIT-object -ACCESS-PASS

AUDIT-object -ACCESS-FAIL

AUDIT-object -ACCESS

AUDIT-object -MANAGE-PASS

AUDIT-object -ACCESS-PASS

AUDIT-object -PASS

AUDIT-object -MANAGE-FAIL

AUDIT-object -ACCESS-FAIL

AUDIT-object -FAIL

AUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-PASS

AUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-FAIL

AUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE

Note. For Safeguard configuration, object can be either DEVICE, DISKFILE, OBJECT, or PROCESS.

Controlling Auditing of NonStop Client Events
The Safeguard audit service can record security-relevant events generated by NonStop privileged
subsystems. These subsystems are known as clients. The audit service receives event information from the
clients and writes records to the audit trail on their behalf. The content and format of audit records vary from
one client to another. The existence of audit records from clients might also vary from RVU to RVU.

The Safeguard configuration attribute AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN controls whether client events are
recorded. Possible values are ON and OFF. Initially, the attribute is set to ON.

The Safeguard configuration attribute AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS controls the writing of the audit records to the
audit trial for these OSS object types:

• ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-DIRECTORY
• ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-FIFO
• ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-OSSDISKFILE
• ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-OSSFILESET
• ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-OSSPROCESS
• ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SOCKET
• ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SYMLINK
Possible values of the Safeguard configuration attribute AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS are ON and OFF. Initially, the
attribute is set to ON.

Because auditing of NonStop clients can consume considerable system resources and add a large number of
records to your audit files, you might want to configure the Safeguard subsystem to disable client auditing.

To disable audits generated by guardian clients, issue this SAFECOM command:

=ALTER SAFEGUARD, AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN OFF
To disable audits generated by OSS clients, issue this SAFECOM command:

=ALTER SAFEGUARD, AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS OFF
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NOTE:

The AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN attribute is a synonym for the AUDIT-CLIENT-SERVICE attribute.
The AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS attribute is supported only on systems running G06.29 and later G-series
RVUs and H06.08 and later H-series RVUs.

If you decide to leave client auditing (both Guardian and OSS) enabled, be aware that some of the
systemwide auditing attributes described in the following pages also affect client auditing. For example, the
AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS controls auditing for successful client operations that pertain to processes
and subprocesses.

NOTE:

If you leave client auditing enabled, be sure you have adequate system resources to handle the
additional audit activity.

The table Clients and the Corresponding Audited Objects lists the common NonStop privileged
subsystems or clients and the corresponding audited objects and operations.

Table 2: Clients and the Corresponding Audited Objects

Clients Audited Objects Audited Operations

GUARDIAN Process Zsfg^Val^Oper^Start

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Stop

RMI/ZMIOP RMI/ZMIOP Controller

Process

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Change^Owner

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Change

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Suspend

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Revive

BACKUP/RESTORE Command

Volume

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Create

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Read

FILE SYSTEM Diskfile

Process

Device

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Open

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Create

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Purge

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Rename

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Close

Table Continued
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Clients Audited Objects Audited Operations

FUP Device

Process

Controller

Volume

Path

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Revive

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Change

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Stop

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Suspend

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Purge

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Read

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Rename

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Update

DSC/COUP Device

Diskfile

Controller

Configuration

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Create

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Change

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Insert

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Delete

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Purge

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Suspend

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Revive

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Start

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Stop

TMF TMF Transaction

TMF Auditdump

TMF AudtTrail

TMF Dumps

TMF Tapemedia

TMF Backout

TMF Catalog

Volume

Subsystem

Diskfile

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Initialize

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Abort

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Add

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Change

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Suspend

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Purge

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Create

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Enable

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Exclude

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Next

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Rollforward

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Resolve

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Revive

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Start

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Stop

Table Continued
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Clients Audited Objects Audited Operations

TAPECOM Tape Volume

Tape mount

Device

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Accept

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Reset

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Read

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Create

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Reject

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Nexttape

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Rename

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Scratch

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Set

zsfg^Val^Oper^Purge

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Usetape

DP2 Diskfile

SQL View

SQL Table

SQL Index

Zsfg^Val^Oper^change

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Change^Owner

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Open

OSS Name Server1 OSS Diskfile

Directory

Socket

FIFO

Symlink

TTY

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Open

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Create

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Rename

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Link

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Unlink

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Purge

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Chmod

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Chown

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Utime

OSS DP2 OSS Diskfile Zsfg^Val^Oper^Change

Zsfg^Val^Oper^ChangeOwner

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Open

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Purge

OSS Monitor OSS Fileset Zsfg^Val^Oper^Start

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Stop

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Add

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Delete

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Change

Table Continued
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Clients Audited Objects Audited Operations

OSS NSK Process Zsfg^Val^Oper^Start

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Kill

Zsfg^Val^Oper^Change

TACL2 Process/Guardian-User Zsfg^Val^Oper^Tacllogoff

1 OSS DP2 supports version 2 filesets and OSS Name Server supports version 3 filesets.
2 This information is supported only on systems running J06.08 and later J-series RVUs and H06.19 and later

H-series RVUs.

Configuring Audit Exclusion of NonStop Client Events
You can filter generation of certain NonStop client audit events by using the systemwide audit exclusion
parameters regardless of individual and global audit configuration settings. The filtering of audit events is
based on the selected fields in the audit report.

To exclude the events from being audited, you must provide a field name and its appropriate values.

The following configuration attributes control systemwide audit exclusion:

AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD
specifies the field name of an audit record. All NonStop client audit events containing the specified field name
are not generated by the Safeguard subsystem. The default value is NONE.

The table AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELDs and their corresponding values lists the different AUDIT-EXCLUDE-
VALUES each AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD can take.
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Table 3: AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELDs and their corresponding values

AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD Values for AUDIT-EXCLUDE-VALUE

Operation • READ
• WRITE
• EXECUTE
• DELETE
• CREATE
• UPDATE
• CHANGE
• RENAME
• START
• STOP
• SUSPEND
• REVIVE
• OPEN
• CLOSE
• GRANT
• REVOKE
• PURGE
• SELECT
• INSERT
• REFERENCE
• CHANGE_OWNER
• BACK_OUT
• ONLINE_DUMP
• OTHER
• ABORT
• ADD
• ENABLE
• EXCLUDE
• INITIALIZE
• NEXT
• RESOLVE
• ACCEPT
• NEXTTAPE
• REJECT
• RESET
• SCRATCH
• SET
• USETAPE
• DEBUG
• CHANGEPRIORITY
• CHANGESTEPMOM
• ALTER
• GIVE
• LICENSE

Table Continued
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AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD Values for AUDIT-EXCLUDE-VALUE

• PROGID
• NEWPROCESS
• SECURITY
• COMPOSITE
• ACCESS
• DIRSEARCH
• KILL
• LINK
• OSSRESOLVE
• TRUST
• TACLLOGOFF

OUTCOME • GRANTED
• DENIED
• MAYBE
• PASSED
• FAILED
• NORECORD
• OTHER
• PARTIAL_SUCCE
• PENDING
• WARNING

Table Continued
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AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD Values for AUDIT-EXCLUDE-VALUE

OBJECTTYPE • DISKFILE
• SUBVOLUME
• VOLUME
• DEVICE
• SUBDEVICE
• PROCESS
• SUBPROCESS
• SUBSYSTEM
• COMMAND
• USER
• GUARDIAN_USER
• SQL_TABLE
• SQL_VIEW
• SQL_INDEX
• SQL_CATALOG
• USER_RECORD
• PROT_RECORD
• CONTROLLER
• PATH
• SQL_TABLE
• SQL_VIEW
• SQL_INDEX
• SQL_CATALOG
• USER_RECORD
• PROT_RECORD
• CONROLLER
• PATH
• CONFIG_RECORD
• SFG_CONFIG_REC
• AUD_TR_CONFIG_REC
• TMF_TRANSACTION
• TMF_AUDITTRAIL
• TMF_TAPEMEDIA
• TMF_AUDITDUMP
• TMF_BACKOUT
• TMF_CATALOG
• TMF_DUMPS
• SFG_LU_RECORD
• USER_REMPASS
• TAPEMOUNT
• TAPEVOLUME
• SYSTEMDEVICE
• SHAREDSEGMNT
• GROUP
• SFG_PROC_RECORD
• DIRECTORY

Table Continued
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AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD Values for AUDIT-EXCLUDE-VALUE

• FIFO
• OSSDISKFILE
• OSSFILESET
• SOCKET
• SYMLINK
• TTY
• PROCESSGROUP
• OSSPROCESS

OWNERISREMOTE • REMOTE
• LOCAL
• NONE
• UNKNOWN

The following AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD values have dynamic variable names, therefore no enums are
defined.

• OWNERUSERNAME
• OWNERUSERNUMBER
• SUBJECTUSERNAME
• SUBJECTUSERNUMBER
• SUBJECTSYSTEMNAME
• SUBJECTCREATORNAME
• SUBJECTCREATORNUMBER
• SUBJECTSYSTEMNUMBER
• SUBJECTPROCESSNAME
• SUBJECTAUTHLOCNAME
• SUBJECTTERMINALNAME
• SUBJECTAUTHLOCNUMBER
• CREATORUSERNAME
• CREATORUSERNUMBER
• CREATORSYSTEMNAME
• CREATORCREATORNAME
• CREATORCREATORNUMBER
• CREATORSYSTEMNUMBER
• CREATORPROCESSNAME
• CREATORAUTHLOCNAME
• CREATORTERMINALNAME
• CREATORAUTHLOCNUMBER
• OBJECTNAME

AUDIT-EXCLUDE-VALUE
specifies a set of values (up to five) for the respective field names in the AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD. A
combination of field names and values determine the exclusion of NonStop client audit events. The default
value is NONE.

NOTE:

The AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD and AUDIT-EXCLUDE-VALUE attributes must be used in a single
command line while filtering the audit records.
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To change any of these values, issue the ALTER SAFEGUARD command from SAFECOM. For example, to
specify exclusion of audit events generated by a NonStop client subsystem when a READ operation is
performed on the system:

ALTER SAFEGUARD, AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD OPERATION, AUDIT-EXCLUDE-
VALUE READ
To specify exclusion of audit records generated when READ, WRITE, and EXECUTE operations are performed
on the system:

ALTER SAFEGUARD, AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD OPERATION, AUDIT-EXCLUDE-
VALUE (READ:WRITE:EXECUTE)
When the configuration attributes AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN and AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS are both set to OFF,
the audit exclusion values set by AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD and AUDIT-EXCLUDE-VALUE do not take effect.

NOTE:

The AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD and AUDIT-EXCLUDE-VALUE attributes are supported only on systems
running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.14 and later H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-
series RVUs.

OSS Auditing
The Safeguard audit attribute, AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS (ACO), controls if the OSS-related audit records are
written to the audit trail in most cases.

NOTE:

The OSS Auditing is supported only on systems running G06.29 and later G-series RVUs and H06.08
and later H-series RVUs.

ACO Attribute
The ACO attribute is primarily used in combination with other attributes to control OSS auditing. However, the
following fileset-management audit outcome records are written to the audit trail anytime when the ACO
attribute is set to — start/stop fileset, add/delete fileset, and alter fileset.

ACO and AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS/FAIL Attributes
If an AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS or AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-FAIL attribute is set, Safeguard
authorization result records for OSS process start/stop attempts are written to the audit trail.

If an AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS or AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-FAIL attribute and the ACO attribute
are set, audit records are written to the audit trail for these operations:

• OSS process start/stop
• OSS signal
• OSS process setpgid/setsid
• OSS process setuid/setgid

ACO and Fileset AUDITENABLED Attributes
If the fileset AUDITENABLED attribute and the ACO attribute are set, audit records are written to the audit trail
for these operations:

• Guardian FILE_OPEN_ of OSS files
• OSS opens/creates of OSS files
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• OSS pathname resolution
• access authorization
• chmod authorization
• chown authorization
• link authorization
• rename authorization
• delete authorization (not the last name for a file)
• purge authorization (last name for a file)
• utime authorization
• setacl authorization

AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN (ACG) and AUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-PASS/FAIL Attributes
If an AUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-PASS or AUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-FAIL attribute is set, Safeguard
authorization records the opening of the OSS terminals that are written to the audit trail.

If an AUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-PASS or AUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-FAIL attribute and the ACG attribute are
set, the audit outcome records the opening of the OSS terminals that are written to the audit trail.

AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN (ACG) and AUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS-PASS/FAIL Attributes
If an AUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS-PASS or AUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS-FAIL attribute and the ACG
attribute are set, the OSS open the Guardian file outcome records are written to the audit trail.

Configuring Safeguard for Systemwide Auditing
You can specify systemwide auditing of Safeguard events by altering the Safeguard configuration. You can
configure systemwide Safeguard auditing for:

• All devices, subdevices, and their associated authorization records
• All processes, subprocesses, and their associated authorization records
• All volumes, subvolumes, disk files, and their associated authorization records
• All of these objects collectively and their associated authorization records
• All users, user aliases, groups, and their associated records

Systemwide auditing affects all objects of the specified type including those that do not have protection
records. For example, if you specify systemwide auditing for devices and subdevices, all devices and
subdevices are audited even if they are not individually protected.

If an object is individually protected, the systemwide audit settings supplement the audit settings in the
object’s protection record (provided the Safeguard subsystem is configured to check the protection record).
For example, if an individual disk file record is set to audit ALL access attempts and the Safeguard
configuration is set to audit NONE of the disk file access attempts, both local and remote access attempts are
audited for the individual disk file. Specifying both systemwide and individual auditing does not cause
duplicate records to be generated for audited events.

The ALTER SAFEGUARD Command
To configure systemwide auditing, use the ALTER SAFEGUARD command to specify Safeguard configuration
attributes. The ALTER SAFEGUARD command is restricted to either the super group or to the SECURITY-
ADMINISTRATOR security group if it has been created.

The INFO SAFEGUARD Command
You can check the values of the Safeguard configuration attributes with the INFO SAFEGUARD command. A
special AUDIT qualifier of the INFO command allows you to display only the audit configuration attributes.
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The following example shows the INFO SAFEGUARD command with the AUDIT qualifier and the resulting
display:

=INFO SAFEGUARD, AUDIT

  AUDIT-OBJECT-ACCESS-PASS = NONE      AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS   = NONE
  AUDIT-OBJECT-ACCESS-FAIL = NONE      AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL   = NONE
  AUDIT-OBJECT-MANAGE-PASS = NONE      AUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-PASS = NONE
  AUDIT-OBJECT-MANAGE-FAIL = NONE      AUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-FAIL = NONE

  AUDIT-OBJECT-ACCESS-PASS = NONE      AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS   = NONE
  AUDIT-OBJECT-ACCESS-FAIL = NONE      AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL   = NONE
  AUDIT-OBJECT-MANAGE-PASS = NONE      AUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-PASS = NONE
  AUDIT-OBJECT-MANAGE-FAIL = NONE      AUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-FAIL = NONE

                    AUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS-PASS = NONE
                    AUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS-FAIL = NONE
                    AUDIT-DISKFILE-MANAGE-PASS = NONE
                    AUDIT-DISKFILE-MANAGE-FAIL = NONE

                    AUDIT-DISKFILE-PRIV-LOGON  = OFF

                    AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN      = ON
                    AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS           = ON
                    AUDIT-OSS-FILTER           = OFF
                    AUDIT-TACL-LOGOFF          = OFF
                    AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD        = NONE
                    AUDIT-EXCLUDE-VALUE        = NONE
                    DYNAMIC-PROC-UPDATE        = OFF

NOTE:

1. The Safeguard attribute, AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN, is a synonym for AUDIT-CLIENT-SERVICE.
The AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS attribute is supported only on systems running G06.29 and later G-series
RVUs and H06.08 and later H-series RVUs.

2. The AUDIT-DISKFILE-PRIV-LOGON attribute is supported only on systems running H06.11 and
later H-series RVUs and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

3. The attributes, AUDIT-EXCLUDE-FIELD and AUDIT-EXCLUDE-VALUE, are supported only on
systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.14 and later H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and
later G-series RVUs.

4. The AUDIT-OSS-FILTER attribute is supported only on systems running J06.04 and later J-series
RVUs and H06.15 and later H-series RVUs and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

5. The AUDIT-TACL-LOGOFF attribute is supported only on systems running J06.08 and later J-series
RVUs and H06.19 and later H-series RVUs and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

6. The DYNAMIC-PROC-UPDATE attribute is supported on systems running J06.10 and later J-series
RVUs and H06.21 and later H-series RVUs.

The INFO SAFEGUARD command is enhanced to accept an additional option type called COMPARE. The
first four characters of the COMPARE namely COMP is used as an abbreviation on the command line.

=INFO SAFEGUARD, COMP
The COMPARE option works in conjunction with the existing options. If this option is provided, it results in
displaying all those attributes that are already selected as a result of the other provided options namely
GENERAL, AUDIT, DETAIL, CI and display along with the default values of each of those attributes.
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NOTE:

The COMPARE option is supported on systems running J06.14 and later J-series RVUs and H06.25
and later H-series RVUs.

Systemwide Device Auditing
You can con figure systemwide auditing of all nondisk devices regardless of individual device authorization
records. Devices can be audited at the LOCAL level, the REMOTE level, or both levels (ALL).

These configuration attributes control systemwide device auditing:

AUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-PASS
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to access any device or subdevice on the system. This
setting supplements individual device or subdevice audit settings. The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL,
or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

If client auditing is enabled, this attribute also controls auditing for successful file-system operations pertaining
to devices and subdevices.

AUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-FAIL
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to access any device or subdevice on the system. This
setting supplements individual device or subdevice audit settings. The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL,
or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

If client auditing is enabled, this attribute also controls auditing for unsuccessful file-system operations
pertaining to devices and subdevices.

AUDIT-DEVICE-MANAGE-PASS
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to create or manage the authorization record for any
device or subdevice on the system. This setting supplements individual device or subdevice audit settings.
The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

AUDIT-DEVICE-MANAGE-FAIL
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to create or manage the authorization record for any
device or subdevice on the system. This setting supplements individual device or subdevice audit settings.
The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

To change any of these values, issue the ALTER SAFEGUARD command from SAFECOM. For example, to
specify auditing of successful attempts to access any device or subdevice, regardless of the audit settings in
the individual device or subdevice authorization record, issue this command:

=ALTER SAFEGUARD, AUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-PASS ALL

Systemwide Disk-File Auditing
You can configure systemwide auditing of all disk volumes, subvolumes, and files, regardless of individual
authorization records. These objects can be audited at the LOCAL level, the REMOTE level, or both levels
(ALL).

This configuration attributes control systemwide auditing of disk files:

AUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS-PASS
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to access any volume, subvolume, or disk file on the
system. This setting supplements the individual audit settings. The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or
REMOTE. The default is NONE.

If client auditing is enabled, this attribute also controls auditing for successful file-system operations pertaining
to volumes, subvolumes, and disk files.
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AUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS-FAIL
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to access any volume, subvolume, or disk file on the
system. This setting supplements the individual audit settings. The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or
REMOTE. The default is NONE.

If client auditing is enabled, this attribute also controls auditing for successful file-system operations pertaining
to volumes, subvolumes, and disk files.

AUDIT-DISKFILE-MANAGE-PASS
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to create or manage authorization records for any
volume, subvolume, or disk file on the system. This setting supplements the individual audit settings. The
conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

AUDIT-DISKFILE-MANAGE-FAIL
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to create or manage authorization records for any
volume, subvolume, or disk file on the system. This setting supplements the individual audit settings. The
conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

AUDIT-DISKFILE-PRIV-LOGON
specifies conditions for auditing attempts to perform a privlogon on the system. This setting supplements the
individual audit settings. The conditions can be ON or OFF. The default is OFF.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running H06.11 and later H-series RVUs.

To change any of these values, issue the ALTER SAFEGUARD command from SAFECOM. For example, to
specify auditing of successful and unsuccessful local attempts to access any volume, subvolume, or disk file
on the system:

=ALTER SAFEGUARD, AUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS LOCAL

Systemwide Process Auditing
You can configure systemwide auditing for all processes and subprocesses, regardless of individual
authorization records. Auditing can be performed at the LOCAL level, the REMOTE level, or both levels (ALL).

This configuration attributes control systemwide process auditing:

AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to access any process or subprocess on the system.
This setting supplements individual process or subprocess audit settings. The conditions can be ALL, NONE,
LOCAL, or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

If client auditing is enabled, this attribute also controls auditing for successful client operations pertaining to
processes and subprocesses.

AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-FAIL
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to access any process or subprocess on the system.
This setting supplements individual process or subprocess audit settings. The conditions can be ALL, NONE,
LOCAL, or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

If client auditing is enabled, this attribute also controls auditing for unsuccessful client operations pertaining to
processes and subprocesses.

AUDIT-PROCESS-MANAGE-PASS
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specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to create or manage the authorization record for any
process or subprocess on the system. This setting supplements individual process or subprocess audit
settings. The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

AUDIT-PROCESS-MANAGE-FAIL
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to create or manage the authorization record for any
process or subprocess on the system. This setting supplements individual process or subprocess audit
settings. The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

To change any of these values, issue the ALTER SAFEGUARD command from SAFECOM. For example, to
specify auditing of all successful attempts to access any process or subprocess, regardless of the audit
settings in the individual process or subprocess authorization records:

=ALTER SAFEGUARD, AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS ALL

Systemwide Auditing of All Objects
You can collectively specify systemwide auditing for all of these types of objects:

• Volumes, subvolumes, and disk files
• Devices and subdevices
• Processes and subprocesses

These configuration attributes control systemwide auditing for all the preceding types of objects, regardless of
individual authorization records:

AUDIT-OBJECT-ACCESS-PASS
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to access any of the previously listed types of objects.
This setting supplements any audit settings for individual objects. The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL,
or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

If client auditing is enabled, this attribute also controls auditing for successful client operations pertaining to
any of the previously listed types of objects.

AUDIT-OBJECT-ACCESS-FAIL
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to access any of the previously listed types of objects.
This setting supplements any audit settings for individual objects. The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL,
or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

If client auditing is enabled, this attribute also controls auditing for unsuccessful client operations pertaining to
any of the types of objects in the preceding list.

AUDIT-OBJECT-MANAGE-PASS
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to create or manage any authorization record on the
system. An authorization record can apply to an object, OBJECTTYPE, or security group. This setting
supplements any audit settings for individual objects. The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or REMOTE.
The default is NONE.

AUDIT-OBJECT-MANAGE-FAIL
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to create or manage any authorization record on the
system. An authorization record can apply to an object, OBJECTTYPE, or security group. This setting
supplements any audit settings for individual objects. The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or REMOTE.
The default is NONE.

To change any of these values, issue the ALTER SAFEGUARD command from SAFECOM. For example, to
audit all successful attempts to manage any authorization record on the system:

=ALTER SAFEGUARD, AUDIT-OBJECT-MANAGE-PASS ALL
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CAUTION:

Configuring the Safeguard subsystem to audit all system objects can affect system performance. Be
sure you have adequate system resources to handle extensive auditing.

Systemwide Auditing for Users, Aliases, and Groups
You can configure systemwide auditing for users, aliases, and groups regardless of individual user and alias
records. These configuration attributes control systemwide user auditing:

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-PASS
specifies conditions for auditing successful user and alias authentication attempts on the system. This setting
supplements the audit settings in individual user and alias records. The conditions can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL
or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

The conditions specified for this attribute also apply to the systemwide auditing of automatic logoffs described
in Auditing User Authentication Attempts on page 11.

AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful user and alias authentication attempts on the system. This
setting supplements the audit settings in individual user and alias records. The conditions can be ALL, NONE,
LOCAL or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

If set to ALL, authentication attempts with invalid user IDs and user names are also audited.

NOTE:

If REMOTE is specified for the AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE attributes, no authentication attempts are
recorded in the audit file. Authentication attempts can be audited only on the system where they occur.

The configuration attribute that controls systemwide auditing of privlogon attempts is:

AUDIT-DISKFILE-PRIV-LOGON
specifies conditions for auditing privlogon attempts on the system. This setting supplements the audit settings
in the individual diskfile records. The conditions can be ON or OFF. The default is OFF.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running H06.11 and later H-series RVUs.

AUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-PASS
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to create or manage any user, alias, or group record on
the system. This setting supplements any individual audit settings in user and alias records. The conditions
can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

AUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-FAIL
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to create or manage any user, alias, or group record
on the system. This setting supplements any individual audit settings in user and alias records. The conditions
can be ALL, NONE, LOCAL, or REMOTE. The default is NONE.

AUDIT-OSS-FILTER
indicates if user level attributes, AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS and AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL, enable or
disable OSS auditing. The AUDIT-OSS-FILTER attribute takes effect only if the Safeguard global
configuration attribute AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS is enabled. The default is OFF.
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NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.04 and later J-series RVUs, H06.15 and later H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

AUDIT-TACL-LOGOFF
controls generation of audits for the TACL LOGOFF or TACL EXIT operations. When set to TRUE, audits for
the TACL LOGOFF or TACL EXIT operations are generated based on the value of the AUDIT-
AUTHENTICATE-PASS and AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL attributes.

When set to FALSE, audits for the TACL LOGOFF or TACL EXIT operations are generated based on the
value of the AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN, AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS, and AUDIT-PROCESS-
ACCESS-FAIL attributes.

The default is FALSE.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.08 and later J-series RVUs, H06.19 and later H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

To change any of these values, issue the ALTER SAFEGUARD command from SAFECOM. For example, to
audit successful and unsuccessful local authentication attempts:

=ALTER SAFEGUARD, AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE LOCAL
Audit shorthand is used in this command.

Unconditional Auditing
Events that are always audited regardless of individual or systemwide Safeguard settings are discussed next.

ALTER SAFEGUARD and STOP SAFEGUARD Commands
All attempts to change the Safeguard configuration with the ALTER SAFEGUARD command, whether
successful or not, are automatically audited. For each attempt, one primary audit record and two secondary
audit records are written to the current audit file. One secondary record contains an image of the Safeguard
configuration record before the attempt. The other secondary record contains an image of the Safeguard
configuration record showing the attempted change.

All attempts to issue the STOP SAFEGUARD command, whether successful or not, are automatically audited.
A primary audit record is generated for each attempt.

Audit Service Commands
Except for the execution of INFO commands, all attempts to execute audit service commands are
automatically audited. For each attempt, a primary audit record is written to the current audit file. For each
ADD AUDIT POOL or DELETE AUDIT POOL command, one secondary audit record is also written. The
secondary record contains the image of the audit pool record associated with the attempt.

For each attempted ALTER AUDIT POOL command, two secondary audit records are written to the current
file. One contains the image of the audit pool record before the attempt, and the other contains an image of
the audit pool record showing the attempted change.

For each attempted ALTER AUDIT SERVICE command, two secondary audit records are written to the
current file. One contains an image of the Safeguard configuration record before the attempt, and the other
contains an image of the Safeguard configuration record showing the attempted change.
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TERMINAL Commands
Except for the execution of the INFO TERMINAL command, all attempts to run TERMINAL commands are
automatically audited. For each ADD TERMINAL or DELETE TERMINAL command, one primary and one
secondary audit record is written to the current audit file. The secondary record contains the image of the
terminal definition record associated with the attempt.

For each ALTER TERMINAL command, one primary and two secondary audit records are written to the
current file. One secondary record contains the image of the terminal definition record before the attempted
change. The other secondary record contains an image of the terminal definition record showing the
attempted change.

EVENT-EXIT-PROCESS Commands
Except for the execution of the INFO EVENT-EXIT-PROCESS command, all attempts to run EVENT-EXIT-
PROCESS commands are automatically audited. For an ADD EVENT-EXIT-PROCESS or DELETE EVENT-
EXIT-PROCESS command, one primary and one secondary audit record is written to the current audit file.
The secondary record contains the image of the event-exit record associated with the attempt.

For each ALTER EVENT-EXIT-PROCESS command, one primary and two secondary audit records are
written to the current file. One secondary record contains the image of the event-exit record before the
attempted change. The other secondary record contains an image of the event-exit record showing the
attempted change.
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Managing the Audit Trail
This section describes the components of the Safeguard audit trail and how to manage them with the audit
service commands.

The Safeguard audit trail consists of one or more audit pools. An audit pool is a subvolume that contains audit
files. You can define multiple audit pools, and each audit pool can contain several individual audit files. These
audit files contain records of audited events. To manage the audit trail, you can use a set of restricted audit
commands to perform these functions:

• Create audit pools and define the size and location of audit files.
• Select the current audit pool and, optionally, the next audit pool to be used.
• Open, close, and purge audit files.
• Specify audit recovery actions if access to the audit trail is interrupted.
• Obtain status information.

About the Audit Trail
Audit records are written into the security audit trail as they are received by the Safeguard audit service. The
security audit trail is composed of one or more audit pools. The term audit pool refers to a disk subvolume
that contains two or more disk files, called audit files, to which the audit records are actually written. The
name of the audit pool is the same as the name of the corresponding subvolume.

The audit service can maintain several audit pools, but only one is the currently active audit pool. Using the
SELECT command, you designate the currently active audit pool and, optionally, select the next audit pool to
be used. When you select the current audit pool, the Safeguard software automatically begins writing audit
records to the first available file in that audit pool.

The current audit file continues to receive audit records until it is full, a NEXTFILE command is issued, or the
Safeguard subsystem is stopped and restarted. In any of these cases, the audit service opens the next
available file in the current audit pool and begins writing records to it.

If you use the SELECT command to designate the next audit pool, the audit service switches to that audit pool
whenever the current audit pool becomes filled or inaccessible.

The audit service automatically manages audit file names and handles the naming of audit files. It generates
sequential audit file names for the files in each audit pool beginning with file A0000000. For more information
about audit file naming, the audit file structure, and audit record formats, see Audit File Record Formats on
page 159.

With one exception, you must specify security audit pools using the ADD AUDIT POOL command. The
exception is that the audit service creates an audit pool on $SYSTEM.SAFE as the initial member of the audit
trail. $SYSTEM.SAFE is initially designated as the currently active audit pool until another audit pool is added
and selected. After additional audit pools are added and one of them is selected, $SYSTEM.SAFE remains in
the audit trail as a secondary audit pool; it is used in certain situations to record audit data if the currently
active audit pool fills up or becomes unavailable due to a disk failure.

For each audit pool, you can specify configuration attributes to control the number and size of the audit files in
the audit pool. You can specify these attributes at the time the audit pool is added with the ADD AUDIT POOL
command, and you can change them later with the ALTER AUDIT POOL command.

The audit service secures the audit files so that the super ID owns the files and has sole access to them. If
necessary, you can add these files to the Safeguard database and protect them with an access control list so
that security auditors and other authorized users can read them.
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Audit Service Commands
The table SAFECOM Audit Service Commands summarizes the audit commands and lists them in the order
in which they are typically used. These commands are discussed in further details after the table. For detailed
syntax of these commands, see Audit Service Command Syntax on page 48.

Table 4: SAFECOM Audit Service Commands

Command Description

ADD AUDIT POOL Defines a new audit pool.

SELECT Selects a previously defined audit pool as the current audit pool or next
audit pool.

ALTER AUDIT SERVICE Specifies the action to be taken if the audit files are filled or if access to the
audit pool is interrupted; also controls caching of audit records.

ALTER AUDIT POOL Changes the disk allocation parameters for a specified audit pool.

NEXTFILE Closes the current audit file and opens the next audit file in the current audit
pool.

RELEASE Releases one or more specified audit files for reuse.

DELETE AUDIT POOL Deletes a specified audit pool.

INFO AUDIT POOL Displays status information about one or more audit pools.

INFO AUDIT SERVICE Displays status information about the audit service.

Establishing Security Groups
Initially, most audit service commands are restricted to members of the super group. However, you must take
advantage of the Safeguard security groups SECURITY-ADMINISTRATOR,SYSTEM-OPERATOR,SECURITY-
OSS-ADMINISTRATOR, SECURITY-PRV-ADMINISTRATOR,SECURITY-AUDITOR,SECURITY-MEDIA-
ADMIN,and SECURITY-PERSISTENCE-ADMIN to establish roles and to further restrict the use of the audit
service.

The SECURITY-ADMINISTRATOR security group can issue all audit service commands except the NEXTFILE
and RELEASE commands.

The SYSTEM-OPERATOR security group can issue all audit service commands except the ALTER AUDIT
SERVICE command.

The SECURITY-OSS-ADMINISTRATOR security group designates a list of users who are granted additional
OSS security management privileges over normal users for the operations:

• acl(ACL_SET)
• chown(2)
• chmod(2)
• chdir(2)
• opendir(3)
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The SECURITY-PRV-ADMINISTRATOR security group designates a list of users who can set and reset the
PRIV-SETID and PRIV-SOARFOPEN privileges on executable files and DLLs by using the setfilepriv(2)
function.

The SECURITY-PRV-ADMINISTRATOR group members who are also super IDs can set and reset the
restricted-access fileset attribute.

NOTE:

The SECURITY-PRV-ADMINISTRATOR security group, the restricted-access fileset attribute, and the
setfilepriv(2) function is supported only on systems running on J06.11 and later J-series RVUs
and H06.22 and later H-series RVUs.

The SECURITY-AUDITOR security group designates a list of users who are not SUPER.SUPER, record
owner, or record owner's group manager to view the subject and group records. Users who are part of this
group have read only privileges for the subject and group records.

NOTE:

The SECURITY-AUDITOR security group is supported only on systems running on J06.13 and later J-
series RVUs and H06.24 and later H-series RVUs.

The SECURITY-MEDIA-ADMIN security group designates a list of users who are responsible for
management of the tape subsystem and have the permission to execute the tape management commands.

NOTE:

The SECURITY-MEDIA-ADMIN security group is supported only on systems running on J06.15 and
later J-series RVUs and H06.26 and later H-series RVUs.

The SECURITY-PERSISTENCE-ADMIN security group designates a list of users who have the same
privileges as that of the super group users for managing persistence processes.

NOTE:

The SECURITY-PERSISTENCE-ADMIN security group is supported only on systems running on J06.16
and later J-series RVUs and H06.27 and later H-series RVUs.

After you create the security groups, the super group no longer has special privileges regarding the audit
service commands.

The security groups also restrict who can use other commands within the Safeguard subsystem. For more
information on security groups, see the Safeguard Administrator’s Manual.

Defining and Managing the Audit Trail
Members of the SECURITY-ADMINISTRATOR security group are responsible for defining and initializing the
audit pools and for specifying audit recovery actions. Until you define and select an audit pool, the Safeguard
subsystem uses the predefined audit pool on $SYSTEM.SAFE. Once the audit pools are defined, members of
the SYSTEM-OPERATOR security group can close and release the individual audit files and select audit pools
as appropriate.

The procedure for initializing and maintaining the audit files:

Procedure

1. Use the ADD AUDIT POOL command to define the location and size of audit pools.
2. Use the SELECT command to select a previously defined audit pool as the current audit pool and,

optionally, to select the next audit pool to be used.
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3. Use the ALTER AUDIT SERVICE command to specify the actions to be taken if the current audit pool
becomes filled or inaccessible.

4. If necessary, use the ALTER AUDIT POOL command to change the disk allocation parameters for an
audit pool.

5. When you want to close the current audit file and open the next audit file, use the NEXTFILE command.
6. When you no longer need to retain an audit file, use the RELEASE command to purge the file, rename it,

and mark it for reuse.
7. When you no longer need to retain a complete audit pool, use the DELETE AUDIT POOL command to

delete that audit pool.
8. Use the INFO AUDIT POOL and INFO AUDIT SERVICE commands as necessary to obtain information

about the audit pools and the audit service configuration.

Creating an Audit Pool
To create an audit pool, you specify its location. Optionally, you can also specify the number of audit files to
be included in the audit pool, and you can set limits on the size of each audit file.

For example, use this ADD AUDIT POOL command to create an audit pool on volume $SECURE and
subvolume AUDIT1:

=ADD AUDIT POOL $secure.audit1
This form of the command adds the audit pool using predefined default values for the size and number of
audit files. By default, there are two files, and each has a primary extent of 128 pages, a secondary extent of
128 pages, and 16 maximum extents.

When you add an audit pool, the audit service fully allocates the disk space for all extents of the audit files
defined for that audit pool.

If you want to tailor the number of audit files and their size, you can use these optional parameters when you
create the audit pool:

EXTENTSIZE
specifies the size of the primary and secondary extents for each audit file. The default value for both primary
and secondary extents is 128 disk pages.

MAXEXTENTS
specifies the maximum number of disk file extents for each audit file. The default value is 16 extents.

MAXFILES
specifies the maximum number of audit files that can be allocated. The default value is two files.

AUDITCLEARONPURGE { ON | OFF }
specifies whether the diskspace occupied by a specific audit file is cleared when that audit file is purged. The
default value is ON.

NOTE:

This parameter is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.12 and later
H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

For example, use the following command to create an audit pool on the subvolume $SECURE.AUDIT2
consisting of six files, each of which has a primary extent of 256, a secondary extent of 256, and 32 maximum
extents:

=ADD AUDIT POOL $secure.audit2 EXTENTSIZE (256,256), &
=MAXEXTENTS 32, MAXFILES 6
Use this INFO AUDIT POOL command to verify the new disk allocation parameters:
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=INFO AUDIT POOL $secure.audit2
This output appears:

AUDIT POOL $SECURE.AUDIT2 CONFIGURATION
MAXFILES           6
MAXEXTENTS        32
EXTENTSIZE   256,256
AUDITCLEARONPURGE ON

You can also create an audit pool that has the same parameters as an existing audit pool. For example, use
this command to create an audit pool at $KEEPER.AUDIT1 using the same parameters as the existing audit
pool at $SECURE.AUDIT2:

=ADD AUDIT POOL $keeper.audit1 LIKE $secure.audit2
As this example shows, you can choose to create audit pools on different disk volumes so that auditing can
still occur if the current disk volume becomes inaccessible.

CAUTION:

Creating a Safeguard audit pool on an NonStop Transaction Management Facility (TMF) active audit
volume can result in system performance problems during periods of heavy disk process activity.

Selecting an Audit Pool
If you have created multiple audit pools, you must use the SELECT command to designate the current audit
pool and thereby direct the audit service to begin writing audit records to it. The Safeguard subsystem uses
the audit pool at $SYSTEM.SAFE until you define and select another audit pool.

For example, use this command to select the audit pool on $SECURE.AUDIT2 and to begin writing audit
records to the first file in that audit pool:

=SELECT CURRENT AUDIT POOL $secure.audit2
If you have defined multiple audit pools, you can also designate the next audit pool to be used in the event
that the current audit pool becomes filled or inaccessible. Use this form of the SELECT command to specify
the next audit pool:

=SELECT NEXT AUDIT POOL $keeper.audit1

Specifying Audit Service Recovery
If you have used the SELECT command to designate the next audit pool, the Safeguard software
automatically switches to that audit pool if the current audit pool becomes full or inaccessible. You can use the
ALTER AUDIT SERVICE command to specify the recovery action to be taken if the next audit pool is not
defined or is not accessible.

ALTER AUDIT SERVICE allows you to specify recovery for two distinct types of situations—disk file overflow
and a down volume. If you do not specify recovery actions for these situations and no next audit pool is
selected, the Safeguard software attempts to recycle the audit files in the current audit pool. If it cannot
recycle the files, the Safeguard software automatically suspends auditing.

Overflow means the current audit file is full and no additional unreleased audit files are available in the current
audit pool. Down volume means the disk volume containing the current audit pool has become inaccessible.
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NOTE:

The behavior of the Safeguard audit service is unaltered when audit files are restored/duplicated. Audit
service does not consider the duplicated files as audit files though they have the file code 541 (file code
for the audit file).

You can choose one of these recovery actions:

RECYCLE
causes the Safeguard software to select the oldest unreleased audit file in the current audit pool, purge the
data from it, and give it the next available audit file name. This recovery action applies only in an overflow
situation. If a down volume occurs when RECYCLE is the specified recovery action, the Safeguard software
suspends auditing. RECYCLE is the initial (default) setting for RECOVERY.

SUSPEND AUDIT
causes the Safeguard software to suspend further auditing until the situation is corrected.

DENY GRANTS
causes the Safeguard software to deny most authorization and authentication requests for which auditing is
required. The only audited actions allowed are the successful execution of commands by members of the
SECURITY-ADMINISTRATOR or SYSTEM-OPERATOR security groups. If you select this recovery action, the
audit service switches to the audit pool at $SYSTEM.SAFE and continues writing audit records there for
commands successfully executed by members of the security groups.

If an overflow or down volume causes auditing to be switched to the audit pool at $SYSTEM.SAFE, manually
switch back to another audit pool after the condition is corrected. To do so, use the SELECT CURRENT
AUDIT POOL command as described in Selecting an Audit Pool on page 44.

ALTER AUDIT SERVICE also has optional parameters that allow you to control the caching of audit records
—that is, the method by which records are to be written to an audit file. By default, the Safeguard software
caches audit records in memory to optimize system performance. If you are more concerned about the
absolute integrity of audit records than optimized performance, specify that the records be written directly to
disk. For more information on these optional parameters, see the Safeguard Reference Manual.

Examples
Suppose that you want to deny grants in the event of overflow or a down volume. To do so:

=ALTER AUDIT SERVICE, RECOVERY DENY GRANTS
Use the INFO AUDIT SERVICE command to verify your setting of the recovery actions:

=INFO AUDIT SERVICE
This output appears:

CURRENT AUDIT POOL    $secure.audit2
CURRENT AUDIT FILE    A0000003
NEXT AUDIT POOL       $keeper.audit1
RECOVERY              DENY GRANTS
CURRENT STATE         NORMAL
WRITE-THROUGH CACHE   ON
EOF REFRESH           ON

Suppose that you later want to return to the default state in which the Safeguard software attempts to recycle
audit files. Use this SAFECOM command:

=ALTER AUDIT SERVICE, RECOVERY RECYCLE
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Altering the Audit Pool Disk Allocation
After you create an audit pool with the ADD AUDIT POOL command, you can adjust the disk allocation
parameters as necessary with the ALTER AUDIT POOL command. This command changes the disk
allocation parameters for any unused audit files. It does not affect unreleased audit files that contain data.

For example, suppose that you want to specify a maximum of ten audit files instead of six that you originally
defined for the current audit pool. To do so:

=ALTER AUDIT POOL, MAXFILES 10
To change the maximum number of audit files for an audit pool that is not the current audit pool, you must
specify the audit pool name:

=ALTER AUDIT POOL $secure.audit2, MAXFILES 8
You can also use the ALTER AUDIT POOL command to change the disk file extents. To do so, use the same
parameters as previously described for the ADD AUDIT POOL command.

You can also use ALTER AUDIT POOL in conjunction with the RELEASE command to delete audit files. (For
more information, see Deleting Audit Files on page 47.)

Closing an Audit File
When the current audit file is full, the Safeguard software automatically closes it and opens the next available
file in the current audit pool. Alternatively, you can do this manually with the NEXTFILE command. When you
execute NEXTFILE, the Safeguard software completes any outstanding write operations to the current file,
closes it, and opens the next audit file.

The NEXTFILE command has the form:

=NEXTFILE
You can also use SELECT CURRENT AUDIT POOL to close the current audit file and switch to another audit
pool. For example, this command closes the current audit file and switches to the first available audit file in
the audit pool at $SECURE.AUDIT3:

=SELECT CURRENT AUDIT POOL $secure.audit3

Releasing Audit Files
When you no longer need to retain a used audit file, you can purge it with the RELEASE command. When you
release an audit file, the Safeguard software purges data from the file, renames the file, and marks it for
reuse.

For example, suppose that you no longer need to keep audit files A0000008 and A0000009. To release the
files:

=RELEASE A8, A9
You do not need to include the leading zeros of the audit file name.

You can also specify a range of files in the RELEASE command. For example, this command releases audit
files A0000008 through A0000012:

=RELEASE A8 : A12
RELEASE can be run only by members of the SYSTEM-OPERATOR security-group.

CAUTION:

Purging audit files can cause system performance problems.
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Deleting Audit Files
You can delete audit files that are no longer needed. Deleting a file permanently removes it, whereas
releasing a file purges the data in the file and marks it for reuse under a new name.

The process for deleting a file involves releasing the file and then reducing the number of MAXFILES in the
file's audit pool. This example illustrates this sequence of commands.

This example assumes that six audit files named A0000023 through A0000028 are in the audit pool at
$SECURE.OP2. These commands delete four of the audit files:

=RELEASE A23 : A26 IN $secure.op2
=ALTER AUDIT POOL $secure.op2 MAXFILES 2

Deleting an Audit Pool
When you no longer need to retain an audit pool, you can delete it with the DELETE AUDIT POOL
command. When you delete an audit pool, you must first release all files in the audit pool:

=RELEASE A1 : A7 IN $secure.audit2
=DELETE AUDIT POOL $secure.audit2
You cannot delete the current audit pool.

Audit Pool Precautions During a Cold Start
If the Safeguard subsystem was included with system generation, take these precautions to prevent auditing
from being suspended during a cold start of the system:

Procedure

1. Before shutting down the system, check that the current audit pool resides on a disk that is connected to
the same processor as the $SYSTEM disk.

NOTE:

Check that the current audit pool resides on the $SYSTEM disk when Safeguard is configured as a
persistent process and STARTMODE is KERNEL. If the current audit pool resides on a non-
$SYSTEM disk and STARTMODE is KERNEL, the audit state can become suspended and require
manual intervention (SAFECOM NEXTFILE) to resume full auditing. If the current audit pool resides
on a non-$SYSTEM disk, the recommended value for STARTMODE is SYSTEM.

2. When the cold start is complete, you can select a new audit pool on another disk volume if necessary.
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Audit Service Command Syntax
Use the SAFECOM audit service commands to define and manage the components of the Safeguard audit
trail. These commands allow you to specify audit pools, the size and number of the audit files within an audit
pool, and recovery actions to be taken if access to the audit trail is interrupted. The commands also allow you
to release audit files for reuse and to manually select the next audit file to be used.

Impact of Security Groups
Initially, any super-group member can use the audit service commands. However, if you define the
SECURITY-ADMINISTRATOR and SYSTEM-OPERATOR security groups, the audit service commands are
restricted as shown in the table Security Groups and Audit Commands.

Table 5: Security Groups and Audit Commands

Command SECURITY-ADMINISTRATOR SYSTEM-OPERATOR

ADD AUDIT POOL Yes Yes

ALTER AUDIT POOL Yes Yes

ALTER AUDIT SERVICE Yes No

DELETE AUDIT POOL Yes Yes

INFO AUDIT POOL Yes Yes

INFO AUDIT SERVICE Yes Yes

NEXTFILE No Yes

RELEASE No Yes

SELECT Yes Yes

Security groups also affect the use of other commands within the Safeguard subsystem. For more information
on security groups, see the Safeguard Administrator’s Manual.

Syntax of Audit Commands
These individual syntax descriptions for the SAFECOM audit commands are in alphabetic order and contain
these elements:

• A summary of the function performed by the command, including the restrictions on who can use the
command

• The syntax of the command, including descriptions of the command parameters and variables
• The format for the command listing or report (for commands that produce displays or listings)
• Considerations for the use of the command
• Examples of command usage
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ADD AUDIT POOL Command
ADD AUDIT POOL defines a new audit pool, adds it to the collection of available audit pools, and allocates
disk space for the audit files. This command does not select the specified audit pool as the current audit pool.

Members of either security group can execute this command.

ADD AUDIT POOL $vol.subvol [ , ]
 [[ file-spec [ , file-spec ]...] | [ LIKE $vol.subvol ]]
              

$vol.subvol

specifies the volume and subvolume on which the new audit pool is to be defined.

file-spec

specifies the disk allocation parameters for the disk files that make up this audit pool. The parameters are:

EXTENTSIZE ( primary-ext [ , secondary-ext ] )
MAXEXTENTS n
MAXFILES n
AUDITCLEARONPURGE { ON | OFF }
    
EXTENTSIZE ( primary-ext [ , secondary-ext ] )
specifies the primary and secondary extents, in 2048-byte disk pages, for each audit file in the audit pool
being added. Both primary-ext and secondary-ext are decimal integer values. The default value for
each is 128 disk pages. The smallest extent allowed is two pages.

MAXEXTENTS n
specifies the maximum number of disk file extents for each audit file. n is a decimal integer value from 16
through 978. The default value is 16 extents.

MAXFILES n
specifies the maximum number of files that can be allocated in this audit pool. n is a decimal integer value
from 2 through 10,000. The default value is two files.

AUDITCLEARONPURGE { ON | OFF }
specifies whether the diskspace occupied by a specific audit file is cleared when that audit file is purged. The
default value is ON.

NOTE:

This parameter is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.12 and later
H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

LIKE $vol.subvol
adopts the existing file-spec values of the specified $volume.subvolume as the file-spec values to be
used for the audit pool being added. The volume and subvolume specified with LIKE must refer to an existing
audit pool.
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Considerations
• If you do not include either LIKE or the file-spec variables, ADD AUDIT POOL uses the default values

for the file-spec variables.
• All attempts to execute this command are audited.

CAUTION:

Creating a Safeguard audit pool on a TMF active audit volume can result in system performance
problems during periods of heavy disk process activity.

Examples

Procedure

1. This command defines an audit pool on $SECURE.TRAIL using the default values for disk allocation of the
audit files:

=ADD AUDIT POOL $secure.trail
2. This command defines an audit pool on $OPS1.AUDIT1 using the default values for primary and

secondary extents, specifying 24 maximum extents, and specifying six audit files:

=ADD AUDIT POOL $ops1.audit1 MAXEXTENTS 24, MAXFILES 6
3. This command defines an audit pool on $OPS2.AUDIT2 using the same disk allocation parameters as

previously defined for the audit pool on $OPS1.AUDIT1:

=ADD AUDIT POOL $ops2.audit2 LIKE $ops1.audit1

ALTER AUDIT POOL Command
ALTER AUDIT POOL changes specified disk allocation parameters for an audit pool. Any disk allocation
parameters not specified in this command retain their current settings.

Although this command changes the disk allocation parameters for the specified audit pool, it resizes only
audit files that are released or unused. It does not resize existing audit files that contain data.

ALTER AUDIT POOL also provides a method of deleting released audit files. To do so, use the MAXFILES
parameter to decrease the maximum number of audit files in an audit pool. This action effectively causes the
excess number of released files to be deleted.

Members of either security group can execute this command.

ALTER AUDIT POOL [ $vol.subvol ] [ , ]
   file-spec [ , file-spec ]...
              

$vol.subvol

specifies the audit pool for which disk allocation parameters are to be changed. The audit pool is designated
by its volume and subvolume name. If $vol.subvol is omitted, the current audit pool is assumed.

file-spec

specifies the disk allocation parameters for the disk files that make up this audit pool. Any file-spec not
designated in this command is left unchanged at its current setting. The file-spec values are:

EXTENTSIZE ( primary-ext [ , secondary-ext ] )
MAXEXTENTS n
MAXFILES n
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AUDITCLEARONPURGE { ON | OFF }
    
EXTENTSIZE ( primary-ext [ , secondary-ext ] )
specifies the primary and secondary extents, in 2048-byte disk pages, for each audit file in the audit pool
being added. Both primary-ext and secondary-ext are decimal integer values. The smallest extent
allowed is two disk pages.

MAXEXTENTS n
specifies the maximum number of disk file extents for each audit file. n is a decimal integer value from 16
through 978.

MAXFILES n
specifies the maximum number of files that can be allocated in this audit pool. n is a decimal integer value
from 2 through 10,000.

AUDITCLEARONPURGE { ON | OFF }
specifies whether the diskspace occupied by a specific audit file is cleared when that audit file is purged. The
default value is ON.

NOTE:

This information is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.12 and later
H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

Considerations
• If you lower the value of MAXFILES, the audit service attempts to delete enough released audit files to

reach the new MAXFILES value. If not enough released files are available for deletion, the audit service
deletes as many released files as possible. In this instance, the new MAXFILES value is set to the user-
specified value, and the additional files are deleted when they are released.

• You can use ALTER AUDIT POOL to alter the disk allocation parameters for the secondary audit pool
$SYSTEM.SAFE. This audit pool is initially configured with EXTENTSIZE (128,128), MAXEXTENTS 16,
and MAXFILES 2.

• All attempts to execute this command are audited.

CAUTION:

Altering the current audit pool can cause system performance problems.

Examples
1. This command changes the disk allocation parameters for the current audit pool so the primary and

secondary extents are 256, the maximum extents are 32, and the maximum audit files are 6:

=ALTER AUDIT POOL EXT (256,256), MAXEXTENTS 32, & 
=MAXFILES 6

2. This command changes the primary extent to 64 for files in the audit pool on $OP1.AUDIT. Other disk
allocation parameters for this audit pool remain unchanged:
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=ALTER AUDIT POOL $op1.audit EXTENTSIZE (64)
3. This example illustrates how to delete released audit files. It assumes that the six audit files named

A0000063 through A0000068 are in the audit pool on $OP2.AUDIT. This sequence of commands releases
and deletes four of these audit files:

=RELEASE A65:A68 IN $op2.audit
=ALTER AUDIT POOL $op2.audit MAXFILES 2

ALTER AUDIT SERVICE Command
ALTER AUDIT SERVICE alters the audit service operating modes. The operating modes control the manner
in which audit records are written to disk and the recovery actions to be taken if access to the current audit
pool is interrupted.

Only members of the SECURITY-ADMINISTRATOR security group can execute this command.

ALTER AUDIT SERVICE [ , ] operating-mode
   [  , operating-mode ] ...
              

operating-mode

specifies the audit service operating mode to be altered. Any operating-mode not specified in this
command retains its current settings. The operating-mode values are:

WRITE-THROUGH CACHE { ON | OFF }
EOF REFRESH { ON | OFF }
RECOVERY recovery

WRITE-THROUGH CACHE { ON | OFF }
    
ON specifies that after each audit record is written, the block in which it resides is written to disk.

OFF specifies that a block modified as a result of writing an audit record can be cached in memory and not
written to disk immediately.

The initial setting of WRITE-THROUGH CACHE is OFF.

EOF REFRESH { ON | OFF }
ON specifies that the end-of-file pointer in the disk file label is updated each time an audit file record is written
(even if the record is cached in memory). This mode is implicitly activated when WRITE-THROUGH CACHE
is ON. However, if EOF REFRESH is ON, it is not deactivated if WRITE-THROUGH CACHE is OFF.

OFF specifies that the end-of-file pointer in the disk file label is not updated until an audit file record is written
to disk.

The initial setting of EOF REFRESH is OFF.

RECOVERY recovery
specifies the action to be taken if the current audit pool becomes filled or inaccessible and the next audit pool
is undefined or inaccessible.

recovery
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can be any of:

RECYCLE [ FILES ]
SUSPEND AUDIT
DENY GRANTS

RECYCLE [ FILES ]
specifies that the oldest unreleased audit file is to be reused. This file is purged, and its name is changed to
that of the next audit file in sequence. RECYCLE FILES is the initial RECOVERY setting.

Under certain circumstances, audit files in $SYSTEM.SAFE are not recycled. For more information, see 
Considerations on page 53.

If this recovery action is specified and a down volume condition occurs, the audit service suspends auditing
because it cannot recycle the files on a down volume.

SUSPEND AUDIT
specifies that auditing is suspended as long as the condition exists.

DENY GRANTS
specifies that the Safeguard subsystem is to deny the granting of most authorization and authentication
requests that require auditing. The only requests allowed are those that result in successful operations by
members of the security groups. If this action is specified, auditing is redirected to the secondary audit pool
$SYSTEM.SAFE.

CAUTION:

If no space is available in the audit pool at $SYSTEM.SAFE, the current state becomes DENY ALL
GRANTS, and no activity requiring an audit is allowed to occur. You cannot switch to another audit pool
if this condition occurs. If you choose DENY GRANTS, check that space is always available in
$SYSTEM.SAFE.

Considerations

Procedure

1. Before applying any recovery action, the audit service attempts to use the next audit pool. Recovery
actions are applied only if the next audit pool is undefined or inaccessible.

2. If an overflow or down volume occurs and you have specified DENY GRANTS as the recovery action, the
audit service writes subsequent audit records to the audit pool at $SYSTEM.SAFE.

After you have corrected the overflow or down volume, the Safeguard subsystem resumes normal
operation. However, audit records continue to be written to $SYSTEM.SAFE until you issue a SELECT
CURRENT AUDIT POOL command to switch back to the primary audit pool.

3. RECYCLE does not apply to the predefined audit pool $SYSTEM.SAFE when it is functioning as the
secondary audit pool (as a result of DENY GRANTS). RECYCLE does apply to $SYSTEM.SAFE if it is the
currently active audit pool and no overflow or down volume exists.

4. To resume auditing from a suspended state, perform either of these actions:
a. When the disk on which the audit pool resides becomes accessible, issue a NEXTFILE command to

select the next audit file in the audit pool. You might first have to first use the RELEASE command to
release the current audit file.

b. Add an audit pool to an accessible disk and then use the SELECT CURRENT AUDIT POOL command
to select that audit pool.

5. If the Safeguard subsystem is included with system generation, take these precautions to prevent auditing
from being suspended during a cold start of the system:
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a. Before shutting down the system, check that the current audit pool resides on a disk that is connected
to the same processor as the $SYSTEM disk.

NOTE:

Check that the current audit pool resides on the $SYSTEM disk when Safeguard is configured as
a persistent process and STARTMODE is KERNEL. If the current audit pool resides on a non-
$SYSTEM disk and STARTMODE is KERNEL, the audit state can become suspended and
require manual intervention (SAFECOM NEXTFILE) to resume full auditing. If the current audit
pool resides on a non-$SYSTEM disk, the recommended value for STARTMODE is SYSTEM.

b. When the system cold start is complete (all processors), you can select a new audit pool on another
disk volume if necessary.

6. All attempts to execute this command are audited.

Examples
1. This command turns on WRITE-THROUGH CACHE and specifies that audit files are recycled if a disk

overflow occurs:

=ALTER AUDIT SERVICE, WRITE-THROUGH CACHE ON, &
=RECOVERY RECYCLE

2. This command specifies that Safeguard grants are suspended if the volume on which the current audit
pool resides becomes inaccessible:

=ALTER AUDIT SERVICE, RECOVERY DENY GRANTS

DELETE AUDIT POOL Command
DELETE AUDIT POOL deletes a specified audit pool. This command cannot be used to delete the current
audit pool.

Members of either security group can execute this command.

DELETE AUDIT POOL $vol.subvol
              

$vol.subvol

specifies the audit pool to be deleted. This audit pool must be accessible, and all audit files in the audit pool
must be released.

Consideration
All attempts to execute this command are audited.
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Example
1. This example assumes that the audit pool $SECURE.AUDIT1 contains six audit files named A0000020

through A0000025. These files must be released before the audit pool is deleted:

=RELEASE A20: A25 IN $secure.audit1
=DELETE AUDIT POOL $secure.audit1

INFO AUDIT POOL Command
INFO AUDIT POOL displays status information about one or more audit pools.

Any user can execute this command.

INFO AUDIT POOL [ audit-trail ]
              

audit-trail

specifies the audit pool for which status is to be displayed. audit-trail is either a volume and subvolume
name specifying a single audit pool, or a volume and subvolume name containing wild-card characters.

If wild-card characters are used in the name, this command displays the status of all audit pools whose
names match the wild-card template. For more information, see Considerations on page 56.

If no volume and subvolume are specified, the status of the current audit pool is displayed.

INFO AUDIT POOL Report on page 55 shows the format of the INFO AUDIT POOL report.

INFO AUDIT POOL Report

AUDIT POOL $vol.subvol CONFIGURATION

MAXFILES          maxfiles

MAXEXTENTS         max-ext

EXTENTSIZE pri-ext,sec-ext

AUDITCLEARONPURGE { ON | OFF }
      
The fields in the INFO AUDIT POOL report are:

AUDIT POOL $vol.subvol CONFIGURATION
is the audit pool name.

MAXFILES maxfiles
is the MAXFILES limit for the audit pool.

MAXEXTENTS max-ext
is the maximum number of extents for files in the audit pool.

EXTENTSIZE pri-ext,sec-ext
are the primary and secondary extent sizes for files in the audit pool.

AUDITCLEARONPURGE ON,OFF
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specifies whether the diskspace occupied by a specific audit file is cleared when that audit file is purged. The
default value is ON.

NOTE:

This field is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.12 and later H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

Considerations
• You can use the wild-card characters * and ? any place in the audit pool volume and subvolume names.

Use of the wild-card characters in the names causes INFO AUDIT POOL to display the status of all audit
pools whose names match the wild-card template. Use the wild-card characters as follows:

* Use an asterisk (*) to match any number of characters (zero, one, or more).

? Use a question mark (?) to match a single character.

• Attempts to execute this command are not audited.

Examples
1. This command displays INFO AUDIT POOL reports for all audit pools on subvolumes named AUDIT1:

=INFO AUDIT POOL $*.audit1
2. This command displays INFO AUDIT POOL reports for all audit pools on the volume $OPS1:

=INFO AUDIT POOL $ops1.*
3. This command displays summary INFO AUDIT POOL reports for all audit pools whose volume names

begin with $AUD:

=INFO AUDIT POOL $aud*.*
4. This command displays an INFO AUDIT POOL report for the current audit pool:

=INFO AUDIT POOL

INFO AUDIT SERVICE Command
INFO AUDIT SERVICE displays status information about the audit service. Any user can execute this
command.

INFO AUDIT SERVICE

INFO AUDIT SERVICE Report on page 56 shows the format of the INFO AUDIT SERVICE report.

INFO AUDIT SERVICE Report

CURRENT AUDIT POOL  $vol.subvol 

CURRENT AUDIT FILE  Axxxxxx

NEXT AUDIT POOL     $vol.subvol 

RECOVERY            recovery

CURRENT STATE       state
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WRITE—THROUGH CACHE {ON|OFF}

EOF REFRESH {ON|OFF}
      
The fields in the INFO AUDIT SERVICE report are:

CURRENT AUDIT POOL $vol.subvol
is the volume and subvolume that contain the current audit pool.

CURRENT AUDIT FILE Axxxxxxx
is the name of the currently active audit file.

NEXT AUDIT POOL $vol.subvol
is the volume and subvolume designated as the next audit pool to be used.

RECOVERY recovery
is the recovery action specified if the current audit pool becomes filled or inaccessible. recovery is one of:

RECYCLE FILES
SUSPEND AUDIT
DENY GRANTS
RECYCLE FILES
indicates that the oldest unreleased file is reused.

SUSPEND AUDIT
indicates that auditing is suspended as long as the condition exists.

DENY GRANTS
indicates that most authorization and authentication requests that require auditing are denied. The only
requests allowed are those that result in successful operations by members of security groups.

CURRENT STATE: state
is the current operating state of the audit service. state is one of these operating states:

NORMAL
NORMAL - NO NEXT AUDIT POOL
RECYCLING FILES
AUDIT SUSPENDED
DENY GRANTS
DENY ALL GRANTS
NORMAL
indicates that the audit service is operating normally.

NORMAL - NO NEXT AUDIT POOL
indicates that the audit service is operating normally, but no next audit pool has been defined.

RECYCLING FILES
indicates that a disk overflow exists and the audit service is recycling files.

AUDIT SUSPENDED
indicates that an overflow or down volume exists and that auditing has been suspended.

DENY GRANTS
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indicates that an overflow or down volume exists and the audit service is denying most authorization and
authentication grants that require auditing. The only grants subject to auditing that are allowed are successful
operations by members of the security groups.

DENY ALL GRANTS
indicates that an overflow or down volume exists and that the audit service is denying all authorization and
authentication grants that are subject to auditing.

WRITE-THROUGH CACHE {ON|OFF}
indicates the current state of the WRITE-THROUGH CACHE option. ON means the option is activated. OFF
means it is inactive.

EOF REFRESH {ON|OFF}
indicates the current state of the EOF REFRESH option. ON means the option is activated. OFF means it is
inactive.

Consideration
Attempts to execute this command are not audited.

Example
This command displays an INFO AUDIT SERVICE report:

=INFO AUDIT SERVICE

NEXTFILE Command
NEXTFILE closes the current audit file and opens the next audit file in the current audit pool.

If there are any outstanding records to be written to the current audit file, those records are written before the
switch to the next file occurs.

Only members of the SYSTEM-OPERATOR security group can execute this command.

NEXTFILE

Considerations
• If no available audit files are in the current audit pool when NEXTFILE is executed, the command fails. It

does not switch auditing to the next audit pool if one is defined. To make an audit file available in the
current pool, use the RELEASE command. To switch to the next audit pool, use the SELECT command to
select the next audit pool as the new current audit pool.

• All attempts to execute this command are audited.

Example
This command closes the current audit file and opens the next file in the current audit pool:

=NEXTFILE

RELEASE Command
RELEASE releases audit files for reuse by the audit service. The audit service releases the audit file by
setting its end-of-file pointer to zero and securing it against access by all user processes. All audit data in the
file is purged, and it is put into service as the next available file in the audit pool.

Only members of the SYSTEM-OPERATOR security group can execute this command.
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RELEASE afile [ , afile ] ... [ IN $vol.subvol ]
              

afile

specifies the number of the audit file to be released. It can be expressed in either of these forms:

file-num

file-num : file-num

file-num is expressed as the file's alphabetic prefix and the least significant digits of the audit file name
that uniquely identify the file. For example, enter A5 for audit file A0000005 or A270 for audit file A0000270.

The form file-num: file-num specifies that a range of audit files is to be released, where the file-num
variables designate the beginning and end of the range.

IN $vol.subvol
specifies the location of the audit pool whose files are to be released. If IN $vol.subvol is omitted, the
current audit pool is assumed.

Considerations
• You cannot release the current audit file.
• RELEASE aborts if you specify duplicate or nonexistent file names.
• All attempts to execute this command are audited.

Examples
1. This command releases audit file A0000001 in the current audit pool:

=RELEASE A1
2. This command releases audit files A0000004, A0000010, and A0000012 in the audit pool on

$SYSOP.SECURE:

=RELEASE A4, A10, A12 IN $sysop.secure
3. This command releases audit files A0000141 through A0000146 and file A0000150 in the current audit

pool:

=RELEASE A141:A146, A150

SELECT Command
SELECT selects a previously defined audit pool as the current audit pool or the next audit pool.

When you select the current audit pool, the audit service automatically begins writing audit records to the first
available audit file in that audit pool. You need not execute a NEXTFILE command to initiate the writing of
audit records to this audit pool.

If you select an audit pool as the next audit pool, the audit service automatically switches to that audit pool
when the current audit pool becomes filled.

Members of either security group can execute this command.

SELECT pool [ , pool ]
              

pool
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specifies the audit pool to be selected as the current or next audit pool. pool is one of:

CURRENT AUDIT POOL $vol.subvol
NEXT AUDIT POOL $vol.subvol
    
CURRENT AUDIT POOL $vol.subvol
specifies the volume and subvolume selected as the location of the current pool. This volume and subvolume
must have been previously defined with an ADD AUDIT POOL command, and the volume must be
accessible.

NEXT AUDIT POOL $vol.subvol
specifies the volume and subvolume selected as the location of the next audit pool. This volume and
subvolume must have been previously defined with an ADD AUDIT POOL command.

Considerations
• The SELECT CURRENT AUDIT POOL command is rejected if no files are available in the specified audit

pool. To select this audit pool as the current audit pool, you must first either release files or increase the
number of MAXFILES in the audit pool.

• The audit service does not check the status of the next audit pool when you execute a SELECT NEXT
AUDIT POOL command. It is your responsibility to check that this audit pool is accessible and has files
available when it is put in use as the current audit pool.

• All attempts to execute this command are audited.

Examples
1. This command selects the audit pool on $OPS2.TRAIL2 as the current audit pool:

=SELECT CURRENT AUDIT POOL $ops2.trail2
2. This command selects the audit pool on $OPS3.TRAIL1 as the next audit pool:

=SELECT NEXT AUDIT POOL $ops3.trail1
3. This command selects the audit pool on $BIG1.AUDIT as the current audit pool and selects the audit pool

on $BIG2.TRAIL as the next audit pool:

=SELECT CURRENT AUDIT POOL $big1.audit, &
=NEXT AUDIT POOL $big2.trail
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Getting Started With SAFEART
This section describes basic rules for using SAFEART, the Safeguard Audit Reduction Tool. SAFEART
extracts information from the Safeguard audit files and produces reports of audited events based on criteria
you specify.

SAFEART provides two types of commands:

• Session-control commands manage your interactive session.
• Report generation commands control the format, content, and destination of your report.

You can use SAFEART in either interactive or batch mode. Use interactive mode for simple reports that are
required once or infrequently. In this mode, enter SAFEART commands at your terminal to define the report
and then use the START command to produce the report.

Use batch mode for regularly required reports that use the same selection criteria or for reports with complex
selection criteria. For this mode, you store the SAFEART commands in a disk file and then execute an OBEY
command or run SAFEART with an IN option.

This section begins with instructions for running SAFEART. The basic command rules and the SAFEART
session-control commands are described in Command Rules on page 62 and SAFEART Session-Control
Commands on page 63, respectively. If you are already familiar with SAFECOM, you might not need to
read this section in detail.

These three sections also pertain to SAFEART:

Section Description

Producing SAFEART Reports on
page 68

Describes the SAFEART report generation commands and
explains how to use them to produce reports of audited events.

SAFEART Field Descriptions on
page 85

Describes the fields that can appear in a SAFEART report.

SAFEART Error Messages on page
148

Describes the error messages that SAFEART sends.

NOTE:

For the D30 product version, SAFEART does not support earlier product versions of the audit files. If
you want to produce reports from earlier versions of audit files, retain the previous product version of
SAFEART.

Running SAFEART
To run SAFEART interactively, at your command interpreter prompt:

2>SAFEART

Safeguard Audit File Reduction Tool  T9750D30
<=
SAFEART displays a default prompt of <= while you are in a SAFEART session. Enter all SAFEART
commands at this prompt. You can run as many reports as you want in one session. To end a SAFEART
session and return to your command interpreter, enter the EXIT command.
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To run SAFEART in batch mode, enter SAFEART commands in a file and then execute the commands with
an OBEY command during a SAFEART session. Alternatively, you can specify the file as an IN option when
you run SAFEART from your command interpreter.

The format of the SAFEART run command is:

SAFEART [ / run-opt [ , run-opt ] ... / ]
              

The SAFEART run options are the same as the SAFECOM run options described in the Safeguard Reference
Manual.

For example, to run the SAFEART commands in the $DATA.SECURITY.REPORT2 file in batch mode:

4>SAFEART /IN $data.security.report2, NOWAIT/
From within a SAFEART session:

<=OBEY $data.security.report2

Command Rules
The rules governing the use of SAFEART commands are generally the same as the rules governing
SAFECOM commands.

Using Quotation Marks
Character strings used for various command parameters can contain any printable ASCII character. If a string
contains commas or spaces, the string must be enclosed in single (') or double (") quotation marks. If a string
contains single quotation marks, enclose the string must in double quotation marks. If a string contains double
quotation marks, enclose the string in single quotation marks. A string cannot contain both single and double
quotation marks.

If a user ID is specified as a command parameter, it cannot be enclosed in quotation marks.

These examples illustrate the use of quotation marks:

<=SET TITLE February
<=SET TITLE 'December 16, 1991'
<=SET TITLE "Operation's Activities"

Continuing a Command to the Next Line
To continue a command to the next line, end the first line with an ampersand (&). This example shows one
line continued over two lines:

<=SET PAGE SIZE 55 ; SET START TIME 91/12/16 ; SET END &
<=&TIME 91/12/18
SAFEART displays an ampersand at the beginning of the second line to indicate that it is a continuation of the
previous line.

Where you place the ampersand is important because the ampersand is not replaced with a space.
Continuing the line in this way is invalid:

<=SET PAGE SIZE 55 ; SET START TIME 91/12/16 ; SET END&
<=&TIME 91/12/18
It results in a SET command with a syntax error:
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SET ENDTIME 91/12/18

Entering More Than One Command on a Line
To enter more than one command on a line, separate them with semicolons. This example shows two
commands on one line:

<=SET START TIME 91/12/16 ; SET END TIME 91/12/18

Abbreviating Commands
You can abbreviate command names and keywords to the first three letters. Consider this command:

<=SET DESTINATION FILE OCT28AUD
You can abbreviate it as:

<=SET DES FIL OCT28AUD

Including Comments
You can place comments on a line of their own or at the end of a command line. Comments begin with two
hyphens. Everything after the two hyphens to the end of the line is considered a comment. (For more
information on comments, see the Safeguard Reference Manual.) This example contains a comment:

<=SET TITLE Test1
<=AUDIT FILE testdata      -- This is a sample data file
<=LOG logit

NOTE:

SAFEART does not support comments embedded within a command.

SAFEART Session-Control Commands
Use the SAFEART session-control commands to manage your interactive session. Most of these commands
are identical to the SAFECOM session-control commands, which are described in the Safeguard User’s
Guide and the Safeguard Reference Manual. The table Summary of SAFEART Session-Control
Commands summarizes the SAFEART session-control commands.

Table 6: Summary of SAFEART Session-Control Commands

Command Description

DISPLAY PROMPT Changes the SAFEART prompt for your current session.

EXIT Ends an interactive SAFEART session.

FC Retrieves and allows you to edit previously entered SAFEART command.

HELP ITEMS Displays the permissible audit record items for the SET WHERE command.

HISTORY Displays a specified number of your most recent SAFEART commands.

LOG Defines a file in which SAFEART writes a record of the current session.

Table Continued
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Command Description

OBEY Executes SAFEART commands stored in a disk file.

OUT Defines where SAFEART messages are displayed or written.

! Displays and executes a previously entered command from the current SAFEART
session.

? Displays a previously entered command from the current SAFEART session.

– (Two hyphens) Delimits comments in SAFEART command lines.

& (Ampersand) Indicates that the command line is continued on the next line.

DISPLAY PROMPT Command
The DISPLAY PROMPT command changes the SAFEART prompt. This command is similar to the
SAFECOM DISPLAY PROMPT command.

DISPLAY PROMPT [ prompt-item ]
               [ ( prompt-item [ , prompt-item ] ... ) ]
              

This table lists possible values for prompt-item :

Prompt Item Description

string The prompt includes a user-supplied text string. The string must be enclosed within
single or double quotes.

COMMAND NUMBER The prompt includes the current command line number.

CPU The prompt includes the number of the processor in which SAFEART is running.

DATE The prompt includes the current date.

END The default SAFEART prompt is suppressed.

PROCESS NAME The prompt includes the current process name.

PROCESS NUMBER The prompt includes the current process number.

SUBVOLUME The prompt includes the current subvolume.

SYSTEM NAME The prompt includes the current system name.

SYSTEM NUMBER The prompt includes the current system number.

TIME The prompt includes the current time.

Table Continued
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Prompt Item Description

USER NAME The prompt includes your user name.

USER NUMBER The prompt includes your user ID.

VOLUME The prompt includes the current volume.

EXIT Command
The EXIT command ends an interactive session of SAFEART.

EXIT

FC Command
The FC command lets you retrieve, edit, and reexecute a command line. FC is useful for correcting mistyped
commands and for entering a series of commands that differ by only a few characters.

The SAFEART FC command is similar to the SAFECOM FC command, which is described in the Safeguard
Reference Manual.

FC [ string   ]
   [ "string" ]
   [ linenum  ]
   [ -linenum ]
              

HELP ITEMS Command
The HELP ITEMS command displays a SAFEART field and its field type. You can display one item or all fields
permissible in a SET WHERE command.

HELP ITEMS [ audit-record-item ]
              

audit-record-item

is the name of a field in a primary or secondary record. If the field is an enumerated type, the possible values
for it are also displayed. All other fields are displayed with only their names and their respective field types.

If no audit-record-item is given, HELP ITEMS displays all the fields that are valid in a SET WHERE
command.

For a description of all SAFEART fields, see SAFEART Field Descriptions on page 85.

Examples

<=HELP ITEMS CreatorUserName
Character CreatorUserName

<=HELP ITEMS OwnerIsRemote
Enumeration OwnerIsRemote
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Remote
Local
None
Unknown
To display all valid fields:

<=HELP ITEMS

HISTORY Command
The HISTORY command displays the most recently entered command lines. The SAFEART HISTORY
command is similar to the SAFECOM HISTORY command, which is described in the Safeguard Reference
Manual.

HISTORY [ lines      ]
        [ RESET LAST ]
        [ RESET ALL  ]
              

LOG Command
The LOG command defines a file for recording SAFEART commands and messages. Logging remains in
effect during a SAFEART session until you turn it off or exit SAFEART.

The log-file specified in a LOG command is the name of a file, printer, tape device, or terminal. The
logging process is turned off when SAFEART receives a LOG command without log-file or when you exit
SAFEART.

The SAFEART LOG command is similar to the SAFECOM LOG command, which is described in the
Safeguard Reference Manual.

LOG [ log-file ]
              

OBEY Command
The OBEY command executes SAFEART commands stored in a disk file. Using an OBEY command is a
convenient way to run SAFEART when the same report is required on a regular basis or when the selection
criteria are complex.

When you specify an obey-file , you must enter the volume and subvolume name if the file is not in your
current volume and subvolume.

The SAFEART OBEY command is similar to the SAFECOM OBEY command, which is described in the
Safeguard Reference Manual.

OBEY [ obey-file ]
              

OUT Command
The OUT command specifies where report statistics, warning, and error messages are displayed or written.
When you do not define a file name, the information appears on your home terminal.
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This command is most useful with an OBEY command file. Using it during an interactive session is not helpful
because you will not see the various SAFEART messages or the prompt.

The out-file that you specify in an OUT command is the name of a file, printer, tape device, or terminal. If
you specify out-file during a SAFEART session, but later want the information displayed on your terminal,
issue another OUT command without out-file .

OUT [ out-file ]
              

! Command
The ! command reexecutes a previously issued command line, without modifications. The SAFEART !
command is similar to the SAFECOM ! command, which is described in the Safeguard Reference Manual.

! [ string   ]
  [ "string" ]
  [ linenum  ]
  [ -linenum ]
              

? Command
The ? command displays a previously issued command line. The SAFEART ? command is similar to the
SAFECOM ? command, which is described in the Safeguard Reference Manual.

? [ string   ]
  [ "string" ]
  [ linenum  ]
  [ -linenum ]
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Producing SAFEART Reports
SAFEART allows you to produce reports of security-relevant events based on criteria you specify. Minimally,
you must specify the audit files from which to extract information. However, to limit the scope of a report, you
should also specify a time period and the types of events to include.

If you do not specify a time period and a subset of events, SAFEART includes all events from the audit files,
which is usually too much information. Specify criteria for selecting events through the SET WHERE
command.

Selected events might not always appear in a SAFEART report. For example, if no events of the selected
type occurred, or if auditing was not in effect for the selected events, they do not appear in the report.

General Procedure for Producing Reports
SAFEART produces a report of audited events based on the commands you issue. The general procedure for
producing a report during a SAFEART session is:

Procedure

1. Check the attributes currently in effect for your session using the SHOW * command. If necessary, you can
return an attribute to its default value with the RESET command.

2. Specify the files used by SAFEART to produce a report. Use the AUDIT FILE command to specify the
audit files to be used as the source of the report. Use the SET DESTINATION FILE command to specify
where the report is to be sent.

3. If you prefer, customize the format of your report using the SET TITLE and SET PAGE SIZE commands.
4. Specify a time interval for the report using the SET START TIME and SET END TIME commands.
5. Specify the type of events you want to search for by using the SET WHERE command. For usage of the

SET WHERE command, see Specifying Selection Criteria on page 75.
6. Verify that the parameters for the report are correct by issuing the SHOW * command again.
7. Begin generation of the report using the START command.
8. Confirm completion of the report. SAFEART prints a report summary when the report is complete. The

report summary is sent to your home terminal or the OUT file if you specify one. The full report is sent to
the specified DESTINATION FILE. For guidelines for reviewing SAFEART reports, see Reviewing
Reports on page 82.

Before attempting to produce a report, become familiar with the SAFEART report generation commands
described in the following pages.

NOTE:

You must have READ authority for the audit files before you can produce reports with SAFEART. See
your security administrator or system manager.

SAFEART Report Generation Commands
Specify criteria for reports using the SAFEART report generation commands. The table Summary of
SAFEART Report Generation Commands provides a summary of the report generation commands. The
syntax of each command is described next.
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Table 7: Summary of SAFEART Report Generation Commands

Command Description

AUDIT FILE Defines which Safeguard audit files to use as the source of the report.

RESET Changes the current values of the SET parameters to their default values.

SET Defines the report title, page size, where to print or display the report, and how to
select the report events.

SHOW Displays the current values of the AUDIT FILE, LOG, OUT, and SET parameters.

START Starts the production of the report.

AUDIT FILE Command
The AUDIT FILE command defines which audit files to use as the source of the report. The maximum number
of audit files that can be specified in the AUDIT FILE command is 100.

AUDIT FILE [ file-name [ , file-name ... ] ]
              

file-name

is the name of a valid Safeguard audit file. Specify a volume and subvolume name if file-name is not in
your default volume and subvolume. If more than one file is named, list the files in chronological order. If no
file is specified, any previously defined values are cleared.

Example
This example specifies two audit files to be used as the source of the report:

<=AUDIT FILE $bart.audit.A0000001, $bart.audit.A0000002

RESET Command
The RESET command returns the current value of a report parameter to its default value.

RESET { DESTINATION FILE }
      { TITLE            }
      { PAGE SIZE        }
      { START TIME       }
      { END TIME         }
      { WHERE            }

DESTINATION FILE
returns the value of DESTINATION FILE to its default value (the home terminal).

TITLE
returns the value of TITLE to the default title, “Safeguard Audit Reduction Tool.”

PAGE SIZE
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returns the value of PAGE SIZE to the default value of 60 lines per page.

START TIME
returns the value of START TIME to the default value of 1990/01/01 00:00.

END TIME
returns the value of END TIME to the default value of 2020/12/31 23:59.

WHERE
returns the WHERE expression to the default value of no expression.

Example
This example shows use of the RESET command to check that TITLE and DESTINATION FILE are set to
their default values:

<=RESET DESTINATION FILE
<=RESET TITLE
DESTINATION FILE is reset to the home terminal, and TITLE is reset to the default title, “Safeguard Audit
Reduction Tool.”

SET Command
The SET commands define the values for these report parameters.

SET { DESTINATION FILE [ report-file ]                 }
    { TITLE { (")title (")  | ("title", "title",...) } }
    { PAGE SIZE number-of-lines                        }
    { START TIME starting-time                         }
    { END TIME ending-time                             }
    { WHERE expression                                 }
              

DESTINATION FILE report-file
is the name of a file, tape device, printer, or terminal to which the report is written. The default is your home
terminal. If you issue a SET DESTINATION FILE report-file command during a session and later want a
report displayed at your terminal, issue a RESET DESTINATION FILE command or a SET DESTINATION
FILE command with no file name.

TITLE title
is a text line printed at the center top of each report page. Each title can be a maximum of 100 characters
long. Quotations marks are required if a title line consists of more than one word. Both single and double
quotation marks are valid. You can specify up to four title lines by separating each title line with a comma and
enclosing the list of title lines in parentheses.

If you use a RESET TITLE command, SAFEART clears any lines defined by a SET TITLE command and
returns the title to “Safeguard Audit Reduction Tool.”

PAGE SIZE number-of-lines
is the number of lines to be written on a report page. The range is 9 through 10,000. The default is 60 lines.

NOTE:

The maximum number of lines allowed in a SAFEART report is 99,999.
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START TIME starting-time
is the date and time to establish a beginning point for selecting events. Selected events created on or after
starting-time are included in the report.

The format of starting-time is one of:

yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm
y/mm/dd h:mm
yyy/mm/dd
y/mm/dd
    

yyyy is a number representing the century and year, such as 2001.

yy is a number representing the year in the current century, such as 01 for 2001. Leading zeros
are optional.

mm is a number in the range 01 through 12, representing the month of the year, such as 4 for
April. Leading zeros are optional.

dd is a number in the range 01 through 31, representing the day of the month. Leading zeros are
optional.

hh is a number in the range 00 through 23, representing the hour of the day, such as 02 for 2:00
a.m. or 14 for 2:00 p.m. Leading zeros are optional.

mm is a number in the range 00 through 59, representing the minute of the hour. Leading zeros
are optional.

If hh:mm is omitted, the default starting time is 00:00 (midnight).

END TIME ending-time
is the date and time to establish an ending point for selecting events. Selected events created on or before
ending-time are included in the report. The format of ending-time is the same as that for starting-
time .

If hh:mm is omitted, the default ending time is 23:59 (one minute before midnight).

WHERE expression
is one or more comparison statements that define the criteria for selecting events during the time interval
specified by START TIME and END TIME. The format for expression is:

compare-statement [ logical-operator compare-statement ... ]
    
compare-statement

compares a record item from a primary or secondary audit record to some value. A compare-statement
has the format:

record-item relational-operator value

record-item

is one of the valid field names described in SAFEART Field Descriptions on page 85. You can use a
special Before prefix with some field names to select the initial value of a field involved in a change attempt.
Otherwise, SAFEART searches for a field in its final state. For more information, see Special Before Prefix
on page 78.
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relational-operator

is one of these:

= equal to

<> not equal to

< less than

<= less than or equal to

> greater than

>= greater than or equal to

LE less than or equal to

NE not equal to

GE greater than or equal to

If the record item is an enumerated field, only = and <> are valid operators.

value

specifies what record-item is compared to. It must be the same type as record-item . For example, if
the item is a numeric field, value must be a number. For more information, see SAFEART Field
Descriptions on page 85.

logical-operator

The logical-operators are:

AND Connects two or more compare-statement . All compare-statement connected by
AND must be true for an event to be selected.

OR Connects two or more compare-statement . At least one of the compare-statement
connected by OR must be true for an event to be selected.

NOT Modifies a compare-statement . The compare-statement following NOT must be
false for the event to be selected.

Considerations
• Except for the SET WHERE command, the reporting criteria specified by each SET command replace any

reporting criteria previously defined with that command during the current SAFEART session.
• Reporting criteria specified in a SET WHERE command are added to any criteria previously specified in a

SET WHERE command. Therefore, issue a RESET WHERE command before a SET WHERE command
to clear any previously defined reporting criteria.

• Special rules govern the evaluation of comparison statements in SET WHERE commands. For more
information, see Specifying Selection Criteria on page 75

.
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Examples
1. This example shows the SET command specifying a title and destination file for a report:

<=SET TITLE ("Daily Logon Report",&
=&"Jun 28, 1994")
=SET DESTINATION FILE Jun28Log
When the report is run, it appears in the specified destination file, Jun28Log, with this title centered at the
top of each page:

                Daily Logon Report
                   Jun 28, 1994

2. This example shows the SET command being used to specify the time period for the report:

<=SET START TIME 94/06/28 00:00
<=SET END TIME 94/06/28 23:59
The preceding commands limit the scope of the report to events that occurred on Jun 28, 1994.

3. This example shows the SET command being used to specify selection criteria for the report:

<=SET WHERE operation=verifyuser
The preceding command further limits the scope of the report to logon attempts.

Guidelines for using the SET WHERE command to select events appear in Specifying Selection Criteria on
page 75.

SHOW Command
This command displays the current values of the AUDIT FILE, LOG, OUT, and SET commands at your
terminal.

SHOW  [ REPORT | * ]

SHOW
when entered by itself, displays the current values for OUT, LOG, and AUDIT FILE.

SHOW REPORT
displays the current values of the report parameters specified by the SET commands.

SHOW *
displays all values in effect for the current SAFEART session.

Example
This example includes a SHOW * command with the resulting output. The values in the output reflect the
commands used in previous examples in this section.

<=SHOW *
OUT
LOG
AUDIT FILE "$bart.audit.A0000001"
AUDIT FILE "$bart.audit.A0000002"
SET DESTINATION FILE Jun28Log
SET START TIME 94/06/28:00:00
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SET END TIME 94/06/28:23:59
SET PAGE SIZE 60
SET TITLE ("Daily Logon Report",&
           "Jun 28, 1994")
SET WHERE operation=verifyuser

START Command
The START command begins the process of selecting events to produce a report. Use START after entering
all other SAFEART commands.

START

Example
After specifying and verifying the report criteria as shown in previous commands, issue the START command
to begin production of the report:

<=START
When the report is completed, SAFEART provides a summary of the audit events and how they were
processed. The summary is written to the OUT file (by default, the home terminal). Sample Report Summary
on page 74 shows a typical report summary.

Sample Report Summary

        Records Processed for This Job

               1943 complete events.
                  1 header records.
                  0 incomplete events.
                  0 other records.

               5154 total records.

                 74 events printed.
These statistics appear in the report summary:

Complete Events The number of complete events read from the audit file or files. An event might
have more than one record associated with it. For more information, see 
Reviewing Reports on page 82.

Header Records The number of header records found in the audit files. There should be one
header record for each audit file used.

Incomplete Events The number of primary records with one or more missing secondary records.
These events are not used for the report even if they pass the selection criteria.

Other Records The number of secondary records with no primary record. These events are not
used for the report even if they passed the selection criteria.

Total Records The number of primary and secondary records read from the audit file or files.

Events Printed The number of complete events selected for the report.
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The complete report of the selected events appears in the specified DESTINATION FILE.

Specifying Selection Criteria
Proper use of selection criteria is essential to producing concise and useful reports. Use the SET WHERE
command to select the type of events you want to include in a report.

Before trying to establish selection criteria, become familiar with the possible items that can appear in a
SAFEART report. For more information, see SAFEART Field Descriptions on page 85.

Use this process to help specify selection criteria for a report:

Procedure

1. Determine which types of events you want to include in your report.
2. To determine which fields you can use to select the events you are interested in, see SAFEART Field

Descriptions on page 85.
3. Formulate appropriate comparison statements to use in SET WHERE commands.

For example, suppose that you want the report to include the actions of an operator with the name
SUPER.MOE. The table Primary Record Fields indicates that the SubjectUserName field contains the
group name.member name of the user attempting an operation. To select events performed by
SUPER.MOE, use the comparison statement SubjectUserName=SUPER.MOE. The SET WHERE command
follows:

<=SET WHERE SubjectUserName=SUPER.MOE
You can specify additional criteria by using additional SET WHERE commands or by combining comparison
statements in the same SET WHERE command. For more information, see Using Multiple Comparison
Statements on page 76.

To practice specifying selection criteria, you might want to copy an audit file to your subvolume and generate
test reports with it. As mentioned earlier, you must have READ authority for the audit file.

Wild-Card Support for Object Name Under SAFEART
SAFEART supports the use of wild cards while searching for events using the ObjectName field. This
capability is useful in searching for records generated by audit clients using either the external name or the
internal name of the OSS object.

These wild cards are supported:

* Matches zero or more characters

? Matches any single character

[...] The set matches any one of the enclosed characters. In an expression such as [a-z], the -
(dash) means through. If the first character following the [ (left bracket) is an ! (exclamation
point), any character not enclosed is matched. Nested sets are not supported.

Enclose the search string in double quotes. Wild-card searches are case-sensitive.

For example, to search for all records related to the path '/bin/sh', enter this command under SAFEART:

SET WHERE objectname = '/bin/sh*'
Suppose that the object name displayed is:

/bin/sh=$oss1.ZYQ00000.Z000007S:453298
Using this information, you can search for all events related to the physical file displayed.
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Diskfile-Pattern Usage
Formulating diskfile-pattern objectnames in SAFEART is different than in SAFECOM. To specify that the wild
cards "*" and "?" in a diskfile-pattern objectname match those exact characters, they must be enclosed in
squared brackets. For example:

To search for all records related to diskfile pattern "$DATA.JA*.T???", enter this command under SAFEART:

SET WHERE objectname='$DATA.JA[*].T[?][?][?]'
To search for all diskfile-pattern records matching the objectname search string "$DATA.JA*.T*" (where the "*"
in the filename is intended to be a search character), enter this command under SAFEART:

SET WHERE objectname='$DATA.JA[*].T*'
To search for both diskfile and diskfile-pattern records matching the objectname search string "$DATA.JA*.T*"
(where all the wild cards are intended to be search characters), enter this command under SAFEART:

SET WHERE objectname='$DATA.JA*.T*'
For more information on diskfile patterns, see the Safeguard User’s Guide.

Guidelines for Comparison Statements
A comparison statement consists of a record-item , a relational-operator , and an expected
value .

A record-item is a SAFEART field name such as SubjectUserName or ObjectType. Uppercase letters in
these names are used in this manual only for readability. SAFEART is not case-sensitive. Nonetheless, the
field names must be spelled correctly. To check the spelling of field names, see SAFEART Field
Descriptions on page 85, or issue the HELP ITEMS command.

A relational-operator is one of the operators listed earlier in this section under the SET command. For
enumerated fields, only the equal sign (=) and the not-equal sign (<>) are valid.

A value in a comparison statement must correspond to the field type. For example, if a comparison
statement involves a numeric field, the value compared to it must be a positive number. For the definition of
the different field types, see Field Types on page 85.

If the field type involves alphabetic characters, you do not need to worry about case when you specify a
value . However, do not use wild cards or abbreviations.

To determine which values you can use for an enumerated field, either see the tables of enumerated items in 
Enumerated Fields on page 125, or issue a HELP ITEMS command. For example, OwnerIsRemote is an
enumerated field. To determine its possible values, issue this command:

<=HELP ITEMS ownerisremote
These values appear:

Remote
Local
None
Unknown
If you use OwnerIsRemote in a comparison statement, you must compare it to one of these values. For
example:

<=SET WHERE OwnerIsRemote = local

Using Multiple Comparison Statements
When you use multiple comparison statements within a single SET WHERE command, connect them with a
logical operator (AND or OR). The logical operator determines how the WHERE expression is evaluated.
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However, when you use multiple comparison statements in separate SET WHERE commands, one
comparison statement to a command, SAFEART treats the comparison statements as if they are joined with
ORs.

The following example illustrates a single SET WHERE command containing more than one comparison
statement. It selects audit records for all logon attempts by user ID 4,25.

<=SET WHERE SubjectUserNumber=4,25 AND Operation=VerifyUser
If the same selection criteria are specified in separate SET WHERE commands, SAFEART treats them as
though they are connected by ORs. Therefore, these SET WHERE commands select all audited events
performed by user ID 4,25 and all logon attempts by all users:

<=SET WHERE SubjectUserNumber = 4,25 
<=SET WHERE Operation = VerifyUser 

Using More Than One Value in a Single Comparison Statement
If the operator in a comparison statement is the equal sign (=), you can compare the same record-item to
a list of values separated by commas. This comparison is equivalent to respecifying the record-item in
separate comparison statements joined by the OR operator.

The following example shows how you can specify a list of values in a comparison so that a single
comparison statement is equivalent to multiple comparisons joined by OR operators.

This SET WHERE command selects all audited operations in which the outcome was an expired or invalid
user password:

<=SET WHERE Outcome=UserPwExpired, UserPwInvalid
The previous command is equivalent to this command, which includes two separate comparisons joined by
the OR operator:

<=SET WHERE Outcome=UserPwExpired OR Outcome=UserPwInvalid

NOTE:

If you specify an unnamed process in a comparison statement, enclose the process file name in
quotation marks. Otherwise, SAFEART interprets the comma in the process file name as a separator of
two values.

Using Parentheses in SET WHERE Commands
To change the order of evaluating a complex expression, you can group multiple comparison statements
within parentheses. The statements within parentheses are evaluated before the other comparison
statements. The following example shows how the grouping of items in parentheses affects the meaning of a
SET WHERE command.

This SET WHERE command selects audit records for all logon attempts by user 4,25 and user 6,15:

<=SET WHERE Operation=VerifyUser AND &
<=&(SubjectUserNumber=4,25 OR SubjectUserNumber=6,15)
If you do not group the user IDs in parentheses the OR clause is treated as an independent selection
criterion. For example, this SET WHERE command selects audit records for all logon attempts by user 4,25
and all audited events involving user 6,15:

<=SET WHERE Operation=VerifyUser AND &
<=&SubjectUserNumber=4,25 OR SubjectUserNumber=6,15
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Using the NOT Operator
This example uses the NOT operator to exclude VerifyUser and Logoff operations:

<=SET WHERE NOT (Operation=VerifyUser OR Operation=Logoff)
The NOT operator applies to the result of the two comparison statements within the parentheses. This
command is equivalent to the preceding command:

<=SET WHERE NOT Operation=VerifyUser, Logoff

Special Before Prefix
Audited attempts to change most Safeguard records result in two secondary audit records along with the
primary record. One secondary record contains the image of the Safeguard record before the attempted
change, and the other secondary record contains an image of the Safeguard record showing the attempted
change. These images appear in the text areas of each secondary record. The SecondaryRecordType field
indicates whether the record contains a before image of a Safeguard record. The Outcome field in the primary
record indicates whether the attempt was successful.

If the attempted change involves a Safeguard user or alias authentication record, two additional records are
generated. One represents the extension to the authentication record before the attempted change. The other
represents the extension showing any attempted change. Consequently, attempted changes to a user or alias
record result in a total of four secondary records.

Normally, SAFEART does not include the before image in its search. However, if you want to include the
before image of a field in your search criteria, add the special Before prefix to the preferred field name.
Otherwise, SAFEART searches for the field in its final state.

This example illustrates how to use the Before prefix in a search. This command selects events in which an
attempt was made to change the Safeguard configuration attribute PASSWORD ENCRYPT from ON to OFF
(from True to False):

<=SET WHERE BeforeConfigPasswordEncrypt=True AND &
<=&ConfigPasswordEncrypt=False

Using SAFEART Command Files
SAFEART command files simplify your work. For example, if you want to use the same selection criteria more
than once, as in daily or weekly audit reports, you can store the necessary commands in a command file.

To create a command file, put a preferred sequence of commands in an EDIT file. You can execute a
command file in one of two ways:

• As an IN file when starting a SAFEART session
• With the OBEY command during a SAFEART session

Executing an IN File When Starting SAFEART
If used as an IN file when starting SAFEART, the command file must contain all the commands necessary to
produce a report, including the START command. This example shows the syntax for starting SAFEART with
an IN file:

>SAFEART /IN $data.security.report2, NOWAIT/
After you issue this command, control of the terminal returns to your command interpreter. If you omit the
NOWAIT option, all the commands in the command file are executed before control of the terminal returns to
your command interpreter.
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Executing a Command File During a SAFEART Session
If you run a command file during a SAFEART session, the file does not have to be complete because you can
issue additional commands during the session. This approach can be helpful because you might not know
some parameters, such as the time period or the name of the audit file, until you are ready to run the
command file. These guidelines apply to command files that are used during a SAFEART session:

• Include the AUDIT FILE command (with no file specified) in command files to clear any audit file selections
that occurred previously in the session.

• Use RESET commands in command files to clear any previously defined parameters for the session.
• Because the current audit file changes periodically, specify audit files during the session rather than in the

command file.
• Because the time period for your report changes, specify it during the session.
• Consider specifying the destination file in the command file. If the destination file already exists, it is

overwritten the first time SAFEART writes to it in a session. If SAFEART writes to the same destination file
more than once during the same session, each report output is appended to the destination file.

Suppose that this sequence of commands is stored in an EDIT file that is intended to be executed during a
SAFEART session:

AUDIT FILE
RESET START TIME 
RESET END TIME 
RESET PAGE SIZE 
RESET WHERE
SET DESTINATION FILE "\euro.$ops.march.faillogs"
SET TITLE ("Failed Logons")
SET WHERE Operation=VerifyUser AND Outcome<>UserValid
The purpose of this file is to select failed logon attempts for your report. The AUDIT FILE command and
several RESET commands clear any possible values that might have been defined earlier in the session.
Also, no audit file or time interval is specified. Specify these parameters after running the command file and
then issue the START command to begin production of the report.

NOTE:

You cannot use the NOWAIT option during a SAFEART session, so you might experience a delay in
getting control back at your terminal. After executing the commands in an command file, SAFEART
returns control to your terminal without leaving the current session.

Placing Comments in Command Files
To place a comment in a command file, use a double hyphen (--) to delimit the comment. These two comment
lines begin a command file:

-- This file establishes criteria to produce
-- a report of failed logon attempts
You can also place comments at the end of a command line:

AUDIT FILE -- clears any previous audit file selections

Error Handling in Command Files
When SAFEART encounters an error while processing a command file, it redisplays the erroneous command,
displays an error or warning message describing the nature of the error, and continues processing. For a
description of SAFEART error and warning messages, see SAFEART Error Messages on page 148.
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Command File Examples
Most likely, you will execute command files during a SAFEART session because some parameters are not
known until you are ready to run the report. The command file examples on the following pages are designed
to be executed during a SAFEART session. The procedure for using this type of command file to produce a
report is as follows:

Procedure

1. From SAFEART, issue the OBEY command:

<=OBEY obey-file
2. Specify the audit file or files with the AUDIT FILE command.
3. Specify a time period for the report with the SET START TIME and SET END TIME commands.
4. Specify any other preferred parameters.
5. Verify all report parameters with the SHOW * command.
6. Begin production of the report with the START command.

The following examples show how to use command files to produce reports of different types of events. Your
command files will have different values. For a description of the fields and values used in the SET WHERE
commands, see SAFEART Field Descriptions on page 85.

Safeguard Management Attempts

--   This file establishes criteria to produce a report of
--   attempts to manage components of the Safeguard database.
--
AUDIT FILE
RESET START TIME; RESET END TIME
RESET PAGE SIZE 
RESET WHERE
SET DESTINATION FILE "\euro.$ops.audit.saferecs"
SET TITLE ("Safeguard Management Attempts")
SET WHERE objecttype=sfgconfigrec
SET WHERE objecttype=sfglurec
SET WHERE objecttype=userrecord
SET WHERE objecttype=protrecord
SET WHERE objecttype=SfgProcRec
SET WHERE objecttype=audtrconfigrec

Failed Super ID Logons

-- This file establishes criteria to produce a report
-- of failed attempts to log on as the super ID.
--
AUDIT FILE
RESET START TIME; RESET END TIME
RESET PAGE SIZE
RESET WHERE
SET DESTINATION FILE "\euro.$ops.audit.superID"
SET TITLE ("Failed Super ID Logons")
SET WHERE Operation=VerifyUser AND Outcome <> UserValid &
AND guarduserusernumber=255,255
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Denied Object Events

-- This file establishes criteria to produce a report of
-- denied operations on device, process, or disk objects.
--
AUDIT FILE
RESET START TIME; RESET END TIME
RESET PAGE SIZE
RESET WHERE
SET DESTINATION FILE "\euro.$ops.audit.objects"
SET TITLE ("Denied Object Events")
SET WHERE objecttype=device AND outcome=denied
SET WHERE objecttype=subdevice AND outcome=denied
SET WHERE objecttype=process AND outcome=denied
SET WHERE objecttype=subprocess AND outcome=denied
SET WHERE objecttype=diskfile AND outcome=denied
SET WHERE objecttype=subvolume AND outcome=denied
SET WHERE objecttype=volume AND outcome=denied

Events Associated With Key Users

--      This file establishes criteria to report on
--      events pertaining to several important users.
--
AUDIT FILE
RESET START TIME; RESET END TIME
RESET PAGE SIZE
RESET WHERE
SET TITLE ("Actions of Key Users")
SET DESTINATION FILE "\euro.$ops.audit.keyusers"
--
--   Select events where specified user is the subject:
--
SET WHERE subjectusernumber=185,60, 185,22, 185,77, 100,55
SET WHERE subjectusernumber=100,60, 100,48, 100,75, 100,97
SET WHERE subjectusernumber=88,4, 66,123, 45,9, 45,10
--
--   Select events where specified user ID is the object:
--
SET WHERE guarduserusernumber=185,60, 185,22, 185,77, 100,55
SET WHERE guarduserusernumber=100,60, 100,48, 100,75, 100,97
SET WHERE guarduserusernumber=88,4, 66,123, 45,9, 45,10

Events Associated With Key Operators

--     This file establishes criteria to report on events 
--     pertaining to several important system operators.
--
AUDIT FILE
RESET START TIME; RESET END TIME
RESET PAGE SIZE 
RESET WHERE
SET TITLE ("Actions of Key Operators")
SET DESTINATION FILE "\euro.$ops.audit.keyopers"
--
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--   Select events where specified operator is the subject:
--
SET WHERE subjectusernumber=255,60, 255,22, 255,77, 255,55
SET WHERE subjectusernumber=255,79, 255,48, 255,75, 255,97
SET WHERE subjectusernumber=255,4
--
--   Select events where specified operator ID is the object:
--
SET WHERE guarduserusernumber=255,60, 255,22, 255,77, 255,55
SET WHERE guarduserusernumber=255,79, 255,48, 255,75, 255,97
SET WHERE guarduserusernumber=255,4

Reviewing Reports
SAFEART includes only complete audit events in its report. Every event is described by a primary record.
Many events also have one or more secondary records associated with the primary record.

Selected events are written to the report with the primary record shown first, followed by any secondary
records. All events are separated by dashed lines. SAFEART reports on the selected events in the order that
they are found in the audit trail. They might not be in strict chronological order because multiple processors
write records in the audit files. For a sample report, see Sample SAFEART Event on page 85.

NOTE:

SAFEART does not print a partial event. If a primary record is missing a secondary record or a
secondary record has no primary record, the event is omitted from the report, and a warning message is
issued.

Primary Record
The primary record contains general information about the event, such as the name of the object and the type
of operation being attempted. You probably do not need to examine all of the fields in the primary record. A
small number of fields contain most of the information you are likely to need.

Information About the Subject
In many cases, these primary record fields can help you determine who attempted the operation and where
the attempt originated:

SubjectUserName The name of the user or alias attempting the action

SubjectUserNumber The number of the user or alias attempting the action

SubjectTerminalName Where the attempted action was initiated

For some operations, such as VerifyUser, these fields do not describe the user attempting an operation. For
more information, see Special Considerations for Subject Fields on page 83.

Information About the Object
These primary record fields describe the object involved in the event.

ObjectType The type of object involved

ObjectName The name of the object
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In some cases, the object is actually a user ID or a user record. If so, the ObjectName field is replaced by
fields that describe the user ID.

Basic Information About the Event
These primary record fields contain basic event information:

Operation What action was attempted

Outcome Whether the operation succeeded

TimeReported When the attempted action was reported

Secondary Record
A secondary record contains the six standard fields described in the table Secondary Record Fields
followed by the SecondaryTextArea, which contains additional information about the event.

The SecondaryTextArea often contains a representation of a Safeguard record. For a description of the fields
that make up the text areas for Safeguard records, see SAFEART Field Descriptions.

Special Considerations for Subject Fields
When the ObjectType is GuardianUser, the Subject fields in the primary record do not represent the user
attempting the operation. This situation occurs in the following instances.

VerifyUser Events
Logon attempts are represented by a VerifyUser event. Fields with a prefix of Subject refer to the user
process that is in control of the terminal before the logon attempt. The user attempting to log on is indicated
by the fields GuarduserUserName, GuarduserUserNumber, and UserAliasName, which appear in place of the
ObjectName field.

If the logon is successful, the LastLogonTime changes, resulting in a change to the user record. This change
causes a total of four secondary records to be generated—two images of the user record and two images of
the extension to the user record.

If the logon attempt fails, the value of LogonFailCount and StaticLogonFailCount change, resulting in a
change to the user record. This change also causes four secondary records to be generated.

Automatic Logoff Events
A user is automatically logged off if another user successfully logs on at the same terminal. This type of event
is represented by a Logoff operation. The logged-off user is represented by the fields with the Subject prefix
and the fields GuarduserUserName, GuarduserUserNumber, and UserAliasName. The newly logged on user
is represented by the fields LogonUserName, LogonUserNumber, and LogonAliasName, which appear in the
secondary text area. This type of event is accompanied by a corresponding VerifyUser event.

Authenticate Events
Authenticate events occur when a client subsystem requests a check of a user’s identity. An Authenticate
event differs from a VerifyUser event because a user’s identity is checked, but the user is not necessarily
logged on. The Subject area represents the user process under which the requesting client is running. The
user ID being checked is represented by the fields GuarduserUserName, GuarduserUserNumber, and
UserAliasName. The field UserPrivLogonOper denotes whether the requested operation is privlogon.
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Password Change Events
Changing password of a user is referred to as Password Change event. You can change a user’s password
using:

• Safeguard
• STD-SECURITY utility PASSWORD program.

While changing a user’s password using Safeguard, the SubjectUserName and SubjectUserNumber fields
refer to the user process that is in control of the terminal when the password is being changed. The
SubjectCreatorName field refers to the requestor process requesting the change of password.

While changing a user’s password using the PASSWORD program, the SWITCHUSER call switches the
current user to SUPER.SUPER so that the user ID file can be read. Thus, the SubjectUserName and
SubjectUserNumber fields refer to the present user (that is, SUPER.SUPER) and the SubjectCreatorName
field refers to the requested user.
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SAFEART Field Descriptions
This section describes the fields that appear in SAFEART reports. These fields are derived from the fields in
the Safeguard audit records. Most of the fields can be used in SET WHERE commands to select events.
However, you must use the SAFEART names described here instead of the DDL audit record names listed in 
Audit File Record Formats on page 159.

Field Types
SAFEART uses several types of fields in its report. The definitions of the SAFEART field types are:

Character A string of one or more printable ASCII characters.

Date and time A timestamp containing the date and time. Date and time fields cannot be used in
SET WHERE commands. To specify time periods for audit reports, use SET
START TIME and SET END TIME statements.

Enumerated A field containing a value from a predefined list.

Numeric A positive number. Numeric fields can contain only the digits 0 through 9.

System number A number in the range 000 through 255.

True or False A value of True, T, False, or F.

User number A value in the form mmm,nnn . The values of mmm and nnn are in the range 000
through 255.

Report Layout
Events in a SAFEART report are separated by a dashed line. Each event contains a primary record. The table 
Primary Record Fields describes the fields in the primary record.

Some events might also include one or more secondary records. The table Primary Record Fields shows a
sample event containing one secondary record. The secondary record is separated from the primary record
by a blank line. The first six fields of a secondary record contain a prefix of Secondary. The table Secondary
Record Fields describes these fields.

The remaining part of a secondary record is called the secondary text area. The subsystem reporting the
event uses the secondary text area to record additional information about the object of the event.

Each of the secondary text areas generated by the Safeguard subsystem is described in this section. The
fields in the secondary text area contain a prefix that indicates the type of object being described. The table 
Secondary Text Area Field Prefixes lists the prefixes.

Possible values for enumerated fields within a Safeguard text area are included in the text area description.
Other enumerated fields that occur in primary and secondary records are described in tables ObjectType
Enumeration, Operation Enumeration, Outcome Enumeration, OwnerIsRemote Enumeration, 
SecondaryRecordType Enumeration, SecondaryTextAreaType Enumeration, and Veracity
Enumeration.

Sample SAFEART Event

Safeguard Audit Reduction Tool 2005/05/27 10:45:03 Page 1
\PEARL 147
Auditnumber =FFFF02EFBF2C6423FBF3
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TimeReported =2005/05/25 10:45:03 TimeReceived =2005/05/25 10:45:03
Operation =Read Outcome =Granted
ObjectType =ProtRecord Veracity =Tr
OwnerUsername =SUPER.SUPER OwnerUsernumber =255,255 OwnerIsRemote =Local
SubjectUserName =SALES.CHRIS SubjectUserNumber =153,153 SubjectSystemName =
\PEARL
SubjectCreatorName =SALES.CHRIS SubjectCreatorNumber =153,153 
SubjectSystemNumber =147
SubjectProcessName =\PEARL.8,108 SubjectAuthlocName =\PEARL
SubjectTerminalName =\PEARL.$NULL SubjectAuthlocNumber =147
CreatorUserName =SUPER.SUPER CreatorUserNumber =255,255 CreatorSystemName =
\PEARL
CreatorCreatorName =SUPER.SUPER CreatorCreatorNumber =255,255 
CreatorSystemNumber =147
CreatorProcessName =\PEARL.$ZSMP CreatorAuthlocName =\PEARL
CreatorTerminalName =\PEARL.$TL1.#L11 CreatorAuthlocNumber =147
ObjectName =\PEARL.$MONEY.SUPPORT.DOC4
SecondaryAuditnumber =FFFF02EFBF2C6423FBF3
SecondaryTimeReported =2005/05/25 10:45:03 SecondaryTimeReceived =2005/05/25 
10:45:03
SecondaryVeracity =Tr SecondaryRecordType =Before
SecondaryTextAreaType =Protection
ProtOtype =Diskfile ProtClearOnPurge =False ProtProgid =False
ProtAuditAccessPass =All ProtAuditAccessFail =All ProtLicense =False
ProtAuditManagePass =All ProtAuditManageFail =All ProtPersistent =False
ProtOwnerUserName =SUPER.SUPER ProtOwnerUserNumber =255,255 ProtFreeze =False
ProtNumAclentries =5 ProtOwnerTypeid =LocalSpecific
Aclentries
Grant 020,033 SUPPORT.MOE R, , , , , RemoteSpecific
Grant 020,095 SUPPORT.LISA R,W,E,P,C,O RemoteSpecific
Grant 153,024 SALES.BART R, , , , , RemoteSpecific
Grant 153,068 SALES.MARGE R, , , , , RemoteSpecific
Grant 153,111 SALES.NED R, , , , , RemoteSpecific
SecondaryAuditnumber =FFFF02F11E25478D796F
SecondaryTimeReported =2005/05/25 10:45:03 SecondaryTimeReceived =2005/05/25 
10:45:03
SecondaryVeracity =Tr SecondaryRecordType =New
SecondaryTextAreaType =ProtectionExt
ProtNonexistentFile =False ProtWarningMode =False ProtTrust =Shared
ProtPrivLogon =False ProtAuditPrivLogon =False
ProtNumProcessAclentries =1
ProcessAclentries
Grant 020,001 R,W,E,P, ,O LocalSpecific
As the Operation and ObjectType fields indicate, the event shown in this sample report is a read operation of
a Safeguard protection record.

This event also includes a secondary record, separated from the primary record by a blank line. The
secondary record contains additional information about the event. The SecondaryTextAreaType and
ProtOtype fields indicate that the secondary text area contains an image of a disk-file protection record.

The ObjectName field in the primary record contains the name of the disk file that the protection record
represents.

The remainder of this section describes the fields that appear in SAFEART reports.
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Primary Record Fields
A primary audit record represents each audited security event. The table Primary Record Fields describes
the fields in the primary audit record. Except where noted, you can use these fields in SET WHERE
commands.

Table 8: Primary Record Fields

Field Name Field Type Description

Auditnumber Numeric Identifies an audited event in the security audit
pool. For events whose descriptions span more
than one record, the records involved are linked
by a common value of Auditnumber. You cannot
use this field in SET WHERE commands.

CreatorAuthlocName Character Specifies the system name of the client or
subsystem that reported the audited event. This
field is blank if the system is remote.

CreatorAuthlocNumber System number Specifies the system number of the client or
subsystem that reported the audited event. For
the remote system, this field is -1 if the system is
running H06.26/J06.15 and later RVUs and zero if
the system is running earlier RVUs.

CreatorCreatorName Character Specifies the user name associated with the
Creator Access ID (CAID) of the client or
subsystem that reported the audited event.

CreatorCreatorNumber User number Specifies the CAID of the client or subsystem that
reported the audited event.

CreatorProcessName Character Specifies the process name of the client or
subsystem that reported the audited event.
Safeguard events are indicated by a
CreatorProcessName of $ZSMP or $ZS00
through $ZS15.

CreatorSystemName Character Specifies the system name of the client or
subsystem that reported the audited event.

CreatorSystemNumber System number Specifies the system number of the client or
subsystem that reported the audited event.

CreatorTerminalName Character Specifies the terminal name of the client or
subsystem that reported the audited event. If this
value is not available, the field is set to all blanks.

CreatorUserName Character Specifies either the group name.member name
or the alias of the process associated with the
client or subsystem that reported the audited
event.

Table Continued
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Field Name Field Type Description

CreatorUserNumber User number Specifies the group number, member
number of the process associated with the client
or subsystem that reported the audited event.

ObjectName Character Describes the object of the audited event. This
field usually contains only the name of the object.
However, under some conditions, this field might
be overlaid by another set of fields. For more
information, see Variable ObjectName Field on
page 90.

ObjectType Enumerated Specifies the type of object. Possible values
appear in the table ObjectType Enumeration.

Operation Enumerated Specifies the operation attempted. Possible
values appear in the table Operation
Enumeration.

Outcome Enumerated Specifies the outcome of the operation. Possible
values appear in the table Outcome
Enumeration.

OwnerIsRemote Enumerated Specifies whether the owner of the object is local
or remote. Possible values appear in the table 
OwnerIsRemote Enumeration.

OwnerUserName Character Specifies the group name.member name of
the owner of the object. This field is blank if the
object is owned by the system.

OwnerUserNumber User number Specifies the group number, member
number of the owner of the object.

SubjectAuthlocName Character Specifies the system name where the user
process attempting the operation was
authenticated. For more information, see Special
Considerations for Subject Fields on page 83.
This field is blank if the system is remote and
authentication information is not available or the
process is a Network File System (NFS) client.

SubjectAuthlocNumber System number Specifies the system number where the user
process attempting the operation was
authenticated. For more information, see Special
Considerations for Subject Fields on page 83.
This field is zero if the system is remote and
authentication information is not available or the
process is a Network File System (NFS) client.

Table Continued
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Field Name Field Type Description

SubjectCreatorName Character Specifies the user name associated with the
CAID of the user process attempting the
operation. For more information, see Special
Considerations for Subject Fields on page 83.

SubjectCreatorNumber User number Specifies the CAID of the user process attempting
the operation. For more information, see Special
Considerations for Subject Fields on page 83.

SubjectProgramName Character Specifies the program file name of the user
process attempting the operation.

SubjectProcessName Character Specifies the name of the user process
attempting the operation. For more information,
see Special Considerations for Subject Fields
on page 83. If this value is not communicated to
the Safeguard subsystem or the process is an
NFS client, the field is set to all blanks.

SubjectSystemName Character Specifies the system name of the user process
attempting the operation. For more information,
see Special Considerations for Subject Fields
on page 83. The field contains “NFS” if the
process is an NFS client.

SubjectSystemNumber System number Specifies the system number of the user process
attempting the operation. For more information,
see Special Considerations for Subject Fields
on page 83. The field contains the value -1 if the
process is an NFS client.

SubjectTerminalName Character Specifies the terminal name of the user process
attempting the operation. For more information,
see Special Considerations for Subject Fields
on page 83. If this value is not communicated to
the Safeguard subsystem or if the process is an
NFS client, the field is set to all blanks.

SubjectUserName Character Specifies either the group name.member name
or the alias of the user process attempting the
operation. For more information, see Special
Considerations for Subject Fields on page 83.

SubjectUserNumber User number Specifies the group number, member
number of the user process attempting the
operation. For more information, see Special
Considerations for Subject Fields on page 83.

Table Continued
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Field Name Field Type Description

TimeReceived Date and time Specifies the date and time when the event
description was received by the audit service
collector process. You cannot use this field in SET
WHERE commands.

TimeReported Date and time Specifies the date and time when the client or
subsystem sent the event description to the audit
service collector process. You cannot use this
field in SET WHERE commands.

Veracity Enumerated Specifies the level of trust that can be placed on
the contents of this record. This level depends on
the source of the audit request, trusted or
untrusted, and the errors or lack of errors in the
audit request itself. Possible values appear in the
table Veracity Enumeration.

Variable ObjectName Field
Under certain conditions, the ObjectName field is overlaid by a different set of fields. The value of the
ObjectType field indicates whether the ObjectName field is overlaid.

If the value of the ObjectType field is GuardianUser or UserRecord, the ObjectName field is overlaid with
these fields:

Field Name Field Type Description

GuarduserUserName Character Specifies the group name.member name of
the user. This field is blank if an alias was used to
gain access to the system.

GuarduserUserNumber User Number Specifies the group number.member number
of the user.

UserAliasName Character Specifies the alias used to gain access to the
system. This field is blank if the underlying user
ID, rather than an alias, was used to gain access
to the system.

Privlogon Boolean Specifies the conditions for auditing privlogon
attempts on the system. This setting supplements
the audit settings in individual diskfile records.
The conditions can be ON or OFF. The default is
OFF.

UserCreatorNumber User Number Specifies the user ID associated with the user
who has created the requested subject.

UserCreatorName Character Specifies the user name associated with the user
who has created the requested subject.

Table Continued
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Field Name Field Type Description

UserCreatorIsAlias Boolean Specifies if the user who has created the
requested subject is an alias or not.

UserCreatorNodeNumber System number Specifies the system number where the subject is
created.

UserCreationTime Date and time Specifies the date and time when the subject was
created.

If the value of the ObjectType field is UserRempass, the ObjectName field is overlaid with these fields:

Field Name Field Type Description

RemPassSystemName Character Specifies the system name of the user.

RempassSystemNumber System number Specifies the system number of the user.

GuarduserUserName Character Specifies the group name.member name of
the user. This field is blank if an alias was used to
gain access to the system.

GuarduserUserNumber User Number Specifies the group number.member number
of the user.

UserAliasName Character Specifies the alias used to gain access to the
system. This field is blank if the underlying user
ID, rather than an alias, was used to gain access
to the system.

If the value of the ObjectType field is Group, the ObjectName field is overlaid with these fields:

Field Name Field Type Description

GroupNumber Numeric Specifies the group number.

GroupName Character Specifies the group name.

GroupCreatorNumber User Number Specifies the user ID associated with the user
who has created the requested group.

GroupCreatorName Character Specifies the user name associated with the user
who has created the requested group.

GroupCreatorIsAlias Boolean Specifies if the user who has created the
requested group is an alias or not.

GroupCreatorNodeNumber System number Specifies the system number where the group is
created.

GroupCreationTime Date and time Specifies the date and time when the group was
created.
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The object name in audit records generated by OSS Name Server and OSS Monitor is of the form:

<external name>=<internal name> [on <mount point>]
The external name is dependent on the object type.

OSS Fileset: the fileset name, such as ROOT.

OSS File: the path name used to access the file.

The actual pathname audited is absolute and is normalized to have all '.', '..', multiple slashes and symbolic
link references resolved. If the length of this pathname exceeds 1023 bytes, the audited name consists of
three periods ('...') followed by the last 1020 bytes of the path name.

The internal name also depends on the type of object being audited.

OSS Fileset: $ZPMON.Znnnnn:yyyymmddhhmmss
where nnnnn is the fileset device number and yyyymmddhhmmss is the time when the fileset was created.

Example
$ZPMON.Z00000:19980119152451
OSS Regular File: $VOL.ZYQnnnnn :Ziiiiiii :ccccccccccc
(disk file) where nnnnn is the fileset device number, iiiiiii is the file's inode, number and ccccccccccc
is the file's creation version sequence number (CRVSN) (leading zeros suppressed).

Example
$OSS1.ZYQ00000.Z00004G6:1934568735
Other OSS Files: $ZPNS.Znnnnn .Ziiiiiii :ccccccccccc
(such as AF_UNIX sockets) where nnnnn is the fileset device number, iiiiiii is the file's inode number,
and ccccccccccc is the file's CRVSN (leading zeros suppressed).

Example
$ZPNS.Z00000.Z00004G5:3987764537
A mount point path name is present only in the record generated by the fileset Mount command.

The object name in the audit record generated by the disk process (DP2) is also in external name
=internal name format for all functions audited by DP2, whenever possible. When external name is
not known, only the internal name , as described previously, is stored in the audit record.

This occurs for open(), FILE_OPEN_() and write operations. In these cases, a preceding RESOLVE record
contains both the external and internal name.

The object name in the audit record generated by NonStop Kernel (T9050) is the textual representation of the
process handle for operations such as:

• process creation (exec() family, PROCESS_SPAWN_(), fork())
• kill()
• setsid(), setpgid()

This existing format is used to store the object name:

\SYSNAME.$PNAME[,CPU,PIN][:VERIFIER]
\SYSNAME.CPU,PIN[:VERIFIER]
\###.$NAME[,CPU,PIN][:VERIFIER]
\###.CPU,PIN[:VERIFIER]
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where ### is the system node number.

Secondary Record Fields
Some audited events might include one or more secondary records. Secondary records provide additional
information about an event. The additional information is recorded in the text area of the secondary record,
which is described in the following pages. In addition to the text area, secondary records contain the six fields
described in the table Secondary Record Fields. As noted, you cannot use some of these fields in SET
WHERE commands.

Table 9: Secondary Record Fields

Field Name Field Type Description

SecondaryAuditnumber Numeric Identifies the audited event. The secondary record is
linked to the primary record with a matching
Auditnumber. You cannot use this field in SET
WHERE commands.

SecondaryRecordType Enumerated Describes the type of record. Possible values appear
in SecondaryRecordType Enumeration.

SecondaryTextAreaType Enumerated Identifies the type of structure that appears in the text
area immediately following this field. Possible values
appear in SecondaryTextAreaType Enumeration.

SecondaryTimeReceive
d

Date and time Specifies the date and time when the event
description was received by the audit service collector
process. You cannot use this field in SET WHERE
commands.

SecondaryTimeReported Date and time Specifies the date and time when the client or
subsystem sent the event description to the audit
service collector process. You cannot use this field in
SET WHERE commands.

SecondaryVeracity Enumerated Specifies the level of trust that can be placed on the
contents of this record. This level depends on the
source of the audit request, trusted or untrusted, and
the errors or lack of errors in the audit request itself.
Possible values appear in Veracity Enumeration.

Depending on the type of operation involved, more than one secondary record might be associated with an
event. For example, if you attempt to change a disk-file protection record, the audited event contains two
secondary records. One secondary record contains a representation of the disk-file protection record before
the change, and the other secondary record contains a representation of the attempted change. The Outcome
field in the primary record indicates whether the attempt succeeded.

The SecondaryRecordType field indicates whether the record represents a before image. Other possible
types of secondary records appear in SecondaryRecordType Enumeration.

Secondary Text Area
The text area portion of the secondary record immediately follows the SecondaryTextAreaType field. The
subsystem that reported the event uses the text area to supply additional information about the event. This
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information can vary from a simple command line to a more complex Safeguard protection record. The
SecondaryTextAreaType field specifies the type of information that appears in the SecondaryTextArea. A
complete list of secondary text area types appears in SecondaryTextAreaType Enumeration.

Because information comes from a variety of subsystems and clients, some items that appear in the text area
are variable in format and cannot be selected with SET WHERE commands. However, you can use SET
WHERE commands to select events when a Safeguard record appears in the text area.

The secondary text area structures generated by the Safeguard subsystem allow you to select events based
on the fields within the text area. The fields contain a prefix to help you identify the type of Safeguard record
that appears in the text area.

Table 10: Secondary Text Area Field Prefixes

Field Prefix Safeguard Record SecondaryTextAreaType

Audit Audit pool configuration record AuditPool

Config Safeguard configuration record SfgConfig

Eep Event-exit configuration record EEprocess

Group Group profile record Group

Group Group profile extension GroupprofileExt

Logoff Automatic logoff record Logoff

Lu Terminal definition record LU

PatProt Diskfile-Pattern Protection Record PatternProt

Pattern Diskfile-Pattern Access Record PatternSearch

Prot Protection record (authorization
record)

Protection

Prot Protection record extension ProtectionExt

Seep1 Seep response information record SeepInfo

User User authentication record UserProfile

User User record extension UserProfileExt

User User record extension1 UserProfileExt1

User2 User record extension1n UserProfileExt1n

User3 User record extension2 UserProfileExt2

1 Supported only on systems running L16.05 and later L-series RVUs, J06.20 and later J-series RVUs, and
H06.22 and later H-series RVUs

2 Supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.14 and later H-series RVUs, and
G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.
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Field Prefix Safeguard Record SecondaryTextAreaType
3 Supported on systems running L15.02 and later L-series RVUs

Table Continued

In this and other Safeguard manuals, the term protection record is often used to refer to both authentication
records and authorization records. In terms of SAFEART, however, protection record refers only to
authorization records; that is, records that can contain an access control list. For more information, see 
Protection Record on page 185.

The following pages describe the fields that appear in the text area for each type of Safeguard record. The
text areas appear in alphabetic order according to their respective prefixes.

Audit Pool Configuration Record
For each audit pool, the Safeguard audit service maintains a record of its current parameters. Attempts to
read an audit pool record are not audited. All attempts to add, delete, or change an audit pool record are
audited. If an attempt is made to add or delete an audit pool record, one secondary record is generated. If an
attempt is made to change an audit pool record, a pair of secondary records is generated. One contains an
image of the audit pool record before the attempted change, and the other contains an image of the audit pool
record showing the attempted change.

These fields appear in the text area representing the audit pool record:

AuditAuditPoolName
specifies the $volume.subvolume name of the audit pool to which this record refers. Field type is
character.

AuditCurrentFileNumber
specifies the current audit file number in this audit pool. Field type is numeric.

AuditClearonpurge
specifies whether the diskspace occupied by a specific audit file is cleared when that audit file is purged. Field
type is boolean.

NOTE:

This field is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.12 and later H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

AuditMaxExtents
specifies the maximum number of primary and secondary extents to be allocated to audit files created in this
audit pool. Field type is numeric.

AuditMaxFiles
specifies the maximum number of files that can be allocated in this audit pool. Field type is numeric.

AuditPrimaryExtents
specifies the primary extent size to be used when creating audit files in this audit pool. Field type is numeric.

AuditSecondaryExtents
specifies the secondary extent size to be used when creating audit files in this audit pool. Field type is
numeric.
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NOTE:

Changing the attributes like MAXEXTENTS and EXTENTSIZE of an audit pool does not affect the
current audit file (AuditCurrentFileNumber). It only affects the subsequent audit files.

Safeguard Configuration Record
The Safeguard subsystem maintains a record of its own configuration attributes. Attempts to read the
configuration record are not audited. If an attempt is made to change the configuration, a pair of secondary
records is generated. One contains an image of the configuration record before the attempted change, and
the other contains an image of the configuration record showing the attempted change. These configuration
attributes appear in the text areas of the secondary records:

ConfigAclRequiredDevice
specifies, if True, that access is denied to all devices not protected by an access control list (ACL). Field type
is True or False.

ConfigAclRequiredDiskfile
specifies, if True, that access is denied to all disk files not protected by an ACL. Field type is True or False.

ConfigAclRequiredProcess
specifies, if True, that access is denied to all processes not protected by an ACL. Field type is True or False.

ConfigAllowDiskfilePersist
controls creation of persistent protection records for disk files that might not exist. Field type is enumerated.
The possible values are:

Normal
restricts creation of persistent disk-file protection records to files that exist at the time the record is added.

Always
allows the creation of persistent disk-file protection records for files that exist and files that do not exist at the
time the record is added.

ConfigAllowNodeACL
specifies, if True, that ACL entries containing explicit node identifiers are consulted for remote access. Field
type is True or False.

ConfigAudClientGuardian
specifies, if True, that auditing for privileged guardian clients is enabled. Field value is either True or False.

NOTE:

The ConfigAudClientGuardian attribute is a synonym for ConfigAudClientService attribute.

ConfigAudClientOss
specifies, if True, that OSS related audit records controlled by Safeguard attribute AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS are to
be written to the Safeguard audit trail. Field type is True or False.

NOTE:

The ConfigAudClientOss attribute is supported only on systems running G06.29 and later G-series
RVUs and H06.08 and later H-series RVUs.

ConfigAuditDeviceAccessFail
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specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of unsuccessful attempts to access a protected device. Field type
is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditDeviceAccessPass
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of successful attempts to access a protected device. Field type is
enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditDeviceManageFail
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of unsuccessful attempts to manage a device protection record.
Field type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditDeviceManagePass
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of successful attempts to manage a device protection record.
Field type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditDiskfileAccessFail
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of unsuccessful attempts to access a protected disk file. Field
type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditDiskfileAccessPass
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of successful attempts to access a protected disk file. Field type
is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditDiskfileManageFail
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of unsuccessful attempts to manage a disk-file protection record.
Field type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditDiskfileManagePass
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of successful attempts to manage a disk-file protection record.
Field type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditDiskfilePrivLogon
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of attempts to perform a privlogon. Field type is boolean.
Possible values are ON and OFF.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running H06.11 and later H-series RVUs.

ConfigAuditObjectAccessFail
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of unsuccessful attempts to access a protected object. Field type
is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditObjectAccessPass
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of successful attempts to access a protected object. Field type is
enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditObjectManageFail
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of unsuccessful attempts to manage the protection record for an
object. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditObjectManagePass
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of successful attempts to manage the protection record for an
object. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditProcessAccessFail
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specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of unsuccessful attempts to access a protected process. Field
type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditProcessAccessPass
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of successful attempts to access a protected process. Field type
is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditProcessManageFail
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of unsuccessful attempts to manage a process protection record.
Field type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditProcessManagePass
specifies conditions for systemwide auditing of successful attempts to manage a process protection record.
Field type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditSubjectAuthFail
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful user authentication attempts. Field type is enumerated.
Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditSubjectAuthPass
specifies conditions for auditing successful user authentication attempts. Field type is enumerated. Possible
values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditSubjectManageFail
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to manage a user authentication record. Field type is
enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditSubjectManagePass
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to manage a user authentication record. Field type is
enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ConfigAuditExcludeField
specifies the field name of an audit record. All NonStop client audit events containing the specified field
names are not generated by the Safeguard subsystem. The default value is NONE.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.14 and later H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

ConfigAuditExcludeValue
specifies a set of values (up to five) for the respective field names in the AUDITEXCLUDE-FIELD.
Combination of field names and the values determine the exclusion of NonStop client audit events. The
default value is NONE.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.14 and later H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

ConfigAuditOSSFilter
specifies, if True, that user level attributes AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS and AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL
enable or disable OSS auditing. Field type is True or False.
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NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.04 and later J-series RVUs, H06.15 and later H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

ConfigAuditTACLLOGOFF
controls generation of audits for the TACL LOGOFF or TACL EXIT operations. When set to TRUE, audits for
the TACL LOGOFF or TACL EXIT operations are generated based on the value of the AUDIT-
AUTHENTICATE-PASS and AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL attributes.

When set to FALSE, audits for the TACL LOGOFF orTACL EXIT operations are generated based on the value
of the AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN, AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS, and AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-FAIL
attributes.

The default is False.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.08 and later J-series RVUs, H06.19 and later H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

ConfigAuthFailFreeze
specifies, if True, that a user is to be frozen when the number of consecutive failed authentication attempts for
that user exceeds ConfigAuthMaxAttempts. Field type is True or False.

ConfigAuthFailToUnits
specifies the units associated with ConfigAuthFailToVal. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are
Seconds, Minutes, Hours, Days, Weeks, Months, and Years.

ConfigAuthFailToVal
vis a value that, combined with ConfigAuthFailToUnits, specifies the amount of time to delay a process after
ConfigAuthMaxAttempts is exceeded. Field type is numeric.

ConfigAuthMaxAttempts
specifies the maximum number of consecutive failed authentication attempts for a user before some action is
taken. Field type is numeric.

ConfigBlindLogon
specifies, if True, that passwords are not accepted if entered on the same line as the user name during logon.
Passwords are accepted but not displayed at the password prompt. Field type is True or False.

ConfigCheckDevice
specifies, if True, that the Safeguard software searches for protection records for devices. Field type is True
or False.

ConfigCheckDiskfile
specifies, if True, that the Safeguard software searches for protection records for disk files. Field type is True
or False.

ConfigCheckDiskfilePattern
specifies how Safeguard performs diskfile-pattern actions. Field type is enumerated. The possible values are:

FIRST
specifies that pattern searching occurs first. If the result is NORECORD, the normal search for a protection
record occurs.

LAST
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specifies that pattern searching will occur after the normal search if and only if the normal search result is
NORECORD.

ONLY
specifies that only pattern searching will occur. Normal, non-pattern searching will not be performed even if
the pattern search returns NORECORD.

OFF
specifies that no pattern searches will occur.

ConfigCheckProcess
specifies, if True, that the Safeguard software examines protection records for processes. Field type is True or
False.

ConfigCheckSubdevice
specifies, if True, that the Safeguard software searches for protection records for subdevices. Field type is
True or False.

ConfigCheckSubprocess
specifies, if True, that the Safeguard software examines protection records for subprocesses. Field type is
True or False.

ConfigCheckSubvolume
specifies, if True, that the Safeguard software searches for protection records for subvolumes. Field type is
True or False.

ConfigCheckVolume
specifies, if True, that the Safeguard software searches for protection records for volumes. Field type is True
or False.

ConfigCiCpu
specifies the processor in which the default command interpreter runs. Field type is numeric.

ConfigCiLib
specifies the library file used with the default command interpreter. This field is blank if no value has been
specified. Field type is character.

ConfigCiPri
specifies the priority at which the default command interpreter runs. Field type is numeric.

ConfigCiProg
specifies the object file of the default command interpreter started after user authentication at a Safeguard
terminal. This object file is used if no command interpreter is specified for the user or the terminal. This field is
blank if no value has been specified. Field type is character.

ConfigCiSwap
specifies the swap volume or file used with the default command interpreter. This field is blank if no value has
been specified. Field type is character.

ConfigClearonpurgeDiskfile
specifies, if True, that disk files are cleared when purged. Field type is True or False.

ConfigCmon
specifies, if True, that the Safeguard software communicates with $CMON during these events: logon, illegal
logon attempts, logoff, and newprocess of the command interpreter. Field type is True or False.

ConfigCmonError
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specifies how a failure to communicate with $CMON affects an attempted authentication. Field type is
enumerated. These values are defined:

Accept
specifies that the authentication is allowed despite the failure.

Deny
specifies that the authentication is denied because of the failure.

ConfigCmonTimeout
specifies the number of seconds that the Safeguard software waits for any $CMON operation. Field type is
numeric.

ConfigCombinationDevice
specifies the manner in which the Safeguard software checks protection records for devices. Field type is
enumerated. The possible values are FirstRule, FirstAcl, and All.

ConfigCombinationDiskfile
specifies the manner in which the Safeguard software checks protection records for disk files. Field type is
enumerated. The possible values are FirstRule, FirstAcl, and All.

ConfigCombinationProcess
specifies the manner in which the Safeguard software checks protection records for processes. Field type is
enumerated. The possible values are FirstRule, FirstAcl, and All.

ConfigCurrentAuditFile
specifies the name of the current audit file—that is, the name of the audit file to which audit records are
currently being written. Field type is character.

ConfigCurrentAuditPool
specifies the name of the current audit pool. Field type is character.

ConfigDirectionDevice
specifies the order in which the Safeguard software looks for protection records for devices and subdevices.
Field type is enumerated. Possible values are DeviceFirst and SubdeviceFirst.

ConfigDirectionDiskfile
specifies the order in which the Safeguard software searches for protection records for disk files, subvolumes,
and volumes. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are VolumeFirst and FileFirst.

ConfigDirectionProcess
specifies the order in which the Safeguard software searches for protection records for processes and
subprocesses. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are ProcessFirst and SubprocessFirst.

ConfigEofRefresh
specifies, if True, that audit files are opened with the end-of-file refresh enabled. Field type is True or False.

ConfigNameLogon
specifies, if True, that only user names (not user IDs) can be used during logon. Field type is True or False.

ConfigNextAuditPool
specifies the name of the next audit pool. This field is blank if no value has been specified. Field type is
character.

ConfigPasswordAlgorithm
specifies the algorithm used to encrypt the user's password when the password is to be stored in the
encrypted form. Field type is enumerated.
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NOTE:

The ConfigPasswordAlgorithm attribute is supported only on systems running G06.29 and later G-series
RVUs and H06.06 and later H-series RVUs.

The possible values are DES and HMAC256. Default value is DES.

DES
indicates to use the DES algorithm to encrypt passwords. This is the initial value.

HMAC256
indicates to use the HMAC with SHA-256 algorithm to encrypt passwords, when PASSWORD-ENCRYPT is
ON.

ConfigPasswordCompMode
specifies, if True, only the first eight characters of the password will be considered. If False, the entire
password will be considered.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.08 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordEncrypt
specifies, if True, that all user passwords are stored in encrypted form. Field type is True or False.

ConfigPasswordExpiryGrace
specifies the number of days after password expiration during which users can change their password. Field
type is numeric.

ConfigPasswordHistory
specifies the number of passwords kept in the password history. Any attempt to reuse a historical password
results in a failed password change attempt. Field type is numeric.

ConfigPasswordMayChange
specifies the maximum number of days prior to expiration that users can change their password. Field type is
numeric.

ConfigPasswordMaximumLength
specifies the maximum length of new passwords for all users. Field type is numeric.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.08 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordMinimumLength
specifies the minimum length of new passwords for all users. Field type is numeric.

ConfigPasswordRequired
specifies, if True, that the super ID and group manager IDs must specify a password when attempting to log
on as another user. Field type is True or False.

ConfigPasswordUpCaseRequired
specifies, if True, that the user password must have at least one uppercase character.
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NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordMinUppercaseReq
specifies, if True, that the user password must contain the specified minimum number of uppercase
characters. Field type is numeric and the default value is 0.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordLowCaseRequired
specifies, if True, that the user password have at least one lowercase character.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordMinLowercaseReq
specifies, if True, that the user password must contain the specified minimum number of lowercase
characters. Field type is numeric and the default value is 0.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordNumericRequired
specifies, if True, that the user password has at least one numeric character.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordMinNumericReq
specifies, if True, that the user password must contain the specified minimum number of numeric characters.
Field type is numeric and the default value is 0.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordSpecialCharRequired
specifies, if True, that the user password must have at least one special character.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.
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ConfigPasswordMinSpecialcharReq
specifies, if True, that the user password must contain the specified minimum number of special characters.
Field type is numeric and the default value is 0.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordAlphaRequired
specifies, if True, that the user password must have at least one alphabetic character. Field type is True or
False and the default value is False.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordMinAlphaReq
specifies, if True, that the user password must contain the specified minimum number of alphabetic
characters. Field type is numeric and the default value is 0.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordSpacesAllowed
specifies, if True, that the user password are allowed to have embedded space.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigPasswordMinQualityRequired
specifies the minimum quality criteria that have to be met when a password is set or changed.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

ConfigRecovery
specifies the recovery action that the audit service applies when disk space in the current audit pool becomes
unavailable. Field type is enumerated. The defined values are:

SuspAudit
suspends auditing until the condition is removed.

DenyGrants
denies Safeguard authorizations until the condition is removed.

Recycle
recycles audit files in the current audit pool.
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ConfigTermExclAccess
specifies, if True, that a user who is logged on at a Safeguard terminal has exclusive access to the terminal.
Field type is True or False.

ConfigWarnFallbackSecurity
specifies whether Guardian security rules are enforced when Safeguard warning mode is enabled. Field type
is enumerated. Possible values are:

Guardian
indicates that Guardian security rules are enforced during warning mode.

Grant
indicates that Guardian security rules are ignored during warning mode.

ConfigWarnObjectLevel
specifies, if true, that Safeguard warning mode is enabled for individual objects. Field type is True or False.

ConfigWarnSystemLevel
specifies, if true, that Safeguard warning mode is enabled. Field type is True or False.

ConfigWriteThroughCache
specifies, if true, that audit files are opened with the write-through cache option enabled. Field type is True or
False.

Event-Exit Configuration Record
The Safeguard subsystem maintains a configuration record for the event-exit process. Attempts to read the
event-exit record are not audited. All attempts to add, delete, or change the event-exit record are audited. If
an attempt is made to add or delete the event-exit record, one secondary record is generated. If an attempt is
made to change the event-exit record, a pair of secondary records is generated. One contains an image of
the event-exit record before the attempted change, and the other contains an image of the event-exit record
showing the attempted change. These attributes appear in the text area of the secondary records:

EepAuditAuthenticateEvent1

Specifies, if True, that response from the authentication event-exit process is audited. Field type is True or
False.

EepAuditAuthorizationEvent1

Specifies, if True, that response from the authorization event-exit process is audited. Field type is True or
False.

EepAuditPasswordEvent1

Specifies, if True, that response from the password quality event-exit process is audited. Field type is True or
False.

NOTE:
1 Supported on systems running L15.02 and later L-series RVUs, J06.11 and later J-series RVUs, and
H06.22 and later H-series RVUs.

EepCpu
Specifies the number of the processor in which the event-exit process runs. Field type is enumerated.
Possible values are Any, Cpu0 through Cpu15, and Undefined.

EepEnableAuthenticationEvent
Specifies, if True, that authentication events are sent to the event-exit process. Field type is True or False.
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EepEnableAuthorizationEvent
Specifies, if True, that authorization events are sent to the event-exit process. Field type is True or False.

EepEnabled
Specifies, if True, that the Safeguard event-exit process is enabled. Field type is True or False.

EepEnablePasswordEvent
Specifies if True, that password change events are sent to the event-exit process. Field type is True or False.
For more information on change events, see Password Change Events on page 84.

EepLib
Specifies the name of the library file used by the event-exit process. This field is blank if no value is specified.
Field type is character.

EepParamText
is the startup parameter text passed to the event-exit process. This field is blank if no value is specified. Field
type is character.

EepPName
Specifies the process name under which the event-exit process runs. This field is blank if no value is
specified. Field type is character.

EepPri
Specifies the priority at which the event-exit process runs. Field type is numeric.

EepProg
Specifies the name of the local file containing the event-exit program. This program is run if the event-exit
process is enabled. This field is blank if no value is specified. Field type is character.

EepRspTimeout
Specifies the number of seconds that Safeguard waits for the event-exit process to respond to an event. Field
type is numeric.

EepSwap
Specifies the swap volume or swap file used by the event-exit process. This field is blank if no value is
specified. Field type is character.

EepTimeoutAllAuthzReq
Specifies whether the Safeguard will time out while waiting for response from SEEP on authorization events
requested by deniable users. Field type is True or False.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.15 and later J-series RVUs, and H06.26 and
later H-series RVUs.

Group Profile Record
The Safeguard subsystem maintains a record for every defined group on the system. Auditing of attempts to
manage group records is controlled by the AUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE configuration attributes. If auditing is
specified and an attempt is made to add, delete, or read a group record, one secondary record is generated.
If auditing is specified and an attempt is made to change a group record, a pair of secondary records is
generated. One contains an image of the group record before the attempted change, and the other contains
an image of the group record showing the attempted change. These attributes appear in the text area of the
secondary records:

GroupAddMemberCount
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indicates the number of users in the list specified by GroupAddMember. Field type is numeric.

GroupAddMemberList
is a list of users specified in an attempt to add members to a group. As many as 32 users can appear. You
cannot use this list in SET WHERE commands.

GroupAutoDelete
specifies whether the group is automatically deleted when it no longer has any members. Field type is True or
False.

GroupDelMemberCount
indicates the number of users in the list specified by GroupDelMember. Field type is numeric.

GroupDelMemberList
is a list of users specified in an attempt to delete members from a group. As many as 32 users can appear.
You cannot use this list in SET WHERE commands.

GroupDescription
specifies text used to describe the group. Field type is character.

GroupOwnerTypeId
specifies whether the owner must be local to manage the group record. Field type is enumerated. The defined
values are:

LocalSpecific
indicates that the specified owner must be a local user.

RemoteSpecific
indicates that the specified owner can be either remote or local.

GroupOwnerUserName
specifies the user name of the owner. Field type is character.

GroupOwnerUserNumber
specifies the group number, member number of the owner. Field type is user number.

Automatic Logoff Record
If a user successfully logs on at a terminal where a previous user has not logged off, the Safeguard
subsystem automatically logs off the previous user. This type of logoff is audited if specified in the user record
of the logged-off user. One primary and one secondary record are generated.

Fields in the primary record with a prefix of Subject or Guarduser describe the logged-off user. Fields in the
text area of the secondary record describe the newly logged-on user.

These fields appear in the text area representing the automatic logoff record:

LogonAliasName
specifies the alias under which the newly logged-on user gained access to the system. This field is blank if the
underlying user ID, rather than an alias, is used to gain access to the system. Field type is character.

LogonUserName
specifies the user name of the newly logged-on user. This field is blank if an alias is used to gain access to
the system. Field type is character.

LogonUserNumber
specifies the user ID of the newly logged-on user. Field type is user number.
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Terminal Definition Record
The Safeguard software maintains a terminal definition record for each terminal that has been secured with
the ADD TERMINAL command. Attempts to read a terminal definition are not audited. All attempts to add,
delete, or change a terminal definition are audited. If an attempt is made to add or delete a terminal definition,
one secondary record is generated. If an attempt is made to change a terminal definition, a pair of secondary
records is generated. One contains an image of the terminal definition before the attempted change, and the
other contains an image of the terminal definition showing the attempted change.

These attributes appear in the text area of the secondary records:

LuCiCpu
specifies the number of the processor in which to run the command interpreter specified by LuCiProg. Field
type is enumerated. Possible values are Any, Cpu0 through Cpu15, and Undefined.

LuCiLib
specifies the library file used with the command interpreter specified by LuCiProg. This field is blank if no
value has been specified. Field type is character.

LuCiName
specifies the process name assigned to the command interpreter specified by LuCiProg. This field is blank if
no value has been specified. Field type is character.

LuCiParamText
is the startup parameter text passed to the command interpreter specified by LuCiProg. This field is blank if
no value has been specified. Field type is character.

LuCiPri
specifies the priority at which to run the command interpreter specified by LuCiProg. Field type is numeric.

LuCiProg
specifies the object file of the command interpreter that is started after user authentication at this terminal.
This object file is used if no command interpreter is specified for the user. This field is blank if no value has
been specified. Field type is character.

LuCiSwap
specifies the swap volume or file used with the command interpreter specified by LuCiProg. This field is blank
if no value has been specified. Field type is character.

LuFreeze
specifies, if True, that this terminal definition is frozen. Field type is True or False.

LuTerminalName
specifies the name of the terminal to which this record refers. Field type is character.

Protection Record
The Safeguard subsystem maintains a protection record for each object for which it maintains an access
control list. Protection records include:

• Object authorization records
• Security-group authorization records
• OBJECTTYPE authorization records

Attempts to add, change, delete, or read these records might be audited depending on whether auditing has
been specified for such events.
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If auditing is specified and an attempt is made to add, delete, or read an authorization record, two secondary
audit records (one pair) are generated. If auditing is specified and an attempt is made to change an
authorization record, four audit records (two pairs) are generated. The first pair contains an image of the
authorization record before the attempted change, and the second pair contains an image of the authorization
record showing the attempted change. These attributes appear in the text area of the first secondary record of
each pair of audit records generated when auditing is specified and the appropriate action is done:

Aclentries
is a repeated structure, each instance of which represents an ACL entry. Each entry occurs on a separate
line. The component items of each line (as they appear in columns from left to right) are described next. You
cannot use these items in SET WHERE commands.

Column 1 specifies whether the subject is granted or denied the listed access authorities. Possible values are:

Grant
indicates that the ACL entry grants the listed authorities.

Deny
indicates that the ACL entry denies the listed authorities.

Column 2 contains the user ID of the subject.

Column 3 contains the user name of the subject.

Column 4 lists the access authorities, separated by commas, that the subject is granted or denied. Possible
values are:

R READ authority

W WRITE authority

E EXECUTE authority

P PURGE authority

C CREATE authority

O OWNER authority

Column 5 specifies the type of subject granted or denied access. Possible values are:

LocalSpecific
indicates that the specified subject must be a local user.

RemoteSpecific
indicates that the specified subject can be either remote or local.

LocalGroup
indicates that the subject must be a local member of the specified user group.

RemoteGroup
indicates that the subject must be a local or remote member of the specified user group.

LocalAnyone
indicates that the subject can be any local user.

RemoteAnyone
indicates that the subject can be any local or remote user.
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LocalRsvdGrp1

indicates that the subject must be a local member of the specified reserved file-sharing group.

RmtRsvdGrp1

indicates that the subject must be a local or remote member of the specified reserved file-sharing group.

NodeRsvdGrp1

indicates that the remote subject must be a member of the specified reserved file-sharing group and be
authenticated on a specific remote node.

NOTE:
1 Supported on systems running L16.05 and later L-series RVUs, J06.20 and later J-series RVUs, and
H06.22 and later H-series RVUs.

NodeSpecific
indicates that the specified remote subject must be a user authenticated on a specific remote node.

NOTE:

• The node name is present at the end of all the ACL entries of the protection record.
• The node number is present at the end of these node names.

NodeGroup
indicates that the remote subject must be a member of the specified user group and be authenticated on a
specific remote node.

NodeAnyone
indicates that the remote subject can be any user authenticated on a specific remote node.

Column 6 specifies the remote node numbers for network subjects with type IDs NodeSpecific, NodeGroup,
and NodeAnyone.

Example

 .
 . 
 Aclentries
 Grant  
 Grant 
 Deny  
 Grant 
 Grant 
 Grant 
 Grant 
 Grant 
 Grant 
 Grant
 Grant
 Grant
              

 

255,255  SUPER.SUPER            R,W,E,P, ,O LocalSpecific
255,255  SUPER.SUPER            R,W,E,P, ,  RemoteSpecific
00122    New.grp                R,W, , , ,  LocalGroup
00195    QADEV                  R,W,E,P, ,  RemoteGroup
65535    Very-Long-FileShare    R,W,E,P, ,O RemoteGroup
000,000  *.*                    R, , , , ,  LocalAnyone
255,255  SUPER.SUPER            R,W,E,P, ,  NodeSpecific   \010
00122    New.grp                R,W, , , ,  NodeGroup      \120
000,000  *.*                    R, , , , ,  NodeAnyone     \230
65537    SECURITY-CLIM-ADMIN    R,W,E,P, ,O LocalRsvdGrp
65537    SECURITY-CLIM-ADMIN    R,W,E,P, ,O NodeRsvdGrp    \052
65537    SECURITY-CLIM-ADMIN    R,W,E,P, ,O RmtRsvdGrp
              

ProtAuditAccessFail
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specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to access the protected object. Field type is
enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ProtAuditAccessPass
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to access the protected object. Field type is enumerated.
Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ProtAuditManageFail
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to manage the protection record for the object. Field
type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ProtAuditManagePass
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to manage the protection record for the object. Field type
is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

ProtClearOnPurge
specifies, if True, that the disk space used by this file is overwritten with zeros when the file is purged. Field
type is True or False.

ProtFreeze
specifies, if True, that the protection record is frozen. Field type is True or False.

ProtLicense
specifies, if True, that the disk file is a program object code file with the LICENSE attribute. Field type is True
or False.

ProtNumAclentries
specifies the number of entries in the access control list (ACL) defined in the protection record. Field type is
numeric.

ProtOtype
specifies the type of object this record describes. Field type is enumerated. The possible values for ProtOtype
are:

Device      Subdevice      Process       Subprocess
Volume      Subvolume      Diskfile      Objecttype
ProtOwnerTypeid
specifies whether the owner must be local to manage the protection record. Field type is enumerated. The
defined values are:

LocalSpecific
indicates that the specified owner must be a local user.

RemoteSpecific
indicates that the specified owner can be either remote or local.

ProtOwnerUserName
specifies the user name of the owner. Field type is character.

ProtOwnerUserNumber
specifies the user ID of the owner. Field type is user number.

ProtPersistent
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specifies, if True, that the disk-file protection record should exist even if the file is purged. Field type is True or
False.

ProtProgid
specifies, if True, that the disk file is a program object code file with the PROGID attribute. Field type is True
or False.

Protection Record Extension
The protection record extension appears in the text area of its own secondary record whenever a
corresponding protection record appears in the audit trail. These attributes appear in the text area of the
second secondary record of each pair of audit records generated when auditing is specified and the
appropriate action is performed:

ProtNonexistentFile
specifies, if true, that a diskfile did not exist when the protection record was added. Field type is True or False.

ProtWarningMode
specifies, if true, that warning mode is enabled for the object protected by this protection record. Field type is
True or False.

ProtTrust
specifies the level of trust that can be placed on the object protected by this record to allow or disallow direct
memory access into a process buffer.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only in H-series RVUs.

Field type is enumerated. The defined values for ProtTrust are:

Off
TRUST is set to OFF. The program file is not trusted with the process buffer.

Me
TRUST is set to ME. The program file is trusted to not access the buffers private to the process before I/O
completion.

Shared
TRUST is set to SHARED. The program file is trusted to not access the buffers that are private to the process
or are shared with another process that also has TRUST SHARED set, before I/O completion.

ProtPrivLogon
specifies, if true, that a privlogon operation was attempted by the object file protected by this protection
record. Field value is True or False.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running H06.11 and later H-series RVUs.

ProtTextDescription
specifies the comments associated with the protection record. This field is blank if no descriptive text has
been specified. Field type is character.
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NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.05 and later J-series RVUs and H06.16 and
later H-series RVUs.

ProcessAclentries
is a repeated structure, each instance of which represents a Process ACL entry. Each entry occurs on a
separate line. The following describes component items of each line (as they appear in columns from left to
right). You cannot use these items for SET WHERE commands.

Column 1 specifies whether the subject is granted or denied the listed access authorities. Possible values
are:

Grant
indicates that the ACL entry grants the listed authorities.

Deny
indicates that the ACL entry denies the listed authorities.

Column 2 contains the user ID of the subject.

Column 3 lists the access authorities, separated by commas, that the subject is granted or denied. Possible
values are:

R READ authority

W WRITE authority

E EXECUTE authority

P PURGE authority

C CREATE authority

O OWNER authority

Column 4 specifies the type of subject granted or denied access. Possible values are:

LocalSpecific
indicates that the specified subject must be a local user.

RemoteSpecific
indicates that the specified subject can be either remote or local.

LocalGroup
indicates that the subject must be a local member of the specified user group.

RemoteGroup
indicates that the subject must be a local or remote member of the specified user group.

LocalAnyone
indicates that the subject can be any local user.

RemoteAnyone
indicates that the subject can be any local or remote user.

NodeSpecific
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indicates that the specified remote subject must be a user authenticated on a specific remote node.

NodeGroup
indicates that the remote subject must be a member of the specified user group and be authenticated on a
specific remote node.

NodeAnyone
indicates that the remote subject can be any user authenticated on a specific remote node.

Column 6 specifies the remote node numbers for network subjects with type IDs NodeSpecific, NodeGroup,
and NodeAnyone.

Example

 
Grant 255,255        R,W,E,P, ,O        LocalSpecific

Grant 255,255        R,W,E,P, ,         RemoteSpecific

Deny 00122           R,W, , , ,         LocalGroup

Grant 00195          R,W,E,P, ,         RemoteGroup
ProtNumProcessAclentries
specifies the number of entries in the process-access control list (ACL) defined in the protection record. Field
type is numeric.

Pattern Protection Record
In addition to object protection records, the Safeguard subsystem also maintains pattern protection records.

Attempts to add, change, delete, or read these records might be audited depending on whether auditing has
been specified for such events.

If auditing is specified and an attempt is made to add, delete, or read an authorization record, two secondary
audit records (one pair) are generated. If auditing is specified and an attempt is made to change an
authorization record, four audit records (two pairs) are generated. The first pair contains an image of the
authorization record before the attempted change, and the second pair contains an image of the authorization
record showing the attempted change. These attributes appear in the text area of the first secondary record of
each pair of audit records generated when auditing is specified and the appropriate action is done:

PatProtCreatorUserNumber
specifies the user number of the user that created this pattern protection record. Field type is numeric.

PatProtCreatorUserName
specifies the user name of the user that created this pattern protection record. Field type is character.

PatProtCreatorIsAlias
specifies if the user name is an alias. Field type is True or False.

PatProtCreatorTime
specifies the time that the pattern protection record was created. Field type is timestamp.

PatProtLastModUserNumber
specifies the user Number of the user that last modified this pattern protection record. Field type is numeric.

PatProtLastModUserName
specifies the user name of the user that last modified this pattern protection record. Field type is character.
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PatProtLastModIsAlias
specifies if the user name is an alias. Field type is True or False.

PatProtLastModTime
specifies the time that the pattern protection record was last modified. Field type is timestamp.

PatProtCreatorTypeid
indicates if the creator of this protection record was a locally or remotely authenticated user. Field type is
enumerated. Possible values are Local and Remote.

PatProtCreatorNodeNumber
specifies the last authenticated node number of the user that created the pattern protection record. Field type
is numeric. Value is -1 if the creator was remotely authenticated and the last authenticated node number was
not available.

PatProtCreatorNodeName
specifies the last authenticated node name of the user that created the pattern protection record. Field type is
character. Value is blank if the creator was remotely authenticated and the last authenticated node name was
not available.

PatProtLastModTypeid
indicates if the user that last modified this protection record was a locally or remotely authenticated user. Field
type is enumerated. Possible values are Local and Remote.

PatProtLastModNodeNumber
specifies the last authenticated node number of the user that last modified this pattern protection record. Field
type is numeric. Value is -1 if the creator was remotely authenticated and the last authenticated node number
was not available.

PatProtLastModNodeName
specifies the last authenticated node name of the user that modified this pattern protection record. Field type
is character. Value is blank if the creator was remotely authenticated and the last authenticated node name
was not available.

Aclentries
is a repeated structure, each instance of which represents a Process ACL entry. Each entry occurs on a
separate line. The following describes component items of each line (as they appear in columns from left to
right). You cannot use these items for SET WHERE commands.

Column 1 specifies whether the subject is granted or denied the listed access authorities. Possible values are:

Grant
indicates that the ACL entry grants the listed authorities.

Deny
indicates that the ACL entry denies the listed authorities.

Column 2 contains the user ID of the subject.

Column 3 contains the user name of the subject.

Column 4 lists the access authorities, separated by commas, that the subject is granted or denied. Possible
values are:
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R READ authority

W WRITE authority

E EXECUTE authority

P PURGE authority

C CREATE authority

O OWNER authority

Column 5 specifies the type of subject granted or denied access. Possible values are:

LocalSpecific
indicates that the specified subject must be a local user.

RemoteSpecific
indicates that the specified subject can be either remote or local.

LocalGroup
indicates that the subject must be a local member of the specified user group.

RemoteGroup
indicates that the subject must be a local or remote member of the specified user group.

LocalAnyone
indicates that the subject can be any local user.

RemoteAnyone
indicates that the subject can be any local or remote user.

NodeSpecific
indicates that the specified remote subject must be a user authenticated on a specific remote node.

NodeGroup
indicates that the remote subject must be a member of the specified user group and be authenticated on a
specific remote node.

NodeAnyone
indicates that the remote subject can be any user authenticated on a specific remote node.

Column 6 specifies the remote node numbers for network subjects with type IDs NodeSpecific, NodeGroup,
and NodeAnyone.

Example

 .
 . 
Aclentries
 Grant  255,255  SUPER.SUPER            R,W,E,P, ,O LocalSpecific
 Grant  255,255  SUPER.SUPER            R,W,E,P, ,  RemoteSpecific
 Deny   00122    New.grp                R,W, , , ,  LocalGroup
 Grant  00195    QADEV                  R,W,E,P, ,  RemoteGroup
 Grant  65535    Very-Long-FileShare    R,W,E,P, ,O RemoteGroup
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 Grant  000,000  *.*                    R, , , , ,  LocalAnyone
 Grant  255,255  SUPER.SUPER            R,W,E,P, ,  NodeSpecific   \010
 Grant  00122    New.grp                R,W, , , ,  NodeGroup      \120
 Grant  000,000  *.*                    R, , , , ,  NodeAnyone     \230
PatProtAuditAccessFail
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to access the protected object. Field type is
enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

PatProtAuditAccessPass
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to access the protected object. Field type is enumerated.
Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

PatProtAuditManageFail
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to manage the protection record for the object. Field
type is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

PatProtAuditManagePass
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to manage the protection record for the object. Field type
is enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

PatProtClearOnPurge
reserved—defaults to False.

PatProtFreeze
specifies, if True, that the protection record is frozen. Field type is True or False.

PatProtLicense
reserved—defaults to False.

PatProtNumAclentries
specifies the number of entries in the access control list (ACL) defined in the protection record. Field type is
numeric.

PatProtOtype
specifies the type of object this record describes. Field type is enumerated. The possible values for ProtOtype
are:

Device      Subdevice      Process       Subprocess
Volume      Subvolume      Diskfile      Objecttype
Diskfile-
Pattern
PatProtOwnerTypeid
specifies whether the owner must be local to manage the protection record. Field type is enumerated. The
defined values are:

LocalSpecific
indicates that the specified owner must be a local user.

RemoteSpecific
indicates that the specified owner can be either remote or local.

PatProtOwnerUserName
specifies the user name of the owner. Field type is character.
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PatProtOwnerUserNumber
specifies the user ID of the owner. Field type is user number.

PatProtPersistent
reserved—defaults to False.

PatProtProgid
reserved—defaults to False.

Pattern Search Secondary Audit Record
A pattern search record is present only when a pattern protection record was involved in determining access
to a diskfile object. The pattern search record is present when CHECK-DISKFILE-PATTERN is set to FIRST
or ONLY or LAST or MID, and a normal Safeguard record was not found.

NOTE:

This is supported only on systems running J06.08 and later J-series RVUs and H06.18 and later H-
series RVUs.

The pattern subrec will be absent when CHECK-DISKFILE-PATTERN is set to OFF, or LAST and a normal
Safeguard record was found.

PatternAuthzMethod
indicates the selection method used to determine the outcome. Field type is enumerated. This table lists the
Safeart field name and associated value:

NormalFirst1 ZSFG-VAL-METHOD-NORMAL-FIRST

PatternFirst ZSFG-VAL-METHOD-PATTERN-FIRST

SeepFirst2 ZSFG-VAL-METHOD-SEEP-FIRST

NormalLast ZSFG-VAL-METHOD-NORMAL-LAST

PatternLast ZSFG-VAL-METHOD-PATTERN-LAST

SeepLast ZSFG-VAL-METHOD-SEEP-LAST

PatternOnly ZSFG-VAL-METHOD-PATTERN-ONLY

SeepOnly ZSFG-VAL-METHOD-SEEP-ONLY

NormalOff ZSFG-VAL-METHOD-NORMAL-OFF

PatternOff ZSFG-VAL-METHOD-PATTERN-OFF

PatternOff ZSFG-VAL-METHOD-PATTERN-OFF

1 To minimize the number of audit records written, the pattern subrecord is created only when a pattern
search has occurred. This means that no subrecord will be created when CHECK-DISKFILE-PATTERN is
set to OFF, or when CHECK-DISKFILE-PATTERN is set to LAST and a record that is not a pattern record
has been found.

2 The SEEP authorization remains transparent, and the values in this table for the SEEP are placeholders.

PatternAuthzResult
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displays the outcome of the access request using the pattern search method. Field type is enumerated.
Possible values are GRANTED, DENIED, and NORECORD.

PatternAuthzSpec
specifies the pattern-spec of the pattern protection record used in determining the object access
authorization. Field type is byte, occurring ZSFG-VAL-LEN-PATTERNSPEC times. pattern-spec is a
variable length field that should be placed as the last field in the record.

PatternNumSearch
specifies the number of pattern protection records searched and discarded before determining the outcome.
This count includes the final selected pattern, if any. Field type is unsigned integer.

PatternReductionLevel
indicates how many levels of pattern reduction were used to determine the final pattern. Field type is
enumerated. Possible values are Collation and Initial.

PatternTsEnd
indicates when the pattern search ended. Field type is timestamp.

PatternTsStart
indicates when the pattern search began. Field type is timestamp.

Seep Response Secondary Audit Record
When the SecondaryTextAreaType is SeepInfo1, this secondary text area field contains information about
the response from the event-exit process, if auditing is specified. This secondary record is created only for the
events that create a primary record based on the audit settings. The following attributes appear in the
secondary text area:

• SeepRuling

specifies the outcome of SEEP in the SeepRuling field. Possible values for authentication exits are
GRANTED, DENIED, and NORESPONSE. Possible values for authorization exits are GRANTED,
NORECORD, and NORESPONSE.

• SeepTurnAroundTime

specifies the time the Safeguard process had to wait to receive the response from event-exit process.

Possible value is TIMEDOUT or time in DdHHhMMmSS.ffffffs format, where ‘D’, ‘HH’ and ‘MM’ are number
of days (d), hours (h), and minutes (m) respectively. ‘SS’ and ‘ffffff’ are the number of seconds and micro
seconds suffixed by ‘s’ (seconds).

NOTE:
1 Supported on systems running L16.05 and later L-series RVUs, J06.20 and later J-series RVUs, and
H06.22 and later H-series RVUs.

User Authentication Record
The Safeguard subsystem maintains an authentication record for each user and alias on the system.
Attempts to add, delete, read, or change these records might be audited, depending on whether auditing has
been specified for such events.

If auditing is specified and an attempt is made to add, delete, or read an authentication record, a secondary
record is generated that contains an image of the authentication record.

If auditing is specified and an attempt is made to change an authentication record, a pair of secondary
records is generated. One contains an image of the record before the attempted change, and the other
contains an image of the record showing the attempted change.
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For every image of an authentication record, there is a corresponding image of an extension to the
authentication record. This extension contains additional user attributes. For more information, see User
Record Extensions on page 224.

These attributes appear in the secondary text area for a user or alias authentication record:

Aclentries
is a conditional structure that occurs only if DEFAULT-PROTECTION is defined for the user. Each line
represents a different ACL entry. The component items of each line are described in Protection Record on
page 185. You cannot use these items SET WHERE commands.

UserAuditAuthenFail
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful authentication attempts. This field was previously called
UserAuditAccessFail. SAFEART no longer accepts the old name. Field type is enumerated. Possible values
are None, Local, Remote, and All.

UserAuditAuthenPass
specifies conditions for auditing successful logon attempts. This field was previously called
UserAuditAccessPass. SAFEART no longer accepts the old name. Field type is enumerated. Possible values
are None, Local, Remote, and All.

UserAuditManageFail
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to manage the user authentication record. Field type is
enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

UserAuditManagePass
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to manage the user authentication record. Field type is
enumerated. Possible values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

UserAuditUserActionPass
specifies conditions for auditing successful actions by the user. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are
None, Local, Remote, and All.

UserAuditUserActionFail
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful actions by the user. Field type is enumerated. Possible values
are None, Local, Remote, and All.

UserCiCpu
specifies the number of the processor in which to run the command interpreter specified by UserCiProg. Field
type is enumerated. Possible values are Any, Cpu0 through Cpu15, and Undefined.

UserCiLib
specifies the library file used with the command interpreter specified by UserCiProg. This field is blank if no
value has been specified. Field type is character.

UserCiName
specifies the process name assigned to the command interpreter specified by UserCiProg. This field is blank
if no value has been specified. Field type is character.

UserCiParamText
is the startup parameter text used when starting the command interpreter specified by UserCiProg. This field
is blank if no value has been specified. Field type is character.

UserCiPri
specifies the priority at which to run the command interpreter specified by UserCiProg. This field is blank if no
value has been specified. Field type is numeric.

UserCiProg
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specifies the name of the object file for the command interpreter that is started after this user is authenticated
at a Safeguard terminal. This field is blank if no value has been specified. Field type is character.

UserCiSwap
specifies the swap volume or file used with the command interpreter specified by UserCiProg. This field is
blank if no value has been specified. Field type is character.

UserDefaultSecurity
specifies the default Guardian security string that applies to disk files created by this user and not protected
by the Safeguard software. Field type is character.

UserDefaultVolume
specifies the user's default volume and subvolume at the time of the authentication attempt. Field type is
character.

UserDfltProtAuditAccessFail
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to access a protected disk file. This attribute applies to
disk files that are protected for the user on creation through DEFAULT-PROTECTION. This field appears in
SAFEART reports only if DEFAULT-PROTECTION is defined for the user. Field type is enumerated. Possible
values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

UserDfltProtAuditAccessPass
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to access a protected disk file. This attribute applies to
disk files that are protected for the user on creation through DEFAULT-PROTECTION. This field appears in
SAFEART reports only if DEFAULT-PROTECTION is defined for the user. Field type is enumerated. Possible
values are None, Local, Remote, and All.

UserDfltProtAuditManageFail
specifies conditions for auditing unsuccessful attempts to manage the protection records associated with disk
files that are protected on creation through DEFAULT-PROTECTION. This field appears in SAFEART reports
only if DEFAULT-PROTECTION is defined for the user. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are None,
Local, Remote, and All.

UserDfltProtAuditManagePass
specifies conditions for auditing successful attempts to manage the protection records associated with disk
files that are protected on creation through DEFAULT-PROTECTION. This field appears in SAFEART reports
only if DEFAULT-PROTECTION is defined for the user. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are None,
Local, Remote, and All.

UserDfltProtFreeze
specifies, if True, that disk files protected on creation through DEFAULT-PROTECTION are initially frozen.
This field occurs only if DEFAULT-PROTECTION is defined for the user. Field type is True or False.

UserDfltProtNumAclEntries
specifies the number of entries in the ACL specified through DEFAULT-PROTECTION. This field appears in
SAFEART reports only if DEFAULT-PROTECTION is defined for the user. Field type is numeric.

UserDfltProtOwnerTypeid
specifies whether the owner must be local to manage the protection records for disk files that are protected
upon creation through DEFAULT-PROTECTION. This field appears in SAFEART reports only if DEFAULT-
PROTECTION is defined for the user. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are:

LocalSpecific
indicates that the specified owner must be a local user.

RemoteSpecific
indicates that the specified owner can be either remote or local.
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UserDfltProtOwnerUserName
specifies the user name of the primary owner of disk files protected through DEFAULT-PROTECTION. This
field appears in SAFEART reports only if DEFAULT-PROTECTION is defined for the user. Field type is
character.

UserDfltProtOwnerUserNumber
specifies the user ID of the primary owner of disk files protected through DEFAULT-PROTECTION. This field
appears in SAFEART reports only if DEFAULT-PROTECTION is defined for the user. Field type is user
number.

UserFreeze
specifies, if True, that the user ID is frozen. Field type is True or False.

UserLastLogonTime
specifies when the last successful authentication of this user occurred. Field type is date and time. This field
is blank if the user has never logged on. You cannot use this field in SET WHERE commands.

UserLastModTime
specifies the date and time when the user's profile record was last modified. Field type is date and time. You
cannot use this field in SET WHERE commands.

UserLogonFailCount
is a count of the number of failed logon attempts since the last successful authentication of this user. Field
type is numeric.

UserOwnerTypeid
specifies whether the owner must be local to manage the user authentication record. Field type is
enumerated. The defined values are:

LocalSpecific
indicates that the specified owner must be a local user.

RemoteSpecific
indicates that the specified owner can be either remote or local.

UserOwnerUserName
specifies the user name of the owner of the profile record. Field type is character.

UserOwnerUserNumber
specifies the user ID of the owner of the profile record. Field type is user number.

UserPasswordChanged
specifies, if True, that the user's password was changed. Field type is True or False.

UserPasswordExpires
specifies when the user's password expires. This field is blank if password expiration is not in effect. Field
type is date and time. You cannot use this field in SET WHERE commands.

UserPasswordExpiryGrace
specifies the number of days after password expiration during which this user can change the password
during logon. Field type is numeric.

UserPassWordLastChange
specifies last time this user's password was changed. Field type is date and time. You cannot use this field.

UserPasswordMayChange
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specifies when the password for this user can next be changed. A value of zero indicates that the password
can be changed at any time. This field is blank if password expiration is not in effect. Field type is date and
time. You cannot use this field in SET WHERE commands.

UserPasswordPeriod
specifies the interval, in days, within which the same password can be used for authentication attempts. Field
type is numeric.

UserStaticLogonFailCount
specifies the cumulative number of all failed authentication attempts for this user. Field type is numeric.

UserUserExpires
specifies when the user ID expires. An expired user ID cannot be successfully authenticated. This field is
blank if user expiration is not in effect. Field type is date and time. You cannot use this field in SET WHERE
commands.

User Record Extensions
The Safeguard subsystem maintains two extensions to the user authentication record for each user and alias
on the system. The first extension record, called User Record Extension, contains user attributes that were
added with the D30 product version of Safeguard. The second extension record, called User Record
Extension1, contains attributes added with the G06.27 product version of Safeguard.

The user record extensions appear in the text area of their own secondary record whenever a corresponding
user authentication record appears in the audit trail.

User Record Extension
These attributes appear in the User Record Extension:

UserGroupCount
specifies the number of entries in the user's group list. Field type is numeric. You cannot use this field in SET
WHERE commands.

UserGroupList
specifies the list of groups for which the user is a member. The maximum number of groups is 32. You cannot
use this field in SET WHERE commands.

UserInitialDirectory
specifies the pathname for the user's initial working directory within the OSS file system. Field type is
character. You cannot use this field in SET WHERE commands.

UserInitialProgram
specifies the pathname for the user's initial program within the OSS file system. Field type is character. You
cannot use this field in SET WHERE commands.

UserInitialProgType
specifies the initial program type for the user within the OSS file system. Field type is enumerated. The
possible values are Program, Server, or Window. You cannot use this field in SET WHERE commands.

UserPrimaryGroup
specifies the number of the user's primary group. Field type is numeric. You cannot use this field in SET
WHERE commands.

NumOwnEntries
denotes the number of entries in the owner list of the user authentication record.

OwnerEntries
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is a repeated structure, each instance of which represents a record owner. Each entry occurs on a separate
line. The component items of each line (as they appear in columns from left to right) are as follows. You
cannot use these items in SET WHERE commands.

• Column 1 contains the user ID of the subject.
• Column 2 contains the user name of the subject.
• Column 3 specifies the type of owner.
• Column 4, if present, indicates the remote system node.

For example:

Numownentries             =3

OwnerEntries               =
255,255 SUPER.SUPER LocalSpecific

255,255 SUPER.SUPER RemoteSpecific

255,255 SUPER.SUPER NodeSpecific \010

User Record Extension1
These attributes appear in User Record Extension1:

UserTextDescription
contains the descriptive text associated with the authentication record. This field is blank if no descriptive text
has been specified.

UserBinDescriptionLen
indicates the length of the binary description associated with the authentication record. This field contains 0 if
no binary description has been specified.

UserFailedLogonResetTime
is the last time the attribute STATIC FAILED LOGON COUNT was RESET.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.10 and ater H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs. Also, starting H06.14, User Record Extension1 is no
longer used because it is superseded by User Record Extension1n. However, the product continues to
support it for backward compatibility.

User Record Extension1n
These attributes appear in User Record Extension1n:

UserBinDescriptionLen
indicates the length of the binary description associated with the authentication record. This field contains 0 if
no binary description has been specified.

UserFailedLogonResetTime
is the last time the attribute STATIC FAILED LOGON COUNT was RESET.

UserTextDescription
contains the descriptive text associated with the authentication record. This field can hold text-description
data of variable length and is blank if no descriptive-text has been specified.
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NOTE:

User Record Extension 1n is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs,
H06.14 and later H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

Guardian File System Error Record
This record is generated by the Safeguard client File System when diskfile operations such as CREATE,
READ, PURGE, UPDATE, and RENAME return an error value greater than 0. The secondary text area type
associated with this record is FSERROR.

Error values 1 through 9 are warnings. When diskfile operations return error values 1 through 9, the outcome
of the diskfile operation in the audit record can be ZSFG_VAL_OUTCOME_PASSED,
ZSFG_VAL_OUTCOME_PARTIAL_SUCCE, or ZSFG_VAL_OUTCOME_WARNING.

Error values greater than or equal to 10, result in failure of the intended diskfile operation. The outcome in this
case is ZSFG_VAL_OUTCOME_FAILED or ZSFG_VAL_OUTCOME_OTHER.

Error
specifies the error value for diskfile operation. The field type is an integer.

NOTE:

• The Guardian File System Error Record or Safeguard subsystem is supported only on systems
running H06.19 and later H-series RVUs.

• When the audit is performed for the Safeguard subsystem, and if the user who requested the
operation has a value other than "none" set to the AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FLAGS attribute, then the
outcome value is ZSFG_VAL_OUTCOME_OTHER.

Object Program File Name Record
This record is generated when a Guardian process start event is audited.

The secondary text area type associated with this record is OBJECT. The program file name of the Guardian
process that was started appears in the text area.

This field appears in the text area representing a Guardian Process start record.

ObjectProgramName
specifies the Guardian program file name of the newly started process.

NOTE:

The Object Program File Name Record is supported only on systems running J06.10 and later J-series
RVUs and H06.21 and later H-series RVUs.

Enumerated Fields
Enumerated fields occur in primary records, secondary records, and secondary text areas. Possible values for
enumerated fields that are part of a secondary text area appear in Secondary Text Area on page 93. The
following tables list the possible values for the enumerated fields not previously defined in this section.

You can use the values in the first column of each table in comparison statements involving the particular
field. For example, this SET WHERE expression contains a comparison statement involving the ObjectType
field and one of its possible values:

<=SET WHERE objecttype=device
The table ObjectType Enumeration lists the possible values for the ObjectType field of the primary record.
Some values might not occur in all product versions.
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Table 11: ObjectType Enumeration

Value Description

AudTrConfigRec Refers to a Safeguard audit pool configuration record. The name of the audit
pool appears in the ObjectName field.

Command Refers to a command. The ASCII string representation of the command
appears in the ObjectName field.

ConfigRecord Refers to a generic configuration record defined and managed by a client
subsystem (not the Safeguard configuration record). The name of the record,
as defined by the client subsystem, appears in the ObjectName field.

Controller Refers to a description of a controller.

Device Refers to a nondisk device. The device name appears in the ObjectName field.

Directory Refers to a type of OSS special file containing directory entries that name links
to other files. The directory name appears in the ObjectName field.

Diskfile Refers to an Enscribe disk file. The name of the file, explicitly qualified with a
volume and subvolume name, appears in the ObjectName field.

Fifo Refers to a type of special file that is always read and written in a first-in, first-
out manner. The FIFO file name appears in the ObjectName field.

Group Refers to a valid user group.

GuardianUser Refers to a user known to the operating system; that is, a user who is known
by group number, member number and group name.member number
identifiers. The full user name and user ID overlay the ObjectName field.

OssDiskfile Refers to OSS physical disk files. OSS object name appears in the
ObjectName field.

OssFileset In the OSS environment, refers to a set of files with a common mount point
within the file hierarchy. The fileset name in external name =internal
name [on mount point ] format appears in the ObjectName field.

OssNS In the OSS environment, OssNS refers to the Name Server. The OSS SEEP
attributes are set as part of the Name Server attributes. The associated OSS
SEEP attribute record provides the details of the SEEP attributes. OssNS is
supported only on systems running H06.26 and later H-series RVUs and
J06.15 and later J-series RVUs.

Path Refers to a description of a path.

Process Refers to a process. The process name appears in the ObjectName field.

ProcessGroup Refers to a process group. The ProcessGroup name appears in the
ObjectName field in the format "Process Group process group id ".

Table Continued
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Value Description

ProtRecord Refers to a protection record maintained by the Safeguard subsystem or a
privileged client. A protection record contains access rules and permissions for
objects that the subsystem controls. The name of the object that the protection
record applies to appears in the ObjectName field.

SfgConfigRec Refers to the Safeguard configuration record.

SfgLuRec Refers to a Safeguard terminal definition record. The name of the terminal
appears in the ObjectName field.

SfgProcRecord Refers to a Safeguard event-exit process configuration record.

SharedSegment Refers to an extended data segment shared by more than one process.

Symlink Refers to a symbolic link, which is a type of special file that acts as a name
pointer to another file. The symbolic link name appears in the ObjectName
field.

Socket Sockets are an endpoint for stream oriented communication. The name of the
AF_UNIX socket appears in the ObjectName field.

SqlCatalog Refers to an SQL catalog. The name of the catalog appears in the ObjectName
field.

SqlIndex Refers to an SQL index. The name of the index appears in the ObjectName
field.

SqlTable Refers to an SQL table. The name of the table appears in the ObjectName
field.

SqlView Refers to an SQL protection view. The name of the view appears in the
ObjectName field.

Subdevice Refers to a subdevice. The name of the subdevice, explicitly qualified with a
device name, appears in the ObjectName field.

Subprocess Refers to a subprocess. The name of the subprocess, explicitly qualified with a
process name, appears in the ObjectName field.

Subsystem Refers to a subsystem. The name of the subsystem, represented as an ASCII
string, appears in the ObjectName field.

Subvolume Refers to an Enscribe subvolume. The name of the subvolume, explicitly
qualified with a volume name, appears in the ObjectName field.

SystemDevice Refers to a system device such as the system clock.

TapeMount Refers to a generated mount request number.

TapeVolume Refers to a physical tape volume.

Table Continued
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Value Description

TMFAuditDump Refers to a TMF audit dump.

TMFAuditTrail Refers to a TMF audit trail.

TMFBackout Refers to the TMF backout process.

TMFCatalog Refers to the TMF catalog process.

TMFDumps Refers to the dumps in the TMF catalog.

TMFTapeMedia Refers to the tape volumes in the TMF catalog.

TMFTransaction Refers to a TMF transaction.

TTY Refers to a terminal device. The pathname of the terminal device appears in
the ObjectName field.

User Refers to a class of users known to and managed by a client subsystem. An
example of this class is Transfer Correspondents. The name, formed according
to the rules of the subsystem, appears in the ObjectName field.

UserRecord Refers to a profile record containing the security attributes of a user known to
the operating system. The user name, user ID, and alias overlay the
ObjectName field.

UserRempass Refers to a remote password. The user name, user ID, alias, remote system
name, and remote system number overlay the ObjectName field.

Volume Refers to a disk volume. The name of the disk volume appears in the
ObjectName field.

The table Operation Enumeration lists the possible values for the Operation field of the primary record.
Some values might not occur in all product versions.

Table 12: Operation Enumeration

Value Description

Abort Refers to a TMF ABORT operation.

Accept Refers to the acceptance of a request.

Access Refers to OSS operations to check the user’s access permissions for a given
object.

Add Refers to a TMF ADD operation.

Alter Describes a TMF ALTER operation.

Table Continued
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Value Description

Authenticate Refers to an identity check of a user ID requested by a client subsystem. This
does not imply that a logon action occurred or was attempted following a
successful authentication.

BackOut Refers to a TMF BACKOUT operation.

Change Refers to an attempted change to one or more object attributes. Unlike Update,
Change implies that the attempt involved reading and overwriting the
attributes.

ChangeOwner Refers to an explicit change in object ownership made by a command such as
the FUP GIVE command.

ChangePriority Refers to a change of the priority of a process or process pair.

ChangeStepMom Refers to a change of the stepmom of a process or process pair.

Close Refers to the termination of a connection between an object and a subject
when an object is closed.

Connect In the OSS environment, Connect refers to the establishment of a connection
between UNIX datagram sockets when a connect operation is performed on
the object socket. Connect is supported only on systems running H06.26 and
later H-series RVUs and J06.15 and later J-series RVUs.

Create Refers to the creation of an object or record.

Debug Refers to a request to put the process in debug mode.

Delete Refers to the deletion of part of an object or a portion of its contents. On
completion of this operation, the affected object remains in existence.

DirSearch Refers to directory search operation performed by an OSS Name Server while
resolving a path name to check that the subject has search authority for that
directory.

Enable Refers to a TMF ENABLE operation.

Exclude Refers to a TMF EXCLUDE operation.

Execute Refers to opens of program files for execution.

Give Reserved for future use.

Grant Refers to an SQL grant or transmission of access rights to an SQL object by
one user to another.

Initialize Refers to a TMF INITIALIZE operation.

Table Continued
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Value Description

Insert Refers to an operation, not exclusively by SQL, involving the insertion of a
record or other collection of values into an object, such as a file or table.

Kill Refers to OSS operation to terminate an existing process or group of
processes.

License Reserved for future use.

Link Refers to OSS operation to terminate an additional directory entry for an
existing file on the same fileset.

Logoff Refers to a logoff that occurs if a user successfully logs on at a terminal where
another user has not logged off. The previous user is automatically logged off.
Logoff also refers to logoffs that occur from Safeguard terminals.

Logon Refers to a user authentication that is followed by either the creation of a new
process that executes as the authenticated user or the transformation of an
existing process that executes as the authenticated user.

NewProcess Reserved for future use.

Next Refers to a TMF NEXT operation.

NextFile Refers to an audit file rollover resulting from a NEXTFILE command.

NextTape Refers to a nexttape operation.

OnlineDump Refers to a TMF online dump operation.

Open Refers to the establishment of a connection between an object and a subject
when an object is opened. This value is not used for audited Safeguard events.
More specific descriptions, such as READ and WRITE, are used for Safeguard
events.

OssResolve Refers to a Resolve record generated by an OSS Name Server to audit the
mapping of the path name used to access a file and the internal name.

Other Refers to an event other than one of those described here.

Progid Reserved for future use.

Purge Refers to the deletion of an object after which the object ceases to exist.

Read Refers to object opens for read access.

Reference Refers to an SQL operation in which an SQL object is implicitly read during the
course of some other operation performed on a related object.

Reject Refers to the rejection of a request.

Table Continued
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Value Description

Release Refers to an audit file release resulting from a RELEASE command.

Rename Refers to the renaming of an object.

Reset Refers to the action of resetting a flag or condition.

Resolve Refers to a TMF RESOLVE operation.

Revive Refers to a change of state of an object from inactive to active.

Revoke Refers to an SQL revocation of a user's access rights to an SQL object by
another user.

RollForward Refers to a TMF rollforward operation.

Scratch Refers to the action of expiring a labeled tape.

Select Refers to an SQL selection operation applied to an SQL table or view.

Set Refers to the action of setting a flag or condition.

Start Refers to a change of state of an object to an active state.

Stop Refers to a change of state of an object to an inactive state in which the object
might cease to exist.

Suspend Refers to a change of state of an object from active to inactive. In this state, the
object continues to exist but is otherwise dormant.

Trust Reserved for future use.

Tacl Logoff Refers to a logoff that occurs if you specify a LOGOFF or EXIT command at
the TACL prompt.

Update Refers to object opens for read/write access. Update does not imply that the
accessed object was actually changed. It implies only that the requested
access was read/write.

UseTape Refers to a usetape operation.

VerifyUser Refers to a user authentication and subsequent logon performed by the
operating system or the Safeguard subsystem.

Write Refers to object opens for write access.

The table Outcome Enumeration lists the possible values for the Outcome field of the primary record. Some
values might not occur in all product versions.

For Safeguard events, the Outcome field indicates the Safeguard ruling on the operation. The actual success
of the operation might depend on a client subsystem.
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Table 13: Outcome Enumeration

Value Description

Denied Permission to attempt the requested operation was denied.

Failed The requested operation was unsuccessfully completed.

Granted Permission to attempt the requested operation was granted.

Maybe The outcome was unknown when the audit request was made.

NoRecord The outcome was undetermined when the audit request occurred because the
authorization record for the accessed object could not be found or did not exist.
This outcome occurs in audit requests originated by the Safeguard subsystem.

Other This value refers to an outcome other than those defined here.

PartialSuccess The operation was successful for the primary partition of a file but might have
failed for one or more secondary partitions.

Passed The requested operation completed successfully.

Pending The outcome is only partially complete and requires additional processing
before final authorization can be made.

UserExpired The authentication attempt failed because the user expired. Occurs only if
operation is Authenticate or VerifyUser.

UserFailed The authentication attempt failed because the number of failed attempts by the
user exceeded the configured maximum. Occurs only if operation is
Authenticate or VerifyUser.

UserFrozen The authentication attempt failed because the user was frozen. Occurs only if
operation is Authenticate or VerifyUser.

UserInvalid The authentication attempt failed because the user was invalid or unknown to
the system. Occurs only if operation is Authenticate or VerifyUser.

UserPwExpired The authentication attempt failed because the user's password expired. Occurs
only if operation is Authenticate or VerifyUser.

UserPwInvalid The authentication attempt failed because the user supplied an incorrect
password. Occurs only if operation is Authenticate or VerifyUser.

UserValid The user was successfully authenticated. Occurs only if operation is
Authenticate or VerifyUser.

Warning The operation would have been denied, but the system or object was in
warning mode.

Table Continued
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Value Description

Pswdtooshort1 The password change attempt failed because the password provided is shorter
than PASSWORD-MINIMUM-LENGTH.

Pswdtoolong 1 The password change attempt failed because the password provided is longer
than PASSWORD-MAXIMUM-LENGTH.

Pswdqualdenied1 The password change attempt failed because the password provided does not
meet the PASSWORD-MIN-QUALITY-REQUIRED.

Pswdqualreject1 The password change attempt failed because the password provided is
rejected from Security-Event-Exit-Process.

Pswdinvalid1 The password change attempt failed because the password provided is invalid.

Pswdembedblanks1 The password change attempt failed because the password provided contains
blank characters.

Pswdcriteriafail1 The password change attempt failed because the password provided does not
satisfy the required complexity criteria.

Pswdtoosoon1 The password change attempt failed because the password provided is
changed before the PASSWORD-MAY-CHANGE.

Pswdduplicate1 The password change attempt failed because the PASSWORD-HISTORY is
set.

1 Supported only on systems running H06.22 or later H-series RVUs and J06.11 and later J-series RVUs.

The table OwnerIsRemote Enumeration lists the possible values for the OwnerIsRemote field of the primary
record.

Table 14: OwnerIsRemote Enumeration

Value Description

Local The owner is local.

None The owner field is not appropriate for this type of object.

Remote The owner is remote.

Unknown The owner is not known at this time.

The table SecondaryRecordType Enumeration lists the possible values for the SecondaryRecordType field
of the secondary record.
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Table 15: SecondaryRecordType Enumeration

Value Description

After The record contains a representation of an object after it was changed.

Auth The record contains a representation of a user profile record that was updated
following an authentication attempt.

Before The record contains a representation of an object before it was changed or
read.

Delete The record contains a representation of an object that was deleted.

New The record contains a representation of a newly added object.

Other The record contains information determined by the subsystem that wrote it.

The table SecondaryTextAreaType Enumeration lists the possible values for the SecondaryTextAreaType
field of the secondary record.

Table 16: SecondaryTextAreaType Enumeration

Value Description

AuditPool The text area contains a Safeguard audit pool configuration record.

ChangeLabel The text area represents the bits of a change label operation.

DisplayInput The text area contains displayable ASCII text that represents a command
input.

DisplayOutput The text area contains displayable ASCII text that represents command
outputs.

FSERROR1 The text area contains the error reported by the File System for a failed diskfile
operation.

EEprocess The text area contains an event-exit process configuration record.

Group The text area contains a group profile record.

GroupprofileExt The text area contains an extension to the group authentication record.

Input The text area contains generic command text input defined by the subsystem.

Logoff The text area contains a Safeguard automatic logoff record.

LU The text area contains a Safeguard terminal definition record.

Object The text area contains an object name.

Table Continued
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Value Description

Output The text area contains generic command text output defined by the
subsystem.

OssAccess The text area contains the access mode used to access a file.

OssAudit The text area contains the value of the audit-enabled attribute of the fileset. A
nonzero value indicates that the fileset is audited.

OssExec The text area contains the program file name, new process user ID, and group
ID.

OssFileAttr The text area contains these fields:

• Variant type
• File Mode
• User ID
• Group ID
• rdev
• Size
• Access time
• Modification time
• Status Change time
• Length of the pathname
• Pathname

Depending on the type of operation, clients supply the necessary fields.
Variant type field indicates which fields are present. By default, length of
the pathname should be set to zero unless the Pathname needs to be
specified (currently for symbolic links). Possible values of the variant type
field are:

• Only File Mode
• File Mode, User ID, Group ID
• File Mode, User ID, Group ID, rdev
• File Mode, User ID, Group ID, rdev, Length of pathname, Pathname
• File Mode, User ID, Group ID, rdev, size, access time, modification time,

Status change time

Table Continued
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Value Description

OssAclAttr The text area contains these fields:

• Variant Type
• File Mode
• User ID
• Group ID
• rdev
• Size
• Access time
• Modification time
• Status Change time
• Length of the Pathname
• Pathname
• Creator of user number
• Creator of user name
• Creator of alias
• Creator time
• Modification of user number
• Modification of user name
• Modification of alias
• Last modification time
• All ACL entries
• Owned ACL Owner Group Id2

• Owned ACL Inherit Flag2

• Owned ACL Attribute Lock2

Depending on the type of operation, clients supply the necessary fields.

OssKill The text area contains the signal sent, process group ID or OSS process ID,
effective user ID and authentication type of the requestor, real user ID and
authentication type of the requestor, real user ID and authentication type of the
target, saved-set user ID and authentication type of the target. For a process
group kill, the ID passed is the negative process group ID, and the target
information is not present.

OssLink The text area contains the link count, length of the pathname, and the
absolute pathname. If pathname is not present, length is set to zero.

OssOpen The text area contains the open flags.

OssProcessSetID The text area contains an enumerated field giving information of the ID
affected (1 for user ID, 2 for group ID) along with the corresponding real,
effective, and saved-set user ID or group ID information. This text area also
provides the corresponding real, effective, and saved-set authentication type
information for the user ID.

OssProcessGroup The text area contains the process group ID.

Table Continued
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Value Description

OssSEEPATTR The text contains an image of the OSS SEEP attributes namely whether the
SEEP is enabled, the time duration for which the Name Server waits to get a
response from the SEEP, the priority at which the SEEP is running, the CPU
on which the SEEP is running, the program file name of the SEEP, the SWAP
volume used by the SEEP and the process name with which the SEEP is
started.

This is supported only on systems running H06.26 and later H-series RVUs
and J06.15 and later J-series RVUs.

OssUtime The text area contains the access time, modification time, and the last status
change time of a file.

PatternProt The text area contains a pattern protection record.

PatternSearch The text area contains a pattern-search access record.

Protection The text area contains a Safeguard protection record for an object, security-
group, or OBJECTTYPE.

ProtectionExt The text area contains an extension to a Safeguard protection record.

ScreenInput The text area contains a partial or full representation of a screen image
representing a command input or request. The subsystem defines the format
and interpretation of this data.

ScreenOutput The text area contains a partial or full representation of a screen image
representing a command output or request. The subsystem defines the format
and interpretation of this data.

SeepInfo3 The text area contains SeepRuling and SeepTurnAroundTime.

SetMode The text area represents the bits of a setmode operation.

SfgConfig The text area contains a Safeguard configuration record.

SpiInput The text area contains a Subsystem Programmatic Interface (SPI) request
buffer.

SpiOutput The text area contains an SPI reply buffer generated in response to an SPI
request.

UserProfile The text area contains a Safeguard user authentication record.

UserProfileExt The text area contains an extension to the user authentication record.

UserProfileExt1 The text area contains another extension to the user authentication record.

User Profile Ext 1n4 The text area supersedes Extn 1. All fields are similar to Extn 1, except the
user test field, which is of variable length.

Table Continued
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Value Description

UserProfileExt25 This text area extension to the user authentication record indicates the reason
for failure of DELETE USER command when CHECK-SQLMX-OWNERSHIP
option is specified.

ClientIPAddress6 The text area contains the client IP address.

1 Supported only on systems running J06.08 and later J-series RVUs, and H06.19 and later H-series RVUs.
2Supported only on systems running L17.02 and later L-series RVUs, and J06.21 and later J-series RVUs.
3Supported on systems running L16.05 and later L-series RVUs, J06.20 and later J-series RVUs, and H06.22
and later H-series RVUs.
4Supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.14 and later H-series RVUs, and
G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.
5 Supported on systems running L15.02 and later L-series RVUs.
6Supported only on systems running J06.15 and later J-series RVUs, and H06.26 and later H-series RVUs.

The table Veracity Enumeration lists the possible values for both the Veracity field of the primary record and
the SecondaryVeracity field of the secondary record.

Table 17: Veracity Enumeration

Value Description

Tr Specifies that the request originated from a trusted client and no errors were
detected in the audit request.

TrInError Specifies that the request originated from a trusted client and errors were
detected. Audit requests are not rejected because of errors detected in the
request. Instead, audit records resulting from such a request are marked to
indicate that they might contain erroneous data before they are written to the
audit pool.

TrUnchecked Specifies that the request originated from a trusted client and was not checked
for errors. This value does not normally occur.

Untr Specifies that the request originated from an untrusted client and no errors
were detected in the audit request.

UntrInError Specifies that the request originated from an untrusted client and errors were
detected. Audit requests are not rejected because of errors detected in the
request. Instead, the audit records resulting from such requests are marked
with this value to indicate that they might contain erroneous data.

UntrUnchecked Specifies that the request originated from an untrusted client and was not
checked for errors. This value does not normally occur.

SAFEART Field Descriptions for OSS Audits
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Field Types
SAFEART uses several types of fields in its reports. OSS audit support applies only to systems running
G06.12 and later RVUs. The new type of fields introduced for OSS audits are:

OSS User ID User ID in the range 0-65535

OSS Group ID Group ID in the range 0-65535

Report Layout
OSS audits utilize the secondary text area to report the OSS attributes. This section describes each of the
secondary text areas used by the clients in generating the OSS audits.

Secondary Text Area
The fields in the secondary text area contain a prefix to help you identify the type of OSS record that appears
in the text area:

Field Prefix OSS Record Secondary Text Area
Type

OssAccess OSS Access Mode Record on page 140 OssAccess

OssAclAttr OSS ACLs Attribute Record on page 140 OssAclAttr

OssAuditAttr OSS Audit Attribute Record on page 141 OssAudit

OssExec OSS Process Startup Record on page 232 OssExec

OssFileAttr OSS File Attributes Record on page 233 OssFileAttr

OssKill OSS Kill Record on page 236 OssKill

OssLink OSS Link Record on page 144 OssLink

OssOpen OSS Open Record on page 145 OssOpen

OssProcGroup OSS Process Group ID Record on page 145 OssProcessGroup

OssProcess OSS Process Set ID Record on page 239 OssProcessSetID

OssUtime OSS File Times Record on page 230 OssUtime

OssRename OSS Rename Record on page 240 Object

OssSEEPAttr OSS Process Startup Record on page 232 OssSEEPAttr

FilePrivAttr OSS File Privileges Attribute Record on page
147

FilePrivAttr

The fields that appear in the text area for each type of OSS record are discussed next. The text areas appear
in alphabetic order based on their respective prefixes.
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NOTE:

OssAclAttr is supported only on systems running G06.29 and later G-series RVUs and H06.08 and later
H-series RVUs. For information on OSS record, see OSS ACLs Attribute Record on page 140.

OSS Access Mode Record
An attempt to determine the accessibility of a file residing in an audited fileset generates one secondary
record.

This field appears in the text area representing the Access Mode record:

OssAccessMode
specifies the type of access requested for the file. SAFEART displays this field in octal format, prefixed with a
0 (zero). The bit pattern in the access mode audited is constructed by a logical OR of values from this list:

R_OK 04 Checks read permissions

W_OK 02 Checks write permissions

X_OK 01 Checks execute (search) permissions

F_OK 00 Checks to see if the file exists

For more details on access mode, see the Open System Services System Calls Reference Manual.

OSS ACLs Attribute Record
This record represents the OSS file attributes. Depending on the type of the operation, clients supply the
necessary fields for auditing. The number of secondary records generated depends on the type of operation.

NOTE:

OssAclAttr is supported only on systems running L16.05 and later L-series RVUs, J06.01 and later J-
series RVUs, H06.08 and later H-series RVUs, and G06.29 and later G-series RVUs.

OssAclAttrFileMode
Specifies the file mode. SAFEART displays this field in octal format, prefixed by a 0 (zero). For example,
0100700 permits only the file owner to read, write, and execute a regular file, whereas 040700 shows that the
owner has read, write, and search permissions for the directory. For more information, see the Open System
Services System Calls Reference Manual and the symbols specified in the <sys/stat.h> header file.

OssAclAttrOwnerUID
Specifies the User ID of the owner. Field value is OSS User ID.

OssAclAttrOwnerGID
Specifies the Group ID. Field value is OSS Group ID.

OssAclAttrRdev
Specifies the remote device ID. SAFEART displays this 64-bit double word as two 32-bit words in the format
<major,minor>.

OssAclAttrSize
Specifies the size of the file. Field value is numeric.

OssAclAttrAccessTime
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Specifies the time when the ACL was accessed. This is a 32-bit representation of the timestamp.

OssAclAttrModTime
Specifies the time when the ACL was modified. This is a 32-bit representation of the timestamp.

OssAclAttrChangeTime
Specifies the time of the last file status change. This is a 32-bit representation of the timestamp.

OssAclAttrCreatorUserNumber
Specifies the number of the user who created the ACL, and displays the value of the DDL field,
ZCREATORUSERNUM.

OssAclAttrCreatorTime
Specifies the time that the ACL was created, and displays the value of the DDL field, ZCREATORTIME.

OssAclAttrLastModUserNumber
Specifies the user number of the user who last modified the ACL, and displays the value of the DDL field,
ZLASTMODUSERNUM.

OssAclAttrLastModTime
Specifies the time that the ACL was last modified, and display the value of the DDL field, ZLASTMODTIME.

OssAclAttrNumEntries
Specifies the number of entries defined in the ACL, and displays the value of the DDL field, ZNUMENTRIES.

OssAclEntry
Lists all entries defined in the ACL, and displays the value of the DDL field, ZACLENTRY.

OssAclOwnedACLOwnerGID
Specifies the owned ACL Owner Group Id. In case of UnOwned ACL, '0x80000000 INVALID GROUP ID' is
displayed.

OssAclOwnedACLInherit
Specifies whether the Owned ACL Inherit Flag is TRUE or FALSE.

OssAclOwnedACLAttributeLock
Specifies whether the Owned ACL Attribute Lock is TRUE or FALSE.

OSS Audit Attribute Record
A change in the audit attribute of a fileset from an SCF command is recorded in the audit trail by the OSS
Monitor. The number of secondary records generated depends on the type of command executed. For
example, an Add command generates only one secondary record, whereas an Alter command generates two
secondary records. In the case of one secondary record, the values represent the attempted change to the
audit attribute value.

In the case of two secondary records,

• the first record represents the audit attribute value before the attempt.
• the second one represents the attempted change to the audit attribute value.

These fields appear in the text area representing the Audit Attribute record:

OssAuditAttrEnabled
If True, specifies that auditing is enabled for the fileset. Field value is True or False.

OSSRestrictedAccess
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Specifies the value of the RestrictedAccess fileset attribute. The defined values are:

• Enabled
• Disabled
• Local

NOTE:

The OSSRestrictedAccess field is supported only on systems running on J06.11 and later J-series
RVUs and H06.22 and later H-series RVUs.

OssSeepProtectedFileset
If True, specifies that the fileset is under SEEP protection. Field values can be either True or False.

NOTE:

The OssSeepProtectedFileset is supported only on systems running H06.26 and later H-series
RVUs and J06.15 and later J-series RVUs.

OSS SEEP Attribute Record
An attempt to change the attributes of the OSS SEEP attributes is logged in the audit trail. A primary record,
followed by two secondary records, is written to the audit file. The first audit record contains the image of the
attributes before the attempt, and the second audit record contains the image of the attempted change to the
attributes.

NOTE:

The OssSEEPAttr is supported only on systems running H06.26 and later H-series RVUs and J06.15
and later J-series RVUs.

These fields appear in the text area representing the SEEP Attribute record:

OssSeepEnabled
if True, specifies that SEEP is enabled. Valid values are True and False.

OssSeepRspTimeout
specifies the time in seconds that the OSS Name Server waits for SEEP to respond to an event.

OssSeepPriority
specifies the priority at which SEEP is running.

OssSeepCPU
specifies the CPU in which the primary SEEP is running.

OssSeepProgName
specifies the name of the Guardian local file containing the Guardian program that must be run when SEEP is
started.

OssSeepSWAP
specifies the swap volume for SEEP.

OssSeepParamText
specifies the startup parameter text passed to the event-exit process. This field is blank if no value is
specified.

OssSeepPROCESS
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specifies the name of the SEEP that is started by the Name Server.

OSS Process Startup Record
A successful startup of an OSS process generates a secondary record containing the startup attributes. If the
process fails to start, the audit record generated is similar to an audit record generated for a Guardian
process failure.

These fields appear in the text area representing the Process Startup record:

OssExecProgramFile
specifies the physical file name in local format representing the OSS program file. Field type is character.

OssExecOwnerUID
specifies the User ID of the owner. Field value is OSS UserID.

OssExecOwnerGID
specifies the Group ID. Field value is OSS GroupID.

OSS File Attributes Record
This record represents the OSS File Attributes. Depending on the type of the operation, clients supply the
necessary fields for auditing.

The number of secondary records generated depends on the type of operation.

One or more of these fields appears in the text area representing the File Attributes record:

OssFileAttrMode
specifies the file mode. SAFEART displays this field in octal format, prefixed by a 0 (zero). For example
0100700 permits only the file owner to read, write, and execute a regular file, whereas 040700 shows that the
owner has read, write, and search permissions for the directory. For more information, see the Open System
Services System Calls Reference Manual and the symbols specified in the <sys/stat.h> header file.

OssFileAttrOwnerUID
specifies the User ID of the owner. Field value is OSS UserID.

OssFileAttrOwnerGID
specifies the Group ID. Field value is OSS GroupID.

OssFileAttrRdev
specifies the remote device ID. SAFEART displays this 64-bit double word as two 32-bit words in the format
<major,minor>.

OssFileAttrSize
specifies the size of the file. Field type is numeric.

OssFileAttrAccessTime
specifies the last access time of the file. This is a 32-bit representation of the timestamp. For more
information, see the Open System Services System Calls Reference Manual.

OssFileAttrModTime
specifies the last modification time of the file. This is a 32-bit representation of the timestamp. For more
information, see the Open System Services System Calls Reference Manual.

OssFileAttrChangeTime
specifies the time of the last file status change. This is a 32-bit representation of the timestamp. For more
information, see the Open System Services System Calls Reference Manual.
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OssFileAttrPathName
if the object type is Symlink specifies the pathname of the file or contents of the symbolic link. Field type is
character.

OSS Kill Record
Audit is generated whenever a kill signal is queued for a target process or a group of processes, depending
on how the function is called.

These fields appear in the text area representing the Kill record:

OssKillSignalSent
specifies the signal sent by the kill operation. Field type is numeric.

OssKillProcGroupID
specifies the Process Group ID. When a signal is queued for a target group of processes, this field contains
the negative value of the Process Group ID. SAFEART displays the actual process group ID. This field is not
present if the target of the kill operation is a process and not a process group. Field type is numeric.

OssKillProcID
specifies the target process's identifier (PID). This field is not present if the target of the kill operation is a
process group and not a process. Field type is numeric.

OssKillReqEffUID
specifies the requestor's effective user ID. Field value is OSS UserID.

OssKillReqEffAuthType
specifies the requestor's effective authentication type. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are: Local,
Remote, Invalid, and Unauth.

OssKillReqRealUID
specifies the requestor's real user ID. Field value is OSS UserID.

OssKillReqRealAuthType
specifies the requestor's real authentication type. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are: Local,
Remote, Invalid, and Unauth.

OssKillTargetRealUID
specifies the target's real user ID. This field is not present for Process Group kill. Field value is OSS UserID.

OssKillTargetRealAuthType
specifies the target's real authentication type. This field is not present for Process Group kill. Field type is
enumerated. Possible values are: Local, Remote, Invalid, and Unauth.

OssKillTargetSavedUID
specifies the target's saved-set user ID. This field is not present for Process Group kill. Field type is OSS
UserID.

OssKillTargetSavedAuthType
specifies the target's saved-set authentication type. This field is not present for Process Group kill. Field type
is enumerated. Possible values are: Local, Remote, Invalid, and Unauth.

OSS Link Record
A link record is generated whenever the link count of a file is changed due to operations such as link() and
unlink(). However, if the link count becomes zero, a File Attributes record is generated instead.
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These fields appear in the text area representing the Link record:

OssLinkCount
specifies the number of links. Field type is numeric.

OssLinkPathName
specifies the pathname of the file. This field is not present if the link count is not zero and the operation is
unlink(). Field type is character.

OSS Open Record
An open record is generated whenever a file residing in an audited fileset is opened.

This field appears in the text area representing the Open record:

OssOpenFlags
specifies the flags used to open the file. SAFEART displays this field in octal, prefixed by a 0 (zero). These
flags indicate the type of access, special open processing, the type of update, and the initial state of the open
file. The flag is constructed by logically ORing special open processing flags. These flags are defined in the
<fcntl.h> header file. For more information, see the Open System Services System Calls Reference Manual.

OSS Process Group ID Record
A Process Group ID record is generated whenever there is a change in the process group ID (pgid) of a
process. Setpgid(), setsid() and setpgrp( ) can change the process group ID. The change generates a pair of
secondary records, one to represent the process group ID before the change and one to represent the
changed process group ID.

NOTE:

The setpgrp() function is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.14
and later H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

Process Group ID records are also generated during OSS process startup. In this case, a new secondary
record is generated that represents the process group ID to which this newly created process belongs.

This field appears in the text area representing the Process Group ID record:

OssProcGroupID
specifies the Process Group ID. Field type is numeric.

OSS Process Set ID Record
A Process Set ID record is generated whenever the user or group IDs of a process are changed by calls such
as setuid(), setgid(), setreuid(), or setregid(). A pair of records is generated, one for the value of IDs before
the operation and one for the value of IDs after the operation.

These fields appear in the text area representing the Process Set ID record if the record is for a change in
User ID:

OssProcessRealUID
specifies the real user ID of the process. Field value is OSS User ID.

OssProcessRealAuthType
specifies the real authentication type of the process. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are: Local,
Remote, Invalid, and Unauth.

OssProcessEffUID
specifies the effective user ID of the process. Field value is OSS User ID.
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OssProcessEffAuthType
specifies the effective authentication type of the process. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are:
Local, Remote, Invalid, and Unauth.

OssProcessSavedUID
specifies the saved-set user ID of the process. Field value is OSS User ID.

OssProcessSavedAuthType
specifies the saved-set authentication type of the process. Field type is enumerated. Possible values are:
Local, Remote, Invalid, and Unauth.

OSSProcessOperPrivSetID
specifies whether the setuid operation is authorized to access the restricted- access filesets.

NOTE:

The OSSProcessOperPrivSetID field is supported only on systems running on J06.11 and later J-
series RVUs and H06.22 and later H-series RVUs.

These fields appear in the text area representing the Process Set ID record if the record is for a change in
Group ID:

OssProcessRealGID
specifies the real group ID of the process. Field value is OSS Group ID.

OssProcessEffGID
specifies the effective group ID of the process. Field value is OSS Group ID.

OssProcessSavedGID
specifies the saved-set group ID of the process. Field value is OSS Group ID.

OSSProcessOperPrivSetID
specifies whether the setgid operation is authorized to access the restricted-access filesets.

NOTE:

The OSSProcessOperPrivSetID field is supported only on systems running on J06.11 and later J-
series RVUs and H06.22 and later H-series RVUs.

OSS File Times Record
Any attempt to set the file access and modification times of a file generates a pair of records. One represents
the access and modification times of the file before the operation, and the second represents the access and
modification times of the file after the operation.

These fields appear in the text area representing the File Times record:

OssUtimeAccessTime
specifies the last access time of the file. This is a 32-bit representation of the timestamp. For more
information, see the Open System Services System Calls Reference Manual.

OssUtimeModTime
specifies the last modification time of the file. This is a 32-bit representation of the timestamp. For more
information, see the Open System Services System Calls Reference Manual.

OssUtimeChangeTime
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specifies the time of the last file status change. This is a 32-bit representation of the timestamp. For more
information, see the Open System Services System Calls Reference Manual.

OSS Rename Record
The secondary text area type associated with this record is OBJECT, which is an existing text area type. This
record is generated whenever a rename operation is performed on an OSS file residing in an audited fileset.

The old pathname appears in the text area, and the new pathname appears in the ObjectName field in the
primary record.

This field appears in the text area representing the Rename record:

OssPathName
specifies the old pathname of the file. Field type is character.

OSS File Privileges Attribute Record
The secondary text area type associated with this record is FilePrivAttr. This record is used for recording the
file privileges of an OSS or Guardian file, whenever the privileges are set or modified.

These fields appear in the text area representing the File Privileges Attribute record:

FileOper
specifies the operation that changed the file privileges.

FilePrivAttrSoarfopen
specifies whether the PRIV-SOARFOPEN file privilege is set on a file.

FilePrivAttrSetID
specifies whether the PRIV-SETID file privilege is set on a file.
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SAFEART Error Messages
SAFEART issues these error messages:

ERROR: A maximum of 4 title lines is allowed.

Cause. You used more than four TITLE commands

Effect. All title lines are discarded, and the previous valid title is used.

Recovery. Reissue with four or fewer title lines.

ERROR: A quote must be finished before the end of the command.

Cause. The syntax required a pair of quotation marks around a character string. The beginning or ending pair
is missing.

Effect. The command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command with both quotation marks.

ERROR: An item specified is too long.

Cause. A portion of the command is too long. Perhaps you forgot a space between two or more elements of
the command. Each element of a command (record item name, keyword name, and so on) is limited to 512
characters.

Effect. The command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command with the command element within the limit of 512 characters.

ERROR: Audit file file not opened. Error=error-number.
              

Cause. The audit file named in the message cannot be opened. Error-number is a file-system error
number.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the SAFEART prompt.

Recovery. For more information about this error, see the Operator Messages Manual or use the ERROR
command at the command interpreter prompt to display a brief explanation. For example:

3>error 48
0048 Security violation; illegal operation attempted.

ERROR: Audit file specified must have a file code of 541.

Cause. You specified a file that is not an audit file in an AUDIT FILE command.

Effect. The AUDIT FILE command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command specifying an audit file name known to the system.
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ERROR: Before prefix not allowed for item item-name.
              

Cause. You used the before prefix for a primary record. This prefix is allowed only for secondary records.

Effect. The SET WHERE command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the SET WHERE command without the prefix or use the prefix only for a secondary
record item.

ERROR: Command line too complex.

Cause. The command line contains too many items.

Effect. The command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command in separate lines.

ERROR: Command too long.

Cause. A SAFEART command was longer than 1024 characters.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the SAFEART prompt.

Recovery. Shorten the command or break it into two commands before reentering it.

ERROR: Could not open LOG file.

Cause. The file defined in a LOG command could not be opened.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the SAFEART prompt.

Recovery. If the disk file did not exist before running SAFEART, check the spelling of the volume and
subvolume names if you specified them. If the disk file already exists, check the spelling of the volume,
subvolume, and file names and check that the file has write access. If the file refers to a device name, check
the spelling of the name and the availability of the device.

ERROR: Could not open obey file.

Cause. The command file could not be opened.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the SAFEART prompt.

Recovery. Check the spelling of the command file name. If the name is correct, check that the file exists in
the volume and subvolume you specified or in the default volume and subvolume if you provided only a file
name.

ERROR: Could not open OUT file.

Cause. The file defined in an OUT command could not be opened.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the SAFEART prompt.

Recovery. If the disk file did not exist before running SAFEART, check the spelling of the volume and
subvolume names if you specified them. If the disk file already exists, check the spelling of the volume,
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subvolume, and file names and check that the file has write-access. If the file refers to a device name, check
the spelling of the name and the availability of the device.

ERROR: Could not open report file.

Cause. The report defined in a SET DESTINATION FILE command could not be opened.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the SAFEART prompt.

Recovery. If the disk file did not exist before running SAFEART, check the spelling of the volume, subvolume,
and file name. If the disk file already exists, check the spelling of the volume, subvolume, and file names and
check that the file has write access. If the file refers to a device name, check the spelling of the name and the
availability of the device.

ERROR: Incompatible audit file was detected.

Cause. An audit file of an earlier product version with incompatible data structures was specified.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the command interpreter prompt rather than the SAFEART
prompt.

Recovery. Specify a current-version audit file.

ERROR: Invalid date.

Cause. You specified an invalid date in a SET START TIME or SET END TIME command; for example,
91/12/42.

Effect. The command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command using a valid date.

*** ERROR *** Invalid File Name file.
              

Cause. The named audit file could not be opened.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the command interpreter prompt rather than the SAFEART
prompt.

Recovery. Check the spelling of the audit file name. If the name is correct, check that the file exists in the
volume and subvolume you specified or in the default volume and subvolume if you provided only a file name.

ERROR: Invalid value value for item item-name.
              

Cause. A record item was compared to a value inconsistent with the item type. For example, possibly you
compared a numeric item to alphabetic characters.

Effect. The SET WHERE command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command using a valid value for the record item.
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ERROR: Item item-name does not exist.
              

Cause. You used a nonexistent field name in a SET WHERE expression.

Effect. The command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command using a valid item. For more information, see SAFEART Field
Descriptions on page 85.

ERROR: No such line.

Cause. An FC, ?, or ! command cannot find the command line you specified in the history buffer.

Effect. An FC, ?, or ! command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command using a line number that is in the history buffer or a different character
string to search on.

ERROR: Numbers must contain only digits.

Cause. You used a number that contains characters other than the digits 0 through 9.

Effect. The command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command using a valid number.

ERROR: Only operators '=' and '<>' allowed for item item-name.
              

Cause. You used an invalid operator for a record item in a comparison statement for a SET WHERE
command.

Effect. The SET WHERE command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the SET WHERE expression using a valid operator.

ERROR: Only printable characters can be used in commands.

Cause. You entered a command with a character that cannot be displayed or printed. For example, possibly
you pressed the Ctrl or Alt key with a printable character.

Effect. The command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command using only printable ASCII characters.

ERROR: Page size must be between 9 and 10000.

Cause. The page size in a SET PAGE SIZE command was out of range.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the SAFEART prompt.

Recovery. Reenter the command with a page size value in the range 9 through 10,000.
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ERROR: Page size must be greater than the number of titles.

Cause. The page size is less than the number of titles.

Effect. The command is not executed.

Recovery. Increase the page size or specify fewer titles.

ERROR: Prompt string must be 80 characters or less.

Cause. The new SAFEART prompt you defined with a DISPLAY PROMPT command is longer than 80
characters.

Effect. The DISPLAY PROMPT command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command using a shorter prompt definition. (Use fewer parameters or a shorter
character string within parentheses.)

ERROR: SET WHERE ignored.

Cause. Enough errors were found in a SET WHERE command to prevent SAFEART from using it.

Effect. The SET WHERE command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the SET WHERE command, correcting the errors described by other error messages.

ERROR: Syntax error.

Cause. The command contains a syntax error.

Effect. The command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command using the correct syntax.

ERROR: This number must be less than or equal to 9999.

Cause. The number of lines you asked to be displayed by a HISTORY command is greater than 9999.

Effect. The HISTORY command is not executed.

Recovery. Reenter the command using a value of 9999 or less.

ERROR: Title lines must be 100 characters or less.

Cause. The text for a SET TITLE command was longer than 100 characters.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the SAFEART prompt.

Recovery. Reenter the command with a shorter character string.

*** ERROR *** Unable to Obtain Memory.  

Cause. Not enough memory was available to process the SAFEART report.
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Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the command interpreter prompt rather than the SAFEART
prompt.

Recovery. Rerun the SAFEART commands. If the problem persists, contact your service provider.

ERROR: Unexpected I/O error while reading commands.

Cause. An input/output (I/O) error occurred while SAFEART was reading commands.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the SAFEART prompt.

Recovery. Rerun the SAFEART commands.

FILE ERROR error-number file-name
              

Cause. The audit file named in the message cannot be opened. error-number is a file-system error
number.

Effect. Processing ends, and you are returned to the SAFEART prompt.

Recovery. For more information about this error, see the Operator Messages Manual or use the ERROR
command at the command interpreter prompt to display a brief explanation. For example:

3>error 48
0048 Security violation; illegal operation attempted.

INTERNAL ERROR: text
              

Cause. SAFEART encountered an internal error.

Effect. Processing stops, and you are returned to the command interpreter prompt rather than the SAFEART
prompt.

Recovery. Exit SAFEART. Then restart SAFEART, and try again. If the error persists, contact your service
provider. Save text for your service provider.

 WARNING error-number Event Flushed
              

Cause. An event was not used because of an error in the audit file, identified by error-number . error-
number is in one of these ranges:

10 - 49 A link from a primary to secondary record is damaged.

52 - 57 A secondary record has no primary record. The error-number is the record type.

102 An incomplete primary record is incomplete. Some of the secondary records are missing.

Effect. SAFEART continues processing with the next event in the audit file.

Recovery. Many errors of this type suggest a badly damaged audit file or series of files. Try rerunning with a
backup version of the audit files. A low number of these errors indicates primary and secondary records split
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between two audit files. In this case, if the missing event is important, rerun the report with the appropriate
additional audit file or files defined in the AUDIT FILE command.
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Websites
General websites

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library
www.hpe.com/info/EIL

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center

www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide

www.hpe.com/assistance

Subscription Service/Support Alerts

www.hpe.com/support/e-updates

Software Depot

www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot

Customer Self Repair

www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair

Manuals for L-series

http://www.hpe.com/info/nonstop-ldocs

Manuals for J-series

http://www.hpe.com/info/nonstop-jdocs

For additional websites, see Support and other resources.
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Support and other resources

Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
• For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website:

http://www.hpe.com/assistance
• To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center

website:

http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Information to collect

• Technical support registration number (if applicable)
• Product name, model or version, and serial number
• Operating system name and version
• Firmware version
• Error messages
• Product-specific reports and logs
• Add-on products or components
• Third-party products or components

Accessing updates
• Some software products provide a mechanism for accessing software updates through the product

interface. Review your product documentation to identify the recommended software update method.
• To download product updates:

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center
www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center: Software downloads
www.hpe.com/support/downloads

Software Depot
www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot

• To subscribe to eNewsletters and alerts:

www.hpe.com/support/e-updates
• To view and update your entitlements, and to link your contracts and warranties with your profile, go to the

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center More Information on Access to Support Materials page:

www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials

IMPORTANT:

Access to some updates might require product entitlement when accessed through the Hewlett Packard
Enterprise Support Center. You must have an HPE Passport set up with relevant entitlements.

Customer self repair
Hewlett Packard Enterprise customer self repair (CSR) programs allow you to repair your product. If a CSR
part needs to be replaced, it will be shipped directly to you so that you can install it at your convenience.
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Some parts do not qualify for CSR. Your Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized service provider will
determine whether a repair can be accomplished by CSR.

For more information about CSR, contact your local service provider or go to the CSR website:

http://www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair

Remote support
Remote support is available with supported devices as part of your warranty or contractual support
agreement. It provides intelligent event diagnosis, and automatic, secure submission of hardware event
notifications to Hewlett Packard Enterprise, which will initiate a fast and accurate resolution based on your
product's service level. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly recommends that you register your device for
remote support.

If your product includes additional remote support details, use search to locate that information.

Remote support and Proactive Care information
HPE Get Connected

www.hpe.com/services/getconnected
HPE Proactive Care services

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecare
HPE Proactive Care service: Supported products list

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecaresupportedproducts
HPE Proactive Care advanced service: Supported products list

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecareadvancedsupportedproducts

Proactive Care customer information
Proactive Care central

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecarecentral
Proactive Care service activation

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecarecentralgetstarted

Warranty information
To view the warranty for your product, see the Safety and Compliance Information for Server, Storage, Power,
Networking, and Rack Products document, available at the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center:

www.hpe.com/support/Safety-Compliance-EnterpriseProducts

Additional warranty information
HPE ProLiant and x86 Servers and Options

www.hpe.com/support/ProLiantServers-Warranties
HPE Enterprise Servers

www.hpe.com/support/EnterpriseServers-Warranties
HPE Storage Products

www.hpe.com/support/Storage-Warranties
HPE Networking Products

www.hpe.com/support/Networking-Warranties
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Regulatory information
To view the regulatory information for your product, view the Safety and Compliance Information for Server,
Storage, Power, Networking, and Rack Products, available at the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center:

www.hpe.com/support/Safety-Compliance-EnterpriseProducts

Additional regulatory information

Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing our customers with information about the chemical
substances in our products as needed to comply with legal requirements such as REACH (Regulation EC No
1907/2006 of the European Parliament and the Council). A chemical information report for this product can be
found at:

www.hpe.com/info/reach

For Hewlett Packard Enterprise product environmental and safety information and compliance data, including
RoHS and REACH, see:

www.hpe.com/info/ecodata

For Hewlett Packard Enterprise environmental information, including company programs, product recycling,
and energy efficiency, see:

www.hpe.com/info/environment

Documentation feedback
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To help us
improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation Feedback
(docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document title, part number, edition,
and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For online help content, include the product
name, product version, help edition, and publication date located on the legal notices page.
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Audit File Record Formats
This appendix describes the structure of the records in the audit files. If you are writing programs to extract
information from the audit trail, read this appendix. However, if you are using SAFEART to get information
from the audit trail, you do not need to read this appendix. Instead, see SAFEART Field Descriptions on
page 85.

About the Audit Trail
The security audit trail consists of one or more audit pools. The term audit pool refers to a disk subvolume
containing two or more disk files, called audit files, to which the audit records are actually written. An audit
pool is a named object whose name is the same as the subvolume in which it resides.

An audit pool is composed of a series of individual audit files. The audit service writes audit records to the last
open audit file in sequence in the currently active audit pool. The open audit file continues to receive audit
records until it is full, a NEXTFILE command is issued, or the Safeguard subsystem is stopped and restarted.
In any of these cases, the audit service performs a file switch that opens the next available audit file for
receipt of audit records.

Audit File Naming
Audit file names have this form:

Annnnnnn
The single alphabetic character A is followed by a seven-digit decimal integer, nnnnnnn, which is
incremented by one each time a name is to be generated within the same audit pool.

The same file names can occur in different audit pools. For example, if you have defined audit pools on the
subvolumes AUDIT1 and AUDIT2, the audit service creates files AUDIT1.A0000000 and AUDIT2.A0000000
because the first audit file in each audit pool is named A0000000.

Audit File Structure
An audit file is an entry-sequenced, structured file containing variable-length, variable-format records in fixed,
4096-byte blocks. The various record formats are identified by type codes stored at the same field offset in
every record in the file. Each audit file contains a single file header record followed by a variable number of
audit records.

Header Record
The header record contains information common to every record in the file:

• Revision level of the record formats occurring in the file
• Record formats of different product revision levels are never mixed in the same file
• Full name of the preceding audit file
• Full name of the audit file
• Full name of the next audit file
• Time, specified as a Greenwich mean time (GMT) timestamp, when the audit file was initialized and the

header record written
• Safeguard version number
• Operating system TOSVERSION
• Local time zone offset relative to Greenwich mean time

Audit Records
The audit file also contains primary audit records and secondary audit records.
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For each audited event, the audit service writes one primary audit record to the current audit file. Additional
information about this event can be contained in secondary records. Secondary records are associated with a
primary record by a corresponding audit number field in each record. This field contains a serial number, that
uniquely identifies the audited event. Primary and secondary records apply to the same event when the audit
number fields in each record match.

A single secondary record is generated when there is an audited attempt to add or delete a Safeguard record.
An audited attempt to read an object record, user record, or group record also generates a single secondary
record. The secondary record contains an image of the affected record.

Audited attempts to change most Safeguard records result in two secondary audit records along with the
primary record. One secondary record contains the image of the Safeguard record before the attempted
change, and the other secondary record contains an image of the Safeguard record showing the attempted
change. If the attempted change involves a user or alias authentication record, four secondary records are
generated. The two additional records represent the extension to the authentication record. One represents
the extension before the attempted change, and the other represents the extension showing any attempted
change.

Audit Record Definitions
This subsection contains DDL definitions for each type of record that appears in the audit files. For more
information about DDL definitions, see the Data Definition Language (DDL) Reference Manual.

Some fields in the audit records are optional. That is, they are blank or set to zero if they are not defined or
not applicable. For example, for an unnamed system, the field ZAUDITING-SYSTEMNAME is blank.

To examine the actual language-specific DDL for the audit files, check these files on your system:

ZSFGDDL DDL source files

ZSFGTAL DDL output for TAL programs

ZSFGC DDL output for C programs

ZSFGPAS DDL output for PASCAL programs

ZSFGCOB DDL output for COBOL programs

ZSFGTACL DDL output for HPE Tandem Advanced Command Language (TACL) programs

For the exact location of these files, contact your system manager.

Audit File Header Record
The audit file header record is the first record written to every audit file. It contains global attributes common
to every audit record in the file and information about the file itself.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-HEADER-RECORD.
 02 ZRECORD-TYPE             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZRECORD-LEN              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDIT-RECORD-VERSION    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZCREATION-TIME           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZCREATION-PROGRAM        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 48 TIMES.
 02 ZTOS-VERSION             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
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 02 ZSFG-VERSION             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDITING-SYSTEMNUMBER   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZAUDITING-SYSTEMNAME     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 8 TIMES.
 02 ZTIMEZONE-OFFSET         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZAUDIT-FILENAME          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 48 TIMES.
 02 ZAUDIT-FILE-PREDECESSOR  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 48 TIMES.
 02 ZAUDIT-FILE-SUCCESSOR    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 48 TIMES.
 02 ZCLOSE-TIME              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZCOMPRESSION-ID          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZSFG-VERSIONBANNER       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 50 TIMES.
END.

Field Definitions
ZRECORD-TYPE
is the audit record type. For header records, it is always the value of ZSFG-VAL-AUD-REC-HEADER.

ZRECORD-LEN
is the length, in bytes, of this audit record.

ZAUDIT-RECORD-VERSION
is the revision level that is incremented only when the fields in existing records (either primary or secondary)
are modified to change their location or redefine the content of the field, or a change occurs to the audit
header record itself.

For example, in one of the enhancements in H06.21 RVU, a new field SubjectProgramName was added in
the primary record to denote the program file name of the subject process. To adjust this new field, the value
of ZSFG-VAL-LEN-OBJECTNAME was changed from 3670 to 3646 so that the total length of the primary
record remained unchanged. Because of these changes in the audit record format, ZAUDIT-RECORD-
VERSION was also changed from 6 to 7.

ZCHECK-PAT-DISKFILE
specify whether the diskfile-pattern protection record is consulted to determine access to disk files. Field type
is enumerated.

ZCREATION-TIME
is a 64-bit Greenwich mean time (GMT) timestamp that indicates the date and time when the audit file was
initialized by the audit service.

ZCREATION-PROGRAM
is the file name of the program that created this file.

ZTOS-VERSION
is the operating system product version number returned by the TOSVERSION procedure.

ZSFG-VERSION
is the Safeguard product version number.

ZAUDITING-SYSTEMNUMBER
is the system number of the system containing the audit file.

ZAUDITING-SYSTEMNAME
is the system name of the system containing the audit file.

ZTIMEZONE-OFFSET
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is, in microseconds, the local standard time zone of the auditing system as a signed, 64-bit integer offset
relative to Greenwich mean time. The offset for time zones longitudes 0 and 180 degrees West is negative.
For all others, it is positive.

ZAUDIT-FILENAME
is the name, including the volume name and subvolume name, of this audit file when it was first opened.

ZAUDIT-FILE-PREDECESSOR
is the name of the preceding audit file, including the volume name and subvolume name. If this audit file is the
first used after the Safeguard subsystem is stopped and then restarted, this field is blank.

ZAUDIT-FILE-SUCCESSOR
is the name, including the volume name and subvolume name, of the successor audit file. If it is the current
audit file at the time the Safeguard subsystem is stopped, this field is blank. The field is also blank if the
volume on which the audit file resides becomes unavailable while the file is in use.

ZCLOSE-TIME
is a 64-bit GMT timestamp specifying the date and time when the audit file was closed. This field contains
zero if the Safeguard subsystem is terminated abnormally or if the volume on which the audit file resides
becomes unavailable while the file is in use.

ZCOMPRESSION-ID
is reserved for future use.

ZSFG-VERSIONBANNER
is the version of the process that initialized this audit file.

Primary Audit Record
A primary audit record represents each audited security event. It has this definition:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-PRIMARY-RECORD.
 02 ZRECORD-TYPE            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZRECORD-LEN             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDITNUMBER            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 10 TIMES.
 02 ZTIME-REPORTED          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZTIME-RECEIVED          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZVERACITY               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZGROUP-COUNT            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZOPERATION              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZOUTCOME                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZMASTER-AUDITNUMBER     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 10 TIMES.
 02 ZSUBJECT                TYPE ZSFG-DDL-GUARD-SUBJECT.
    04 ZSUBJECT-TYPE        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZUSERNUMBER          TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
    04 ZUSERNAME            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
    04 ZCREATORNUMBER       TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
    04 ZCREATORNAME         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
    04 ZSYSTEMNUMBER        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
    04 ZSYSTEMNAME          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 8 TIMES.
    04 ZAUTHLOCNUMBER       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
    04 ZAUTHLOCNAME         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 8 TIMES.
    04 ZPROCESSNAME         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 24 TIMES.
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    04 ZSUBSYSTEMID         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-SSID.
    04 ZTERMINALNAME        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 34 TIMES.
 02 ZAUDIT-CREATOR          TYPE ZSFG-DDL-GUARD-SUBJECT.
    04 ZSUBJECT-TYPE        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZUSERNUMBER          TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
    04 ZUSERNAME            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
    04 ZCREATORNUMBER       TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
    04 ZCREATORNAME         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
    04 ZSYSTEMNUMBER        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
    04 ZSYSTEMNAME          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 8 TIMES.
    04 ZAUTHLOCNUMBER       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
    04 ZAUTHLOCNAME         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 8 TIMES.
    04 ZPROCESSNAME         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 24 TIMES.
    04 ZSUBSYSTEMID         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-SSID.
    04 ZTERMINALNAME        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 34 TIMES.
 02 ZOBJECT                 TYPE ZSFG-DDL-OBJECT-DESC.
    04 ZOBJECT-TYPE         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZOWNER-IS-REMOTE     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZOWNER-USERNUMBER    TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
    04 ZOWNER-USERNAME      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
    04 ZOBJECTNAME-VAR      TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-VARSREC.
    04 ZSUBJECTPROGNAME-VAR TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-VARSREC.
    04 ZRESERVED            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 16 TIMES.
    04 ZOBJECT-NAME         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 3646 TIMES.
END. 

Field Definitions
ZRECORD-TYPE
is the audit record type. For primary records, it is always the value ZSFG-VAL-AUD-REC-PRIMARY.

ZRECORD-LEN
is the length, in bytes, of this audit record.

ZAUDITNUMBER
is a binary integer that identifies an audited event in the security audit pool. For events whose descriptions
span more than one record, the several records involved are linked by a common value of ZAUDITNUMBER.

ZTIME-REPORTED
is a 64-bit timestamp specifying the date and Greenwich mean time when the audit service client interface
sent the event description to the audit service collector process.

ZTIME-RECEIVED
is a 64-bit timestamp specifying the date and Greenwich mean time when the event description was received
by the audit service collector process.

ZVERACITY
is the level of trust that can be placed on the contents of this record. This level depends on the source of the
audit request, trusted or untrusted, and the errors or lack of errors in the audit request itself.

These levels are defined ZVERACITY:

ZSFG-VAL-VER-TR
indicates that the request originated from a trusted client and no errors were detected in the audit request.

ZSFG-VAL-VER-TR-IN-ERROR
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indicates that the request originated from a trusted client and errors were detected. Audit requests are not
rejected because of errors detected in the request. Instead, audit records resulting from such a request are
marked to indicate that they might contain erroneous data before they are written to the audit pool.

ZSFG-VAL-VER-TR-UNCHECKED
indicates that the request originated from a trusted client and was not checked for errors. In this product
version of the audit service, this value does not normally occur.

ZSFG-VAL-VER-UNTR
indicates that the request originated from an untrusted client and no errors were detected in the audit request.

ZSFG-VAL-VER-UNTR-IN-ERROR
indicates that the request originated from an untrusted client and errors were detected. Audit requests are not
rejected because of errors detected in the request. Instead, the audit records resulting from such requests are
marked to indicate that they might contain erroneous data.

ZSFG-VAL-VER-UNTR-UNCHECKED
indicates that the request originated from an untrusted client and was not checked for errors. In this product
version of the audit service, this value does not normally occur.

ZGROUP-COUNT
is the number of subordinate audit records that are linked (via ZAUDITNUMBER) to this record.

ZOPERATION
is an enumerated value that indicates the operation attempted. It has these values:

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-ABORT
indicates a TMF ABORT operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-ACCEPT
indicates the acceptance of a request.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-ADD
indicates a TMF ADD operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-ALTER
indicates a ALTER operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-AUTHENTICATE
indicates an identity check of a user ID requested by a client subsystem. This value does not imply that a
logon action occurred or was attempted following a successful authentication.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-BACK-OUT
indicates a TMF BACKOUT operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-CHANGE
indicates the changing of one or more attributes of the object. Unlike ZSFG-VAL-OPER-UPDATE, this value
implies that the attributes of the affected object were read and overwritten.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-CONNECT
indicates the establishment of a connection between UNIX datagram sockets when a connect operation is
performed on the object socket. This description is used for OSS sockets.
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NOTE:

This is supported only on systems running H06.26 and later H-series RVUs and J06.15 and later J-
series RVUs.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-CHANGE-OWNER
indicates an explicit change in object ownership made by a command such as the FUP GIVE command.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-CHANGEPRIORITY
indicates a change to the priority of a process or process pair.

NOTE:

When a process tries to alter its own priority by passing process name as process information to the
ALTERPRIORITY call, the operation is audited. However, if a process tries to alter its own priority by
passing cpu, pin as process information to ALTERPRIORITY call, the operation is not audited. This is
done to avoid flooding of Safeguard audit logs by DP2 processes that frequently change their own
priority. The operation is audited whenever a process alters the priority of another process.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-CHANGESTEPMOM
indicates a change to the stepmom of a process or process pair.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-CLOSE
indicates the termination of a connection between an object and a subject when an object is closed.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-COMPOSITE
is supported for GIVE, PROGID, and LICENSE operations.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-CREATE
indicates the creation of an object.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-DEBUG
indicates a request to put a process in debug mode.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-DELETE
indicates the deletion of part of an object or a portion of its contents. On completion of this operation, the
affected object remains in existence.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-ENABLE
indicates a TMF ENABLE operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-EXCLUDE
indicates a TMF EXCLUDE operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-EXECUTE
indicates opens of program files for execution.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-GIVE
is reserved for future use.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-GRANT
indicates an SQL grant or transmission of access rights to an SQL object by one user to another.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-INITIALIZE
indicates a TMF INITIALIZE operation.
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ZSFG-VAL-OPER-INSERT
indicates an operation, not exclusively by SQL, involving the insertion of a record or other collection of values
into an object, such as a file or table.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-LICENSE
is reserved for future use.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-LOGOFF
indicates a logoff that occurs if a user successfully logs on at a terminal where another user has not logged
off. The previous user is logged off.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-LOGON
indicates a user authentication that is followed by either the creation of a new process that executes as the
authenticated user, or the transformation of an existing process that executes as the authenticated user.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-NEWPROCESS
is reserved for future use.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-NEXT
indicates a TMF NEXT operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-NEXTFILE
indicates an audit file rollover resulting from a NEXTFILE command.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-NEXTTAPE
indicates a NEXTTAPE operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-ONLINE-DUMP
indicates a TMF online dump operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-OPEN
indicates that an object has been opened and a connection has been made to the subject process. This
description is not used for audited Safeguard events. Safeguard software uses more specific descriptions,
such as READ and WRITE.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-OTHER
indicates an operation other than one of those listed here.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-PROGID
is reserved for future use.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-PURGE
indicates the deletion of an object after which the object ceases to exist.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-READ
indicates object opens for read access.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-READWRITE
indicates object opens for read/write access. This field does not imply that the accessed object was actually
changed. It implies only that the requested access was read/write.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-REFERENCE
indicates an SQL operation in which an SQL object is implicitly read during the course of some other
operation performed on a related object.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-REJECT
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indicates the rejection of a request.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-RELEASE
indicates an audit file release resulting from a RELEASE command.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-RENAME
indicates the renaming of an object.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-RESET
indicates the action of resetting a flag or condition.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-RESOLVE
indicates a TMF RESOLVE operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-REVIVE
indicates an object's change of state from inactive to active.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-REVOKE
indicates an SQL revocation of a user's access rights to an SQL object by another user.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-ROLLFORWARD
indicates a TMF rollforward operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-SCRATCH
indicates the action of changing an unexpired labeled tape into a scratch tape.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-SECURITY
is reserved for future use.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-SELECT
indicates an SQL selection operation applied to an SQL table or view.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-SET
indicates the action of setting a flag or condition.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-START
indicates an object's change of state to an active state.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-STOP
indicates an object's change of state to an inactive state in which the object might cease to exist.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-SUSPEND
indicates a change of an object's state from active to inactive. In this state, the object continues to exist but is
otherwise dormant.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-TRUST
is reserved for future use.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-UPDATE
indicates the same type of operation as ZSFG-VAL-OPER-READWRITE.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-USETAPE
indicates a USETAPE operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-VERIFYUSER
indicates a user authentication and subsequent logon performed by the operating system or the Safeguard
subsystem.
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ZSFG-VAL-OPER-WRITE
indicates an attempt to open an object for a write operation.

ZSFG-VAL-OPER-TACLLOGOFF
indicates an attempt to audit the TACL session Logoff events.

NOTE:

This value is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.14 and later H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

ZOUTCOME
is the outcome of the operation described by ZOPERATION. For Safeguard events, ZOUTCOME indicates
the Safeguard ruling on the operation. The actual success of the operation might depend on a client
subsystem.

Two sets of outcomes are defined. Their applicability depends on the type of operation. If the operation is an
authentication, ZSFG-VAL-OPER-VERIFYUSER or ZSFG-VAL-OPER-AUTHENTICATE, the possible
outcomes are:

ZSFG-VAL-AUTH-USER-EXPIRED
The authentication attempt failed because the user ID expired.

ZSFG-VAL-AUTH-USER-FAILED
The authentication attempt failed because the number of failed attempts by the user exceeded the configured
maximum.

ZSFG-VAL-AUTH-USER-FROZEN
The authentication attempt failed because the user ID was frozen.

ZSFG-VAL-AUTH-USER-INVALID
The authentication attempt failed because the user was invalid or unknown to the system.

ZSFG-VAL-AUTH-USER-PW-EXPIRED
The authentication attempt failed because the user's password expired.

ZSFG-VAL-AUTH-USER-PW-INVALID
The authentication attempt failed because the user supplied an incorrect password.

ZSFG-VAL-AUTH-USER-VALID
The user was successfully authenticated.

If the operation is not an authentication, the possible outcomes are:

ZSFG-VAL-OUTCOME-DENIED
Permission to attempt the requested operation was denied.

ZSFG-VAL-OUTCOME-FAILED
The requested operation was unsuccessful.

ZSFG-VAL-OUTCOME-GRANTED
Permission to attempt the requested operation was granted. This information does not indicate whether the
operation actually succeeded.

ZSFG-VAL-OUTCOME-MAYBE
The outcome was unknown when the audit request was made.
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ZSFG-VAL-OUTCOME-NORECORD
The outcome was undetermined when the audit request occurred because the authorization record for the
accessed object could not be found or did not exist. This outcome occurs in audit requests originated by the
Safeguard subsystem.

ZSFG-VAL-OUTCOME-OTHER
The outcome of the requested operation was none of those defined here.

ZSFG-VAL-OUTCOME-PARTIAL-SUCCESS
The operation was successful for the primary partition of a file but might have failed for one or more
secondary partitions.

ZSFG-VAL-OUTCOME-PASSED
The requested operation was successfully completed.

ZSFG-VAL-OUTCOME-PENDING
The outcome is only partially complete and requires additional processing before final authorization can be
made.

ZSFG-VAL-OUTCOME-WARNING
The operation would have been denied, but the system was in Safeguard warning mode.

ZMASTER-AUDITNUMBER
is a binary integer. It currently contains the same value as ZAUDITNUMBER.

ZSUBJECT
is an instance of the ZSFG-DDL-GUARD-SUBJECT template. For most events, this template describes the
process that attempted the audited operation. However, for VERIFYUSER events, ZSUBJECT describes the
process in control of the terminal before the logon attempt. For LOGOFF events, ZSUBJECT describes the
logged-off user. For AUTHENTICATE events, ZSUBJECT describes the process requesting the
authentication. The component fields are:

ZSUBJECT-TYPE
is always ZSFG-VAL-GUARDIAN-USER.

ZUSERNUMBER
is, in internal form, the group number, member number of the subject.

ZUSERNAME
is either the group name.member name of the subject, or an alias name of the subject, if used to gain
access to the system.

ZCREATORNUMBER
is, in internal form, the group number, member number corresponding to the CAID of the subject.

ZCREATORNAME
is, in external form, the group name.member name corresponding to the CAID of the subject.

ZSYSTEMNUMBER
is, as a 32-bit integer, the system number of the subject. The field is set to -1 if the subject is an NFS client.

ZSYSTEMNAME
is, as an ASCII string, the name corresponding to ZSYSTEMNUMBER. The field is set to “NFS” if the subject
is an NFS client.

ZAUTHLOCNUMBER
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is, as a 32-bit integer, the system number where the user was authenticated. The value is zero if the system is
remote and authentication information is not available or if the subject is an NFS client.

ZAUTHLOCNAME
is, as an ASCII string, the name corresponding to ZAUTHLOCNUMBER. The field is blank if the system is
remote and authentication information is not available or if the subject is an NFS client.

ZPROCESSNAME
is the process name or identifier of the subject. The field is set to all blanks if the subject is an NFS client.

ZSUBSYSTEMID
is the SPI identifier of the subject subsystem.

ZTERMINALNAME
is, in external form, the terminal name of the subject process. If this value is not available or if the subject is
an NFS client, the field is set to all blanks.

ZAUDIT-CREATOR
is an instance of the ZSFG-DDL-GUARD-SUBJECT template that describes the process that reported the
audited event. The fields are the same as those previously described for ZSUBJECT.

ZOBJECT
is an instance of the ZSFG-DDL-OBJECT-DESC template that describes the object of the event. The fields
are:

ZOBJECT-TYPE
indicates the type of object. ZOBJECT-TYPE has one of these values:

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-AUD-TR-CONFIG-REC
indicates an audit pool configuration record. The object name of an object of this type is a name of an audit
pool.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-COMMAND
indicates a command. The object name of an object of this type is an ASCII string representation of the
command.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-CONFIG-RECORD
indicates a generic configuration record defined and managed by a client subsystem. The object name of an
object of this type follows the lexical and syntactic rules defined by the client subsystem for identifying
configuration records under its control.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-CONTROLLER
indicates a description of a controller.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-DEVICE
indicates a nondisk device. The object name of an object of this type is a device name in external form.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-DISKFILE
indicates an Enscribe disk file. The object name of an object of this type is a valid file name explicitly qualified
with a volume and subvolume name in external form.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-GROUP
indicates a valid user group. The object name field is overlaid by the group number and the group name.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-GUARDIAN-USER
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indicates a user known to the operating system; for example, a user who is known by group number,
member number and group name.member name identifiers. The object name includes the user name,
user ID, and user alias name.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-OSSNS
indicates the OSS Name Server.

NOTE:

This token value is supported only on systems running H06.26 and later H-series RVUs and J06.15 and
later J-series RVUs.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-OSSPROCESS
indicates that the object type is OSSPROCESS.

NOTE:

This token value is supported only on systems running G06.29 and later G-series RVUs and H06.08
and later H-series RVUs.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-PATH
indicates a description of a path.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-PROCESS
indicates a process. The object name of an object of this type is a process name in external form or a
CRTPID.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-PROT-RECORD
indicates a protection record maintained by the Safeguard subsystem or a privileged client. A protection
record contains access rules and permissions for the object that it controls. The object name of an object of
this type follows the lexical and syntactic rules defined by Safeguard or the client subsystem.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SFG-CONFIG-REC
indicates the Safeguard configuration record.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SFG-LU-RECORD
indicates a terminal definition record.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SFG-PROC-RECORD
indicates a Safeguard event-exit record.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SHAREDSEGMENT
indicates an extended data segment shared by more than one process.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SQL-CATALOG
indicates an SQL catalog. The object name of an object of this type follows the same lexical and syntactic
rules that apply to ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-DISKFILE.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SQL-INDEX
indicates an SQL index. The object name of an object of this type follows the same lexical and syntactic rules
that apply to ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-DISKFILE.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SQL-TABLE
indicates an SQL table. The object name of an object of this type follows the same lexical and syntactic rules
that apply to ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-DISKFILE.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SQL-VIEW
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indicates an SQL protection view. The object name of an object of this type follows the same lexical and
syntactic rules that apply to ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-DISKFILE.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SUBDEVICE
indicates a subdevice. The object name of an object of this type is a subdevice name explicitly qualified with a
device name in external form.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SUBPROCESS
indicates a subprocess. The object name of an object of this type is a valid subprocess name explicitly
qualified with a process name in either external form or in a CRTPID.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SUBSYSTEM
indicates a subsystem. The object name of an object of this type is a subsystem name represented as an
ASCII string.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SUBVOLUME
indicates a subvolume. The object name of an object of this type is a valid subvolume name explicitly qualified
with a volume name in external form.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-SYSTEMDEVICE
indicates a system device such as the system clock.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-TAPEMOUNT
indicates a generated mount request number.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-TAPEVOLUME
indicates a physical tape volume.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-TMF-AUDITDUMP
indicates a TMF audit dump.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-TMF-AUDITTRAIL
indicates a TMF audit trail.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-TMF-BACKOUT
indicates the TMF backout process.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-TMF-CATALOG
indicates the TMF catalog process.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-TMF-DUMPS
indicates the dumps in the TMF catalog.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-TMF-TAPEMEDIA
indicates the tape volumes in the TMF catalog.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-TMF-TRANSACTION
indicates a TMF transaction.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-USER
indicates a class of users known to and managed by a client subsystem. An example of this class is Transfer
Correspondents. The object name of an object of this type is formed according to rules defined by the
subsystem.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-USER-RECORD
indicates a profile record containing the security attributes of a user known to the Safeguard subsystem. The
object name includes the user name, user ID, and user alias name.
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ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-USER-REMPASS
indicates a remote password. The ZOBJECT-NAME filed is overlaid with the user ID, user name, remote
system number, remote system name, and user alias name.

ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-VOLUME
indicates a disk volume. The object name of an object of this type is a disk volume name in external form.

ZOWNER-IS-REMOTE
describes the owner of the object. These values are defined:

ZSFG-VAL-OWNER-LOCAL
indicates that the owner is local.

ZSFG-VAL-OWNER-NONE
indicates that the owner field is not appropriate for this type of object.

ZSFG-VAL-OWNER-REMOTE
indicates that the owner is remote.

ZSFG-VAL-OWNER-UNKNOWN
indicates that the owner is not known at this time.

ZOWNER-USERNUMBER
is the user ID of the owner of the object.

ZOWNER-USERNAME
is the user name of the owner of the object.

ZOBJECTNAME-VAR
is an instance of the ZSFG-DDL-AUD-VARSREC template that gives the length and offset of the object name
of the audited operation. The component fields are:

zlength
indicates the length of the object name of the audited operation.

zoffset
indicates the offset of object name from ZOBJECT-NAME.

ZSUBJECTPROGNAME-VAR
is an instance of the ZSFG-DDL-AUD-VARSREC template that specifies the length and offset of the subject
program name of the audited operation. The component fields are:

zlength
indicates the length of the subject program name of the audited operation.

zoffset
indicates the offset of the subject program name from ZOBJECT-NAME.

ZRESERVED
reserved for future use.

ZOBJECT-NAME
is usually the name of the object. (See the following exceptions)
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NOTE:

ZOBJECT-NAME field contains both, the ObjectName and SubjectProgramName. The first field in
ZOBJECT-NAME is ObjectName, which begins at index 0, and the SubjectProgramName starts at an
index equal to length of ObjectName.

Exception 1:

If the object description template contains ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-USER-REMPASS as the object type, the
ZOBJECT-NAME field is overlaid with this structure:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-USER-REMPASSWORD.
 02 ZSYSTEMNUMBER      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZSYSTEMNAME        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 8 TIMES.
 02 ZUSERNUMBER        TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZUSERNAME          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
 02 ZALIASNAME         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
END. 
Field Definitions
ZSYSTEMNUMBER
is the system number, as a 32-bit integer, of the subject.

ZSYSTEMNAME
is the system name, as an ASCII string, corresponding to ZSYSTEMNUMBER.

ZUSERNUMBER
is, in internal form, the group number, member number of the subject.

ZUSERNAME
is, in external form, the group name.member name of the subject. This field is blank if an alias is used to
gain access to the system.

ZALIASNAME
is the alias name under which the user gained access to the system. This field is blank if the underlying user
ID, rather than an alias, is used to gain access to the system.

Exception 2:

If the object description template contains ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-USER-REC or ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-GUARDIAN-USER
as the object type, the ZOBJECT-NAME field is overlaid with this structure:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-GUARD-USER.
 02 ZUSERNUMBER            TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZUSERNAME              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
 02 ZALIASNAME             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
END. 
Field Definitions
ZUSERNUMBER
is, in internal form, the group number, member number of the subject.

ZUSERNAME
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is, in external form, the group name.member name of the subject. This field is blank if an alias is used to
gain access to the system.

ZALIASNAME
is the alias name under which the user gained access to the system. This field is blank if the underlying ID,
rather than an alias, is used to gain access to the system.

Exception 3:

If the object description template contains ZSFG-VAL-OBJ-GROUP as the object type, the ZOBJECT-NAME
field is overlaid with this structure:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-GROUP-OBJECT
 02 ZGROUPID               TYPE ZSFG-DDL-INT2
 02 ZGROUPNAME             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
END. 
Field Definitions
ZGROUPID
is the group ID number.

ZGROUPNAME
is the group name.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-GUARD-USER.
 02 ZUSERNUMBER          TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZUSERNAME            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
 02 ZALIASNAME           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
 02 ZPRIVLOGONOPER       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZUSERCREATORNUMBER   TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZUSERCREATORNAME     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
 02 ZUSERCREATORISALIAS  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZUSERNODENUMBER      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZUSERCREATIONTIME    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
END.
Field Definitions
ZPRIVLOGONOPER
indicates the conditions for auditing privlogon attempts on the system.

ZUSERCREATORNUMBER
is, in internal form, the group number.member number of the subject who has created the requested
subject.

ZUSERCREATORNAME
is, in external form, the group name.member name of the subject who has created the requested subject.

ZUSERCREATORISALIAS
indicates, when true, that ZUSERCREATORNAME is an alias name.

ZUSERNODENUMBER
denotes the node number where the requested subject is created.
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ZUSERCREATIONTIME
is a 64-bit GMT timestamp specifying the date and time when the requested subject was created.

DDL Definition

DEF  ZSFG-DDL-GROUP-OBJECT.
 02 ZGROUPID                TYPE ZSFG-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZGROUPNAME              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
 02 ZGROUPCREATORNUMBER     TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZGROUPCREATORNAME       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
 02 ZGROUPCREATORISALIAS    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZGROUPNODENUMBER        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZGROUPCREATIONTIME      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
END.
Field Definitions
ZGROUPCREATORNUMBER
is, in internal form, the group number. member number of the subject who has created the requested
subject.

ZGROUPCREATORNAME
is, in external form, the group name.member name of the subject who has created the requested subject.

ZGROUPCREATORISALIAS
indicates, when true, that ZUSERCREATORNAME is an alias name.

ZGROUPNODENUMBER
denotes the node number where the requested subject is created.

ZGROUPCREATIONTIME
is a 64-bit GMT timestamp specifying the date and time when the requested subject was created.

Secondary Audit Record
Secondary audit records are subordinate records that provide additional information about an object access
that causes a change to one or more of the object's attributes. A secondary audit record is always linked by a
common ZAUDITNUMBER value to a preceding primary audit record.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-SECONDARY-RECORD.
 02 ZRECORD-TYPE       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZRECORD-LEN        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDITNUMBER       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 10 TIMES.
 02 ZTIME-REPORTED     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZTIME-RECEIVED     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZVERACITY          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZSEQUENCE-COUNT    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZTEXT-AREA-TYPE    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZTEXT-AREA         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 4036 TIMES.END.

Field Definitions
ZRECORD-TYPE
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indicates the type of change described by this record. This field has one of these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUD-REC-AFTER
indicates that the text area contains a representation of an object showing an attempted change.

ZSFG-VAL-AUD-REC-AUTH
indicates that the text area contains a representation of a user profile record that was updated following an
authentication attempt.

ZSFG-VAL-AUD-REC-BEFORE
indicates that the text area contains a representation of an object before an attempted change or read
operation.

ZSFG-VAL-AUD-REC-DELETE
indicates that the text area contains a representation of an object before an attempted delete operation.

ZSFG-VAL-AUD-REC-NEW
indicates that the text area contains a representation of a newly added object.

ZSFG-VAL-AUD-REC-OTHER
indicates that the text area contains information determined by the subsystem that wrote it.

ZRECORD-LEN
is the length, in bytes, of this audit record.

ZAUDITNUMBER
links this record to a preceding record with a matching value of ZAUDITNUMBER.

ZTIME-REPORTED
is a 64-bit timestamp specifying the date and Greenwich mean time when the audit service client interface
sent the event description to the audit service collector process.

ZTIME-RECEIVED
is a 64-bit timestamp specifying the date and Greenwich mean time when the event description was received
by the audit service collector process.

ZVERACITY
is the level of trust that can be placed on the contents of this record. This level depends on the source of the
audit request, trusted or untrusted, and the errors or lack of errors in the audit request itself. These levels are
defined:

ZSFG-VAL-VER-TR
indicates that the request originated from a trusted client and no errors were detected in the audit request.

ZSFG-VAL-VER-TR-IN-ERROR
indicates that the request originated from a trusted client and errors were detected. Audit requests are not
rejected because of errors detected in the request. Instead, audit records resulting from such a request are
marked to indicate that they might contain erroneous data before they are written to the audit pool.

ZSFG-VAL-VER-TR-UNCHECKED
indicates that the request originated from a trusted client and was not checked for errors. In this product
revision of the audit service, this value does not normally occur.

ZSFG-VAL-VER-UNTR
indicates that the request originated from an untrusted client and no errors were detected in the audit request.

ZSFG-VAL-VER-UNTR-IN-ERROR
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indicates that the request originated from an untrusted client and errors were detected. Audit requests are not
rejected because of errors detected in the request. Instead, the audit records resulting from such requests are
marked with this value to indicate that they might contain erroneous data.

ZSFG-VAL-VER-UNTR-UNCHECKED
indicates that the request originated from an untrusted client and was not checked for errors. In this product
version of the audit service, this value does not normally occur.

ZSEQUENCE-COUNT
is the sequence number of this audit record relative to related audit records that are linked by a common
ZAUDITNUMBER. The first secondary record has a ZSEQUENCE-COUNT of 1.

ZTEXT-AREA-TYPE
indicates the type of text contained in the ZTEXT-AREA field. This field has one of these values:

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-AUDIT-POOL
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-AUDIT-POOL-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-CHANGELABEL
The text area represents the bits of a change label operation.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-DISPLAY-INPUT
The text area contains displayable ASCII text that represents a command input.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-DISPLAY-OUTPUT
The text area contains displayable ASCII text that represents command outputs.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-GROUP
The text area contains a group profile record.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-INPUT
The text area contains generic command text input defined by the subsystem.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-LOGOFF
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-VERIFYUSER-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-LU
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-LU-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OBJECT
The text area contains an object name.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSACLATTR
The text area indicates that the secondary text area type is OSSACLATTR.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.29 and later G-series RVUs and H06.08 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSSEEPATTR
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSSEEPATTR-SUBREC variant.
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NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running H06.26 and later H-series RVUs and J06.15 and
later J-series RVUs.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSRENAME
The text area indicates that the secondary text area type is OSSRENAME.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.29 and later G-series RVUs and H06.08 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OUTPUT
The text area contains generic command text output defined by the subsystem.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-PATTERNPROT
The text are contains a pattern protection record.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-PATTERNSEARCH
The text are contains a pattern-search access record.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-PROCESS
The text area contains an event-exit process configuration record.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-PROTECTION
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-PROTECTION-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-PROTECTION-EXT
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-PROT-SUBRECEXT variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-SCREEN-INPUT
The text area contains a partial or full representation of a screen image representing a command input or
request. The subsystem defines the format and interpretation of this data.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-SCREEN-OUTPUT
The text area contains a partial or full representation of a screen image representing a command output or
request. The subsystem defines the format and interpretation of this data.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-SETMODE
The text area represents the bits of a setmode operation.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-SFG-CONFIG
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-CONFIG-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-SPI-INPUT
The text area contains an SPI request buffer.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-SPI-OUTPUT
The text area contains an SPI reply buffer generated in response to an SPI request.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-USER-PROFILE
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-USER-PROFILEEXT
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT variant.
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ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-USER-PROFILEEXT1
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT1 variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-GROUPPROFILEEXT
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-GROUP-SUBRECEXT variant.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.14 and later J-series RVUs and H06.25 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-AUTHNIPADD
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-AUTHN-IPADDRESS variant.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.15 and later J-series RVUs and H06.26 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZTEXT-AREA
contains the data identified by the ZTEXT-AREA-TYPE field of this record.

Safeguard Object Representations
The audit records include representations of several Safeguard internal data structures. All of these
representations occur as variants of the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit records. This section specifies the
DDL subrecord templates for the variants of ZTEXT-AREA. These structures are represented:

• Audit Pool Configuration Record on page 180
• Event-Exit Configuration Record on page 181
• Group Profile Record on page 183
• Logoff Record on page 185
• Pattern Protection Record on page 191
• Pattern Search Access Record on page 196
• IP Address Authentication Record on page 184
• Protection Record on page 185
• Safeguard Configuration Record on page 197
• Terminal Definition Record on page 216
• User Authentication Record on page 217
• User Record Extensions on page 224
• Guardian File System Error Record on page 228

In this and other Safeguard manuals, the term protection record is often used to collectively refer to most
types of Safeguard records. In this context, however, protection records are the only types of records that can
contain an access control list—in particular, authorization records for objects, security groups, and
OBJECTTYPES.

Audit Pool Configuration Record
For each audit pool, the audit service maintains a record of its current configuration parameters. Any attempt
to change a configuration parameter is audited. The change generates a pair of secondary records—one to
record the configuration before the attempt and one to represent the attempted change. These configuration
parameters are represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit records with this template overlay.
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DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-AUDIT-POOL-SUBREC.
 02 ZAUDIT-POOL-NAME         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 48 TIMES.
 02 ZMAXFILES                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZCURRENT-FILE-NUMBER     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZPRIMARY-EXTENTS         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZSECONDARY-EXTENTS       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZMAXEXTENTS              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDITCLEARONPURGE     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN
END.

Field Definitions
ZAUDIT-POOL-NAME
is the $volume.subvolume name of the audit pool to which this record refers.

ZMAXFILES
is the maximum number of files that can be allocated in this audit pool.

ZCURRENT-FILE-NUMBER
is the current audit file number in this audit pool.

ZPRIMARY-EXTENTS
is the primary extent size to be used when creating audit files in this audit pool.

ZSECONDARY-EXTENTS
is the secondary extent size to be used when creating audit files in this audit pool.

ZMAXEXTENTS
is the maximum number of primary and secondary extents to be allocated to audit files created in this audit
pool.

ZAUDITCLEARONPURGE
specifies whether the diskspace occupied by a specific audit file is cleared when that audit file is purged. Field
type is boolean.

NOTE:

This field is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.12 and later H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

Event-Exit Configuration Record
The Safeguard subsystem maintains a configuration record for the event-exit process. Any attempt to change
the event-exit record is audited. The change generates a pair of secondary records—one to represent the
event-exit record before the attempt and one to represent the attempted change to the event-exit record.
These records are represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit records with this template overlay.
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DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-PROCESS-SUBREC.
 02 ZPNAME                 
 02 ZPROG                  
 02 ZLIB                    
 02 ZSWAP                  
 02 ZCPU                   
 02 ZPRI                   
 02 ZRSPTIMEOUT            
 02 ZENABLED               
 02 ZENA-SEEP-AUTHN        
 02 ZENA-SEEP-AUTHZ        
 02 ZENA-SEEP-PSWD         
 02 ZPARAM-TEXT            
 02 ZTIMEOUT-ALL-AUTHZREQ  
 02 ZAUD-SEEP-AUTHN1
 02 ZAUD-SEEP-AUTHZ1
 02 ZAUD-SEEP-PSWD1
                
END.
              

TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 6 TIMES. 
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 255 TIMES.
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.

NOTE:
1 Supported on systems running L16.05 and later L-series RVUs, J06.20 and later J-series RVUs, and
H06.22 and later H-series RVUs.

Field Definitions
ZPNAME
is the process name under which the event-exit process runs. This field is blank if no value is specified.

ZPROG
is the name of the local file containing the event-exit program. The event-exit program is run if the event-exit
process is enabled. This field is blank if no value is specified.

ZLIB
is the name of the library file used by the event-exit process. This field is blank if no value is specified.

ZSWAP
is the swap volume or swap file used by the event-exit process. This field is blank if no value is specified.

ZCPU
is the number of the processor in which the event-exit process runs.

ZPRI
is the priority at which the event-exit process runs.

ZRSPTIMEOUT
is the number of seconds that the Safeguard subsystem waits for the event-exit process to respond to an
event.

ZENABLED
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indicates whether the Safeguard event-exit process is enabled.

ZENA-SEEP-AUTHN
indicates whether authentication events are sent to the event-exit process.

ZENA-SEEP-AUTHZ
indicates whether authorization events are sent to the event-exit process.

ZENA-SEEP-PSWD
indicates whether password change events are sent to the event-exit process.For more information on
change events, see Password Change Events on page 84.

ZPARAM-TEXT
is the startup parameter text passed to the event-exit process. This field is blank if no value is specified.

ZTIMEOUT-ALL-AUTHZREQ
specifies whether the Safeguard will time out while waiting for response from SEEP on authorization events
requested by deniable users.

ZAUD-SEEP-AUTHN
indicates whether Safeguard should audit the response of the event-exit process for authentication events.

ZAUD-SEEP-AUTHZ
indicates whether Safeguard should audit the response of the event-exit process for authorization events.

ZAUD-SEEP-PSWD
indicates whether Safeguard should audit the response of the event-exit process for password quality events.

Group Profile Record
The Safeguard subsystem maintains a record for each defined group on the system. When an audited event
involves a group record, a representation of the group record appears in one or more secondary records. The
information is represented by this structure in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit records.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-GROUP-SUBREC.
 02 ZOWNERTYPEID       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZOWNERUSERNUMBER   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZOWNERUSERNAME     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
 02 ZAUTODELETE        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
 02 ZDESCRIPTION       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 256 TIMES.
 02 ZADDMEMBER-COUNT   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZADDMEMBER         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-GROUPMEMBER OCCURS 32 TIMES.
 02 ZDELMEMBER-COUNT   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZDELMEMBER         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-GROUPMEMBER OCCURS 32 TIMES.
END.

Field Definitions
ZOWNERTYPEID
indicates how the following ZOWNERUSERNUMBER and ZOWNERUSERNAME fields are to be are to be
interpreted. The defined values for ZOWNERTYPEID are:

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALSPECIFIC
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is a local user ID that matches:

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTESPECIFIC
is a local or remote user ID that matches:

\*.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZOWNERUSERNUMBER
is the group number, member number of the owner.

ZOWNERUSERNAME
is the user name of the owner.

ZAUTODELETE
indicates whether the group is automatically deleted when it no longer has any members.

ZDESCRIPTION
is text used to describe the group.

ZADDMEMBER-COUNT
indicates the number of users in the list specified by ZADDMEMBER.

ZADDMEMBER
contains a list of users that were specified in an attempt to add members to a group. Each entry in the list can
contain up to 32 characters. A maximum of 32 entries can appear.

ZDELMEMBER-COUNT
indicates the number of users in the list specified by ZDELMEMBER.

ZDELMEMBER
contains a list of users that were specified in an attempt to delete members from a group. Each entry in the
list can contain up to 32 characters. A maximum of 32 entries can appear.

IP Address Authentication Record
The Safeguard subsystem audits the IP address in the authentication record. The IP address appears in its
own secondary record if the IP address was provided during the authentication. IP address authentication
record is represented by ZSFG-DDL-AUTHN-IPADDRESS.

NOTE:

This record is supported only on systems running H06.26 and later H-series RVUs and J06.15 and later
J-series RVUs.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-AUTHN-IPADDRESS
 02 ZIPADDRLEN             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZIPADDRESS             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 128 times
END.

Field Definitions
ZIPADDRLEN
is the length in characters associated with the IP address of the authentication record.
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ZIPADDRESS
is the field that represents the IP address associated with the authentication.

Logoff Record
If a user successfully logs on at a terminal where a previous user has not logged off, the Safeguard
subsystem automatically logs off the previous user. This type of logoff is audited if it is specified in the user
record of the logged-off user. Information about the newly logged-on user is represented in the ZTEXT-AREA
of secondary audit records with this template overlay.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-VERIFYUSER-SUBREC.
 02 ZUSERNUMBER           TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZUSERNAME             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
 02 ZALIASNAME            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
END.

Field Definitions
ZUSERNUMBER
is the user ID of the newly logged-on user.

ZUSERNAME
is, in external form, the group name.member Name of the newly logged-on user. This field is blank if an
alias is used to gain access to the system.

ZALIASNAME
is the alias name of the newly logged-on user. This field is blank if the underlying ID, rather than an alias, is
used to gain access to the system.

Protection Record
The Safeguard subsystem maintains a protection record for each object for which it maintains an access
control list. Protection records include object authorization records, security-group authorization records, and
OBJECTTYPE authorization records. Attempts to add, change, delete, or read these records might be audited
depending on whether auditing has been specified for such events. The event descriptions consist of
representations of the affected protection record in one or more pairs of secondary records. The first record in
each pair of representations use this template.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-PROTECTION-SUBREC.
 02 ZOTYPE                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZLASTMODTIME           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZCLEARONPURGE          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPROGID                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZLICENSE               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPERSISTENT            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDIT-ACCESS-PASS     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-MANAGE-PASS     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZFREEZE                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZOWNERTYPEID           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
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 02 ZOWNERUSERNUMBER       TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZOWNERUSERNAME         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
 02 ZNUMACLENTRIES         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZACLENTRY              TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-ACE OCCURS 50 
TIMES.
    04 ZGRANT              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZSUBJECTTYPEID      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZSUBJECTUSERNUMBER  TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
    04 ZSUBJECTUSERNAME    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-OWNER    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-CREATE   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-PURGE    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-EXECUTE  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-WRITE    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-READ     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
END.

Field Definitions
ZSFG-DDL-PROTECTION-SUBREC has these fields:

ZOTYPE
indicates the type of object this record describes. The defined values for ZOTYPE are:

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-DEVICE
indicates a device authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-DISKFILE
indicates a disk file authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-OBJECTTYPE
indicates an OBJECTTYPE authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-PAT-DISKFILE
indicates an audit record describes a diskfile-pattern protection record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-PROCESS
indicates a process authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-SUBDEVICE
indicates a subdevice authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-SUBPROCESS
indicates a subprocess authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-SUBVOLUME
indicates a subvolume authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-VOLUME
indicates a disk volume authorization record.

ZLASTMODTIME
is a 64-bit GMT timestamp specifying when the protection record was last modified.

ZCLEARONPURGE
indicates, if nonzero, that the disk space used by this file is to be overwritten with zeros when the file is
purged.
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ZPROGID
indicates, if nonzero, that the disk file is a program object code file with the PROGID attribute.

ZLICENSE
indicates, if nonzero, that the disk file is a program object code file with the LICENSE attribute.

ZPERSISTENT
indicates, if nonzero, that the disk-file protection record should exist even if the file is purged.

ZAUDIT-ACCESS-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to access the protected object are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit access attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to access the protected object are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit access attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-MANAGE-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to manage the protection record are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZAUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to manage the protection record are audited depending on these values:
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ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZFREEZE
indicates, if nonzero, that the protection record is frozen.

ZOWNERTYPEID
indicates how the following ZOWNERUSERNUMBER and ZOWNERUSERNAME fields are to be are to be
interpreted. The defined values for ZOWNERTYPEID are:

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALSPECIFIC
is a local user ID that matches:

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTESPECIFIC
is a local or remote user ID that matches:

\*.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZOWNERUSERNUMBER
is the group number, member number of the owner.

ZOWNERUSERNAME
is the user name of the owner.

ZNUMACLENTRIES
is the number of entries, as an unsigned integer, in the ACL defined in the protection record.

ZACLENTRY
is a repeated structure, each instance of which specifies an access control list entry. The component fields
are:

ZGRANT
indicates, if nonzero, that this entry grants authorities to its subject. Otherwise, this entry denies authorities to
its subject.

ZSUBJECTTYPEID
indicates how the following ZSUBJECTUSERNUMBER and ZSUBJECTUSERNAME fields are to be
interpreted to define the set of user IDs controlled by this ACL entry. The defined values for
ZSUBJECTTYPEID are:

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALANYONE
is any user ID that matches:

*,*

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALGROUP
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is any local user ID that matches:

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, *
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALSPECIFIC
is a local user ID that matches:

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTEANYONE
is any local or remote user ID that matches:

\*.*,*
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTEGROUP
is any remote or local user ID that matches:

\*.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, *
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTESPECIFIC
is any local or remote user ID that matches:

\*.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODEANYONE
is any remote user ID authenticated on a specific node node that matches:

\node.*,*
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODEGROUP
is any remote user ID authenticated on node that matches:

\node.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, *
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODESPECIFIC
is a remote user ID authenticated on node that matches:

\node.USERIDGROUPNUMBER, \node.USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALRSVDGRP1

is any local reserved file-sharing group.

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-RMTRSVDGRP1

is any remote reserved file-sharing group.

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODERSVDGRP1

is any remote reserved file-sharing group when nodename or nodenumber is specified.

NOTE:
1 Supported on systems running L16.05 and later L-series RVUs, J06.20 and later J-series RVUs, and
H06.22 and later H-series RVUs.

ZSUBJECTUSERNUMBER
is the user ID of the subject.

ZSUBJECTUSERNAME
is the user name of the subject.

ZAUTHORITY-OWNER
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indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied OWNER authority.

ZAUTHORITY-CREATE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied CREATE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-PURGE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied PURGE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-EXECUTE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied EXECUTE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-WRITE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied WRITE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-READ
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied READ authority.

Protection Record Extension
The protection record extension appears in its own secondary record whenever a corresponding protection
record appears in the audit trail. The protection record extension is represented by this template:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-PROT-SUBRECEXT.
 02 ZNONEXISTENT           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UNIT.
 02 ZWARNINGMODE           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UNIT.
 02 ZTRUST                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZPRIVLOGON             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UNIT.
 02 ZOBJTEXTLEN            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UNIT.
 02 ZOBJTEXTDESC           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 257 TIMES.
02 ZFILLER                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE. 

NOTE:

1. ZTRUST is supported only on H-series RVUs.

2. ZPRIVLOGON is supported only on systems running H06.11 and later H-series RVUs and G06.32
and later G-series RVUs.

3. ZOBJTEXTLEN, ZOBJTEXTDESC, and ZFILLER are supported only on systems running H06.16 and
later H-series RVUs and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

Field Definitions
ZSFG-DDL-PROT-SUBRECEXT has these fields:

ZNONEXISTENT
indicates, if nonzero, that a diskfile did not exist when the protection record was added.

ZTRUST
specifies the TRUST setting for the objects protected by this record.

ZWARNINGMODE
indicates, if nonzero, that warning mode is enabled for the object protected by this protection record.

ZOBJTEXTLEN
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specifies the length, in bytes, of the object text description associated with the protection record.

ZOBJTEXTDESC
specifies the descriptive text associated with the protection record.

ZFILLER
is reserved for future use.

Pattern Protection Record

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-PATPROT-SUBREC.
 02 ZOTYPE                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZLASTMODTIME           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZCLEARONPURGE          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPROGID                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZLICENSE               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPERSISTENT            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDIT-ACCESS-PASS     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-MANAGE-PASS     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZFREEZE                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZOWNERTYPEID           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZOWNERUSERNUMBER       TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZOWNERUSERNAME         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
 02 ZNONEXISTENT           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZWARNINGMODE           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZCREATORTYPEID         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZCREATORUSERNUM        TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZCREATORUSERNAME       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
 02 ZCREATORISALIAS        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
 02 ZCREATORNODE           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZCREATORNODENAME       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 8 TIMES.
 02 ZCREATORTIME           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZLASTMODTYPEID         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZLASTMODUSERNUM        TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZLASTMODUSERNAME       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
 02 ZLASTMODISALIAS        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
 02 ZLASTMODNODE           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZLASTMODNODENAME       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 8 TIMES.
 02 ZNUMACLENTRIES         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZACLENTRY          TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-ACE-V2 OCCURS 50 TIMES.
    04 ZGRANT              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZSUBJECTTYPEID      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZSUBJECTUSERNUMBER  TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
    04 ZSUBJECTUSERNAME    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
    04 ZSUBJECTNODEID      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-OWNER    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-CREATE   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-PURGE    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-EXECUTE  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-WRITE    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZAUTHORITY-READ     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT. 
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    04 ZRESERVED           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 4 TIMES.
END. 

Field Definitions
ZSFG-DDL-PATPROT-SUBREC has these fields:

ZOTYPE
indicates the type of object this record describes. The defined values for ZOTYPE are:

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-DEVICE
indicates a device authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-DISKFILE
indicates a disk file authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-OBJECTTYPE
indicates an OBJECTTYPE authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-PAT-DISKFILE
indicates an audit record describes a diskfile-pattern protection record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-PROCESS
indicates a process authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-SUBDEVICE
indicates a subdevice authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-SUBPROCESS
indicates a subprocess authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-SUBVOLUME
indicates a subvolume authorization record.

ZSFG-VAL-OTYPE-VOLUME
indicates a disk volume authorization record.

ZLASTMODTIME
is a 64-bit GMT timestamp specifying when the protection record was last modified.

ZCLEARONPURGE
reserved—defaults to False.

ZPROGID
reserved—defaults to False.

ZLICENSE
reserved—defaults to False.

ZPERSISTENT
reserved—defaults to False.

ZAUDIT-ACCESS-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to access the protected object are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.
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ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit access attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to access the protected object are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit access attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-MANAGE-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to manage the protection record are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZAUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to manage the protection record are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZFREEZE
indicates, if nonzero, that the protection record is frozen.
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ZOWNERTYPEID
indicates how the following ZOWNERUSERNUMBER and ZOWNERUSERNAME fields are to be are to be
interpreted. The defined values for ZOWNERTYPEID are:

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALSPECIFIC
is a local user ID that matches:

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTESPECIFIC
is a local or remote user ID that matches:

\*.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZOWNERUSERNUMBER
is the group number, member number of the owner.

ZOWNERUSERNAME
is the user name of the owner.

ZNONEXISTENT
indicates, if nonzero, that a diskfile did not exist when the protection record was added.

ZWARNINGMODE
indicates, if nonzero, that warning mode is enabled for the object protected by this protection record.

ZCREATORUSERNUM
contains the user number of the user that created this pattern protection record.

ZCREATORUSERNAME
contains the user name of the user that created this pattern protection record.

ZCREATORISALIAS
indicates, when true, that ZCREATORUSERNAME is an ALIAS name.

ZCREATORTIME
contains the time when the pattern protection record was created.

ZLASTMODUSERNUM
contains the user ID of the user that last modified this pattern protection record.

ZLASTMODUSERNAME
contains the user name of the user that last modified this pattern protection record.

ZLASTMODISALIAS
indicates, when true, that ZLASTMODUSERNAME is an ALIAS name.

ZLASTMODTIME
contains the time when the pattern protection record was last modified.

ZCREATORTYPEID
indicates if the creator was a locally or remotely authenticated user.

ZCREATORNODE
includes the last authenticated node number of the user that created the pattern protection record.

ZCREATORNODENAME
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includes the last authenticated node name of the user that created the pattern protection record.

ZLASTMODTYPEID
indicates if the user that last modified this protection record was a locally or remotely authenticated user.

ZLASTMODNODE
includes the last authenticated node number of the user that modified the pattern protection record.

ZLASTMODNODENAME
includes the last authenticated node name of the user that last modified the pattern protection record.

ZACLENTRY
is a repeated structure, each instance of which specifies an ACL entry. The component fields are:

ZGRANT
indicates, if nonzero, that this entry grants authorities to its subject; otherwise, this entry denies authorities to
its subject.

ZSUBJECTTYPEID
indicates how the following ZSUBJECTUSERNUMBER and ZSUBJECTUSERNAME fields are interpreted to
define the set of user IDs controlled by this ACL entry. The defined values are:

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALANYONE
is any user ID that matches:

*,*
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALGROUP
is any local user ID that matches:

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, *
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALSPECIFIC
is a local user ID that matches:

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTEANYONE
is any local or remote user ID that matches:

\*.*,*
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTEGROUP
is any remote or local user ID that matches:

\*.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, *
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTESPECIFIC
is any local or remote user ID that matches:

\*.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODEANYONE
is any remote user ID authenticated on a specific node node that matches:

\node.*,*
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODEGROUP
is any remote user ID authenticated on node that matches:
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\node.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, *
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODESPECIFIC
is a remote user ID authenticated on node that matches:

\node.USERIDGROUPNUMBER, \node.USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSUBJECTUSERNUMBER
is the user ID of the subject.

ZSUBJECTUSERNAME
is the user name of the subject.

ZAUTHORITY-OWNER
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied OWNER authority.

ZAUTHORITY-CREATE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied CREATE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-PURGE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied PURGE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-EXECUTE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied EXECUTE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-WRITE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied WRITE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-READ
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied READ authority.

Pattern Search Access Record

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-PATTERN-SUBREC.
 02 ZPATNUMSEARCH                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPATAUTHZMETHOD              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZPATREDUCTIONLEVEL           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZPATAUTHZRESULT              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZPATTSSTART                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZPATTSEND                    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZPATAUTHZSPEC                   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 26 
TIMES.
END.

Field Definitions
ZPATNUMSEARCH
indicates the number of pattern protection records searched and discarded before determining the outcome.

ZPATAUTHZSPEC
displays the pattern-spec of a pattern protection record used in determining the object access
authorization.

ZPATAUTHZMETHOD
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indicates the method used to determine the outcome.

ZPATREDUCTIONLEVEL
indicates the number of search levels used to arrive at a null or unique pattern. Possible values are:

ZSFG-VAL-REDLVL-INITIAL
indicates that the initial search for a pattern resulted in an empty or unique result. A unique result cannot
occur when a pattern contains a wildcard. The first level of searching examines the first non-wildcard
characters for a match.

ZSFG-VAL-REDLVL-COLLATION
indicates that the selected pattern was found by reducing the search set by using the first pattern in the
collating sequence. The second level of searching is triggered when the first level (REDLVL-INITIAL) gets a
match, then that match is then sent to the pattern matching algorithm. The REDLVL-COLLATION method
indicates that at least one first level match was sent to pattern matching.

ZPATAUTHZRESULT
indicates the result of the pattern search. Possible values are GRANTED, NORECORD, and DENIED.

ZPATTSSTART
indicates when the pattern search began.

ZPATTSEND
indicates when the pattern search ended.

Safeguard Configuration Record
The Safeguard subsystem maintains a record of its own configuration attributes. Any attempt to change the
configuration is audited, resulting in a pair of secondary records—one to show the configuration before the
attempt and one to show the attempted change to the configuration. This information is represented by a
ZSFG-DDL-CONFIG-SUBREC variant of the ZTEXT-AREA field in secondary audit records.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-CONFIG-SUBREC.
 02 ZAUTH-MAX-ATTEMPTS             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUTH-FAIL-TO-VAL              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUTH-FAIL-TO-UNITS            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUTH-FAIL-FREEZE              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPASSWORD-HISTORY              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPASSWORD-MINIMUM-LENGTH       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPASSWORD-MAY-CHANGE           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPASSWORD-REQUIRED             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPASSWORD-ENCRYPT              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZCHECK-DEVICE                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZCHECK-SUBDEVICE               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZDIRECTION-DEVICE              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZCOMBINATION-DEVICE            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZACL-REQUIRED-DEVICE           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-PASS      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-FAIL      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-DEVICE-MANAGE-PASS      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-DEVICE-MANAGE-FAIL      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZCHECK-PROCESS                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZCHECK-SUBPROCESS              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZDIRECTION-PROCESS             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
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 02 ZCOMBINATION-PROCESS           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZACL-REQUIRED-PROCESS          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-FAIL     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM. 
 02 ZAUDIT-PROCESS-MANAGE-PASS     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-PROCESS-MANAGE-FAIL     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZCHECK-VOLUME                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZCHECK-SUBVOLUME               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZCHECK-DISKFILE                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZDIRECTION-DISKFILE            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZCOMBINATION-DISKFILE          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZACL-REQUIRED-DISKFILE         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS-PASS    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS-FAIL    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-DISKFILE-MANAGE-PASS    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-DISKFILE-MANAGE-FAIL    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZCLEARONPURGE-DISKFILE         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDIT-SUBJECT-AUTH-PASS       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-SUBJECT-AUTH-FAIL       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-PASS     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-FAIL     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-OBJECT-ACCESS-PASS      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM. 
 02 ZAUDIT-OBJECT-ACCESS-FAIL      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-OBJECT-MANAGE-PASS      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-OBJECT-MANAGE-FAIL      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZCURRENT-AUDIT-POOL            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 48 
TIMES.
 02 ZNEXT-AUDIT-POOL               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 48 
TIMES.
 02 ZCURRENT-AUDIT-FILE            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 48 
TIMES.
 02 ZWRITE-THROUGH-CACHE           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZEOF-REFRESH                   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZRECOVERY                      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZPASSWORD-EXPIRY-GRACE         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZCI-PROG                        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 
TIMES.
 02 ZCI-LIB                       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 
TIMES.
 02 ZCI-SWAP                      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 
TIMES.
 02 ZCI-CPU                        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZCI-PRI                        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZCI-PARAM-TEXT                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 255 
TIMES.
 02 ZCMON                          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZCMONTIMEOUT                   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZCMONERROR                     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZBLINDLOGON                    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZNAMELOGON                     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZTERMEXCLUSIVEACCESS           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZWARNSYSTEMLEVEL               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZWARNFALLBACKSECURITY          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDCLIENTSERVICE              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZALLOW-DF-PERST                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZWARNOBJECTLEVEL               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZALLOWNODEACL                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
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 02 ZCHECK-PAT-DISKFILE            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDCLIENTOSS                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UNIT
 02 ZPASSWORD-ALGORITHM            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZPASSWORD-MAXIMUM-LENGTH       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPASSWORD-COMP-MODE            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN. 
 02 ZPASSWORD-UPPERCASE-REQUIRED   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
 02 ZPASSWORD-LOWERCASE-REQUIRED      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
 02 ZPASSWORD-NUMERIC-REQUIRED        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
 02 ZPASSWORD-SPECIALCHAR-REQUIRED    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
 02 ZPASSWORD-SPACES-ALLOWED          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
 02 ZPASSWORD-MIN-QUALITY-REQUIRED    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDIT-FILE-PRIV-LGN              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
 02 ZAUDIT-EXC-FIELD                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM. 
 02 ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE1                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 
32 TIMES. 
 02 ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE2                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS
32 TIMES. 
 02 ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE3                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS
32 TIMES. 
 02 ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE4                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS
32 TIMES. 
 02 ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE5                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS
32 TIMES.
 02  ZAUDIT-OSS-FILTER                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
 02  ZAUDIT-TACL-LOGOFF                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN. 
 02 ZDYNAMIC-PROC-UPDATE               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN. 
 02 ZPASSWORD-ALPHA-REQUIRED           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN. 
 02 ZPASSWORD-MIN-UPPERCASE-REQ        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT. 
 02 ZPASSWORD-MIN-LOWERCASE-REQ        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT. 
 02 ZPASSWORD-MIN-NUMERIC-REQ          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT. 
 02 ZPASSWORD-MIN-SPECIALCHAR-REQ      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT. 
 02 ZPASSWORD-MIN-ALPHA-REQ            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPASSWORD-ERR-DETAIL               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN. 
 02 ZPROMPT-BEFORE-STOP                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.  
 END.
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NOTE:

The audit record fields, ZSFG-VAL-TYPE-OSSACLATTR and ZSFG-VAL-TYPE-OSSRENAME, are
supported only on systems running G06.29 and later G-series RVUs.

The ZAUDIT-OSS-FILTER audit record field is supported only on systems running J06.04 and later J-
series RVUs and H06.15 and later H-series RVUs.

The ZAUDIT-TACL-LOGOFF audit record field is supported only on systems running J06.08 and later J-
series RVUs, H06.19 and later H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RV.

The ZPASSWORD-ERR-DETAIL attribute is supported only on systems running J06.14 and later J-
series RVUs and H06.25 and later H-series RVUs.

The ZDYNAMIC-PROC-UPDATE audit record field is supported only on systems running J06.10 and later
J-series RVUs and H06.21and later H-series RVUs.

The ZPASSWORD-MIN-UPPERCASE-REQ, ZPASSWORD-MIN-LOWERCASE-REQ, ZPASSWORD-MIN-
NUMERIC-REQ, ZPASSWORD-MIN-SPECIALCHAR-REQ, ZPASSWORD-ALPHA-REQUIRED, and
ZPASSWORD-MIN-ALPHA-REQ attributes are supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-
series RVUs and H06.22 and later H-series RVUs.

The ZPROMPT-BEFORE-STOP attribute is supported only on systems running J06.16 and later J-series
RVUs, and H06.27 and later H-series RVUs.

Field Definitions
ZSFG-DDL-CONFIG-SUBREC contains these fields:

ZAUTH-MAX-ATTEMPTS
is the maximum number of consecutive failed authentication attempts for a user before some action is taken.

ZAUTH-FAIL-TO-VAL
is the amount of time to delay a process after ZAUTH-MAX-ATTEMPTS is exceeded as an integral number of
ZAUTH-FAIL-TO-UNITS.

ZAUTH-FAIL-TO-UNITS
indicates what the smallest increment of ZAUTH-FAIL-TO-VALUE represents. The defined values and the
units specified are:

ZSFG-VAL-UNITS-SECONDS Seconds

ZSFG-VAL-UNITS-MINUTES Minutes

ZSFG-VAL-UNITS-HOURS Hours

ZSFG-VAL-UNITS-DAYS Days

ZSFG-VAL-UNITS-WEEKS Weeks

ZSFG-VAL-UNITS-MONTHS Months

ZSFG-VAL-UNITS-YEARS Years

ZAUTH-FAIL-FREEZE
indicates, if nonzero, that a user is to be frozen when the number of consecutive failed authentication
attempts for that user exceeds ZAUTH-MAX-ATTEMPTS.

ZPASSWORD-HISTORY
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is the number of passwords kept in the password history. Any attempt to reuse a historical password results in
a failed password change attempt.

ZPASSWORD-MINIMUM-LENGTH
is the minimum length of new passwords for all users.

ZPASSWORD-MAY-CHANGE
is the maximum number of days prior to expiration that any users can change their password.

ZPASSWORD-REQUIRED
indicates, if nonzero, that all user authentication requires the use of passwords.

ZPASSWORD-ENCRYPT
indicates, if nonzero, that all user passwords are stored in encrypted form.

ZCHECK-DEVICE
indicates, if nonzero, that the Safeguard software looks for protection records for devices.

ZCHECK-SUBDEVICE
indicates, if nonzero, that the Safeguard software will look for protection records for subdevices.

ZDIRECTION-DEVICE
is the order in which the Safeguard software will look for protection records for devices and subdevices. The
values are:

ZSFG-VAL-DIR-DEV-DEVICE-1ST
indicates that the Safeguard software will examine protection records for devices before subdevices.

ZSFG-VAL-DIR-DEV-SUBDEV-1ST
indicates that the Safeguard software will examine protection records for subdevices before devices.

ZCOMBINATION-DEVICE
is the manner in which the Safeguard software checks protection records for devices. These values are
defined:

ZSFG-COMBINATION-1ST-ACL
indicates first ACL.

ZSFG-COMBINATION-1ST-RULE
indicates first rule.

ZSFG-COMBINATION-ALL
indicates all.

ZACL-REQUIRED-DEVICE
indicates, if nonzero, that access is denied to all devices that are not protected by an ACL.

ZAUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to access a protected device are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
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Do not audit access attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-DEVICE-ACCESS-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to access a protected device are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit access attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-DEVICE-MANAGE-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to manage a device protection record are audited depending on these
values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZAUDIT-DEVICE-MANAGE-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to manage a device protection record are audited depending on these
values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZCHECK-PROCESS
indicates, if nonzero, that the Safeguard software examines protection records for processes.

ZCHECK-SUBPROCESS
indicates, if nonzero, that the Safeguard software examines protection records for subprocesses.
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ZDIRECTION-PROCESS
is the order in which the Safeguard software searches for protection records for processes and subprocesses.
These values are defined:

ZSFG-VAL-DIR-PROC-PROC-1ST
indicates that Safeguard software will examine protection records for processes before subprocesses.

ZSFG-VAL-DIR-PROC-SUBPROC-1ST
indicates that the Safeguard software will examine protection records for subprocesses before processes.

ZCOMBINATION-PROCESS
is the manner in which the Safeguard software checks protection records for processes. These values are
defined:

ZSFG-COMBINATION-1ST-RULE
indicates first rule.

ZSFG-COMBINATION-ALL
indicates all.

ZACL-REQUIRED-PROCESS
indicates, if nonzero, that access is denied to all processes not protected by an ACL.

ZAUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to access a protected process are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit access attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to access a protected process are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit access attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-PROCESS-MANAGE-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to manage a process protection record are audited depending on these
values:
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ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZAUDIT-PROCESS-MANAGE-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to manage a process protection record are audited depending on these
values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZCHECK-VOLUME
indicates, if nonzero, that the Safeguard software searches for protection records for volumes.

ZCHECK-SUBVOLUME
indicates, if nonzero, that the Safeguard software searches for protection records for subvolumes.

ZCHECK-DISKFILE
indicates, if nonzero, that the Safeguard software searches for protection records for disk files.

ZDIRECTION-DISKFILE
is the order in which the Safeguard software searches for protection records for disk files and volumes. These
values are defined:

ZSFG-VAL-DIR-DISK-FILE-1ST
indicates that the Safeguard software will look at protection records for disk files before those for volumes.

ZSFG-VAL-DIR-DISK-VOL-1ST
indicates that the Safeguard software will look at protection records for volumes before those for disk files.

ZCOMBINATION-DISKFILE
is the manner in which the Safeguard software checks protection records for disk files. These values are
defined:

ZSFG-COMBINATION-1ST-ACL
indicates first ACL.

ZSFG-COMBINATION-1ST-RULE
indicates first rule.
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ZSFG-COMBINATION-ALL
indicates all.

ZACL-REQUIRED-DISKFILE
indicates, if nonzero, that access is denied to all disk files that are not protected by an ACL.

ZAUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to access a protected disk file are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit access attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-DISKFILE-ACCESS-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to access a protected disk file are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit access attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-DISKFILE-MANAGE-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to manage a disk-file protection record are audited depending on these
values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZAUDIT-DISKFILE-MANAGE-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to manage a disk-file protection record are audited depending on these
values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
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Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZCLEARONPURGE-DISKFILE
indicates, if nonzero, that disk files are cleared when purged.

ZAUDIT-SUBJECT-AUTH-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to authenticate users are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
No attempts are audited.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
No attempts are audited. Authentication attempts can be audited only on the system where they occur.

ZAUDIT-SUBJECT-AUTH-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to authenticate users are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
No attempts are audited.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
No attempts are audited. Authentication attempts can be audited only on the system where they occur.

ZAUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to manage a user authentication record are audited depending on these
values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.
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ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZAUDIT-SUBJECT-MANAGE-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to manage a user authentication record are audited depending on these
values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZAUDIT-OBJECT-ACCESS-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to access a protected object are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote attempts.

ZAUDIT-OBJECT-ACCESS-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to access a protected object are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote attempts.

ZAUDIT-OBJECT-MANAGE-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to manage an object protection record are audited depending on these
values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
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Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZAUDIT-OBJECT-MANAGE-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to manage an object protection record are audited depending on these
values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZCURRENT-AUDIT-POOL
is the name of the current audit pool.

ZNEXT-AUDIT-POOL
is the name of the next audit pool.

ZCURRENT-AUDIT-FILE
is the internal-form name of the current audit file—that is, the name of the audit file to which audit records are
currently being written.

ZWRITE-THROUGH-CACHE
indicates, if nonzero, that audit files are opened with the write-through cache option enabled.

ZEOF-REFRESH
indicates, if nonzero, that audit files are opened with the end-of-file refresh option enabled.

ZRECOVERY
indicates the recovery action that the audit service will apply when disk space in the current audit pool
becomes unavailable. The defined values are:

ZSFG-VAL-RECOVERY-DENYGRANTS
Deny Safeguard authorizations until the condition is removed.

ZSFG-VAL-RECOVERY-RECYCLE
Recycle audit files in the current audit pool.

ZSFG-VAL-RECOVERY-SUSPAUDIT
Suspend auditing until the condition is removed.

ZPASSWORD-EXPIRY-GRACE
is the number of days after password expiration during which users can change their password.

ZCI-PROG
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is the object file of the default command interpreter that is started after user authentication at a Safeguard
terminal. This value is used if no command interpreter is specified for the user or the terminal.

ZCI-LIB
is the library file used with the default command interpreter.

ZCI-SWAP
is the swap volume or file used with the default command interpreter.

ZCI-CPU
is the processor number in which the default command interpreter process runs.

ZCI-PRI
is the priority at which the default command interpreter runs.

ZCI-PARAM-TEXT
is the startup parameter text used when starting the default command interpreter.

ZCMON
indicates, if nonzero, that the Safeguard software communicates with $CMON during these events: logon,
illegal logon attempts, logoff, and newprocess of the command interpreter.

ZCMONTIMEOUT
is the number of seconds that the Safeguard software waits for any $CMON operation.

ZCMONERROR
indicates whether a failure to communicate with $CMON results in the authentication being denied. These
values are defined:

ZSFG-VAL-CMON-ERROR-ACCEPT
A failure does not cause the authentication to be denied.

ZSFG-VAL-CMON-ERROR-DENY
A failure causes the authentication to be denied.

ZBLINDLOGON
indicates, if nonzero, that passwords are not displayed and cannot be entered on the same line as the user
name during logon.

ZNAMELOGON
indicates, if nonzero, that only user names (not user IDs) can be used during logon.

ZTERMEXCLUSIVEACCESS
indicates, if nonzero, that a user name logged on at a Safeguard terminal has exclusive access to the
terminal.

ZWARNSYSTEMLEVEL
indicates, if nonzero, that Safeguard warning mode is enabled.

ZWARNFALLBACKSECURITY
indicates whether Guardian security rules are enforced when Safeguard warning mode is enabled. These
values are defined:

ZSFG-VAL-FALLBACK-GRANT
Guardian security rules are ignored, and access is granted during warning mode.

ZSFG-VAL-FALLBACK-GUARDIAN
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Guardian security rules are enforced during warning mode.

ZAUDCLIENTSERVICE
indicates, if nonzero, that auditing for privileged guardian clients is enabled.

ZALLOW-DF-PERST
indicates if persistent protection records can be created for disk files that might not exist. Field type is
enumerated. The defined values are:

ZSFG-VAL-ALLOW-DF-PERST-NORMAL
ADD commands for disk-file persistent protection records for nonexistent disk files result in an error.

ZSFG-VAL-ALLOW-DF-PERST-ALWAYS
ADD commands for disk-file persistent protection records for nonexistent disk files are accepted as if the file
did exist.

ZWARNOBJECTLEVEL
indicates, if nonzero, that warning mode is enabled for individual object protection records.

ZALLOWNODEACL
indicates, if nonzero, that ACL entries containing explicit node identifiers are consulted for remote access.

ZCHECK-PAT-DISKFILE
specifies whether the diskfile-pattern protection record is consulted to determine access to disk files. Field
type is enumerated. Possible values are:

ZSFG-VAL-CHECK-PAT-OFF
specifies that the Safeguard software is not to perform any pattern searches to determine process access.

ZSFG-VAL-CHECK-PAT-FIRST
specifies that the Safeguard software is to first perform a pattern search for a matching pattern, and only if the
result of the search is NORECORD, will a normal search of remaining object protection records occur.

ZSFG-VAL-CHECK-PAT-LAST
specifies that the Safeguard software is to first perform a normal search of all object protection records
(EXCEPT patterns), and only if the result of the search is NORECORD, a pattern search for a matching
pattern is performed.

ZSFG-VAL-CHECK-PAT-ONLY
specifies that the Safeguard software is to perform only a pattern search for a matching pattern. That is, even
if the result is NORECORD, normal searching will not occur.

ZSFG-VAL-CHECK-PAT-MID
specifies that the Safeguard software must perform a pattern search for a matching pattern:

• After the diskfile protection record search returns NORECORD when Direction-Diskfile is set to Filename-
First.

• Before the diskfile protection record search, when the Direction-Diskfile is set to Volume-First, and the
Volume and Subvolume protection record search returns NORECORD.

NOTE:

This field is supported only on systems running J06.08 and later J-series RVUs and H06.18 and later H-
series RVUs.

ZAUDCLIENTOSS
indicates, if nonzero, that auditing for privileged OSS clients is enabled.
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ZPASSWORD-ALGORITHM
indicates that passwords are encrypted according to the following field values.

ZSFG-VAL-PSWD-ALGTHM-DES
specifies that passwords given at the time of changing a password be encrypted using the DES algorithm.

ZSFG-VAL-PSWD-ALGTHM-HMAC256
specifies that passwords given at the time of changing a password be encrypted using HMAC and SHA-256
algorithms.

ZPASSWORD-MAXIMUM-LENGTH
is the maximum length of new passwords for all users.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.08 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-COMP-MODE
indicates that only the first eight characters of the specified password would be considered during password
change. The data type is Boolean.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.08 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-ERR-DETAIL
determines whether a detailed error message is displayed to the user when the password supplied does not
meet the defined minimum complexity as defined. The initial value is OFF.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.14 and later J-series RVUs and H06.25 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-UPPERCASE-REQUIRED
indicates whether a user password will be enforced to have at least one uppercase character. The initial value
is OFF.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-LOWERCASE-REQUIRED
indicates whether a user password will be enforced to have at least one lowercase character. The initial value
is OFF.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-NUMERIC-REQUIRED
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indicates whether a user's password will be enforced to have at least one numeric character. The initial value
is OFF.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-SPECIALCHAR-REQUIRED
indicates whether a user password will be enforced to have at least one special character. The initial value is
OFF.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-SPACES-ALLOWED
indicates whether a user's password will be allowed to have embedded spaces. The initial value is OFF.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

When PASSWORD-ENCRYPT is OFF or PASSWORD-ALGORITHM is DES or PASSWORD-
COMPATIBILITY-MODE is ON, an attempt to alter PASSWORD-SPACES-ALLOWED to ON shall result in
error. The error message displayed is:

THIS ATTRIBUTE CANNOT BE MODIFIED UNLESS PASSWORD-ALGORITHM = HMAC256, 
PASSWORD-ENCRYPT = ON, and PASSWORD-COMPATIBILITY-MODE = OFF; COMMAND NOT 
EXECUTED.

PASSWORD-MIN-QUALITY-REQUIRED
specifies the mininum quality criteria that must be met when a password is set or changed. The initial value is
0.

NOTE:

When any of the following password quality attributes is enabled, PASSWORD-MIN-QUALITY-
REQUIRED will be automatically set from 0 to 1:

• PASSWORD-UPPERCASE-REQUIRED
• PASSWORD-LOWERCASE-REQUIRED
• PASSWORD-NUMERIC-REQUIRED
• PASSWORD-SPECIALCHAR-REQUIRED
• PASSWORD-ALPHA-REQUIRED

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running G06.31 and later G-series RVUs and H06.09 and
later H-series RVUs.

When PASSWORD-ENCRYPT is OFF, any attempt to alter the quality attributes results in error. The following
error message is displayed:
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THIS ATTRIBUTE CANNOT BE MODIFIED UNLESS PASSWORD-ENCRYPT = ON; COMMAND 
NOT EXECUTED.

ZSFG^ERR^PSWD^QUAL^NEED^ENC

ZPASSWORD-MIN-UPPERCASE-REQ
indicates that the user password must contain the specified minimum number of uppercase characters. The
initial value is 0, and the valid range is 0 through 8.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-MIN-LOWERCASE-REQ
indicates that the user password must contain the specified minimum number of lowercase characters. The
initial value is 0, and the valid range is 0 through 8.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-MIN-NUMERIC-REQ
indicates that the user password must contain the specified minimum number of numeric characters. The
initial value is 0, and the valid range is 0 through 8.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-MIN-SPECIALCHAR-REQ
indicates that the user password must contain the specified minimum number of special characters. The initial
value is 0, and the valid range is 0 through 8.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-ALPHA-REQUIRED
indicates whether a user password will be enforced to have at least one alphabetic character. The initial value
is OFF.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZPASSWORD-MIN-ALPHA-REQ
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indicates that the user password must contain the specified minimum number of alphabetic characters. The
initial value is 0, and the valid range is 0 through 8.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running J06.11 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and
later H-series RVUs.

ZAUDIT-FILE-PRIV-LGN
specifies conditions for auditing privlogon attempts on the system. This setting supplements the audit settings
in the individual diskfile records. The conditions can be ON or OFF. The default is OFF.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running H06.11 and later H-series RVUs.

ZAUDIT-EXC-FIELD
is the name of a field in the audit record. All audit events generated by NonStop client subsystems containing
this specified field name are considered for exclusion during audit record generation. The defined values are:

• zSFG-val-audexc-operation
• zSFG-val-audexc-outcome
• zSFG-val-audexc-objecttype
• zSFG-val-audexc-ownerusername
• zSFG-val-audexc-ownerusernum
• zSFG-val-audexc-ownerisremote
• zSFG-val-audexc-subjusername
• zSFG-val-audexc-subjusernum
• zSFG-val-audexc-subjsystname
• zSFG-val-audexc-subjcreatname
• zSFG-val-audexc-subjcreatnum
• zSFG-val-audexc-subjsystnum
• zSFG-val-audexc-subjprocname
• zSFG-val-audexc-subjautlocname
• zSFG-val-audexc-subjtermname
• zSFG-val-audexc-subjautlocnum
• zSFG-val-audexc-creatrusername
• zSFG-val-audexc-creatrusernum
• zSFG-val-audexc-creatrsystname
• zSFG-val-audexc-creatrcrtrname
• zSFG-val-audexc-creatrcrtrnum
• zSFG-val-audexc-creatrsystnum
• zSFG-val-audexc-creatrprocname
• zSFG-val-audexc-creatratlcname
• zSFG-val-audexc-creatrtermname
• zSFG-val-audexc-creatratlcnum
• zSFG-val-audexc-objectname
• zSFG-val-audexc-none

ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE1
specifies a value for the respective field name in the zaudit-exc-field.

ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE2
specifies a value for the respective field name in the zaudit-exc-field.
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ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE3
specifies value for the respective field name in the zaudit-exc-field.

ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE4
specifies value for the respective field name in the zaudit-exc-field.

ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE5
specifies value for the respective field name in the zaudit-exc-field.

NOTE:

The ZAUDIT-EXC-FIELD, ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE1, ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE2, ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE3,
ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE4 and ZAUDIT-EXC-VALUE5 attributes are supported only on systems running
J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.14 and later H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

ZAUDIT-OSS-FILTER
indicates, if true, that user level attributes AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS and AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL
enable or disable OSS auditing. TheAUDIT-OSS-FILTER attribute takes effect only if the Safeguard global
configuration attributeAUDIT-CLIENT-OSS is enabled. The default is OFF.

NOTE:

The ZAUDIT-OSS-FILTER audit record field is supported only on systems running J06.04 and later J-
series RVUs and H06.15 and later H-series RVUs.

ZAUDIT-TACL-LOGOFF
controls generation of audits for the TACL LOGOFF or TACL EXIT operations. When set to TRUE, audits for
the TACL LOGOFF or TACL EXIT operations are generated based on the value of the ZSFG-TKN-AUDIT-
AUTHENTICATE-PASS and ZSFG-TKN-AUDIT-AUTHENTICATE-FAIL tokens.

When set to FALSE, audits for the TACL LOGOFF orTACL EXIT operations are generated based on the value
of the ZSFG-TKN-AUDIT-CLIENT-GUARDIAN, ZSFG-TKN-AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-PASS, and ZSFG-
TKN-AUDIT-PROCESS-ACCESS-FAIL tokens.

The default is FALSE.

NOTE:

The AUDIT-TACL-LOGOFF attribute is supported only on systems running J06.08 and later J-series
RVUs, H06.19 and later H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

ZDYNAMIC-PROC-UPDATE
ON indicates that the process identity attributes (AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS, AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL,
primary group, supplementary group list, and group count) are updated dynamically when the audit and group
attributes of the corresponding user are modified.

The default is OFF.

NOTE:

The ZDYNAMIC-PROC-UPDATE attribute is supported only on systems running J06.10 and later J-
series RVUs and H06.21 and later H-series RVUs.

ZPROMPT-BEFORE-STOP
ON indicates that the user is prompted with a confirmation message when the STOP command is issued.

The default is OFF.
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NOTE:

The ZPROMPT-BEFORE-STOP attribute is supported only on systems running J06.16 and later J-
series RVUs, and H06.27 and later H-series RVUs.

Terminal Definition Record
The Safeguard software maintains a terminal definition record for each terminal that has been secured with
the ADD TERMINAL command. Any attempt to change a terminal definition is audited. The change generates
a pair of secondary records—one to record the definition before the attempt and one to represent the
attempted change. These definitions are represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit records with this
template overlay:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-LU-SUBREC.
 02 ZTERMINAL-NAME    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
 02 ZCI-PROG          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
 02 ZCI-LIB           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
 02 ZCI-SWAP          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
 02 ZCI-NAME          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 6 TIMES.
 02 ZCI-CPU           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZCI-PRI           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZCI-PARAM-TEXT    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 255 TIMES.
 02 ZFREEZE           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
END.

Field Definitions
ZTERMINAL-NAME
is the name of the terminal to which this record refers.

ZCI-PROG
is the name of object file of the command interpreter that is started after user authentication at this terminal.
This value is used if no command interpreter is specified for the user.

ZCI-LIB
is the library file used with this command interpreter.

ZCI-SWAP
is the swap volume or file used with this command interpreter.

ZCI-NAME
is the process name assigned to the command interpreter when it runs at this terminal.

ZCI-CPU
is the processor number in which this command interpreter runs.

ZCI-PRI
is the priority at which this command interpreter runs.

ZCI-PARAM-TEXT
is the startup parameter text passed to the command interpreter when it is started at this terminal.

ZFREEZE
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indicates, if nonzero, that this terminal definition is frozen.

User Authentication Record
The Safeguard software maintains a record for each user or alias that it can authenticate. Most of the
information contained in this record is included in the event description of each audited authentication attempt
and each audited attempt to manage the user record.

When these events are audited and recorded in the audit trail, a representation of the user or alias record is
included in one or more secondary audit records. This information is represented by a ZSFG-DDL-USER-
SUBREC variant of the ZTEXT-AREA field in secondary audit records.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBREC.
 02 ZPASSWORD-CHANGED        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZDEFAULTVOLUME           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
 02 ZDEFAULTSECURITY         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZLOGONFAILCOUNT          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDIT-AUTHEN-PASS       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-AUTHEN-FAIL       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-MANAGE-PASS       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZFREEZE                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPASSWORDPERIOD          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZLASTMODTIME             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZLASTLOGONTIME           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZPASSWORDEXPIRES         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZUSEREXPIRES             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZPASSWORDMAYCHANGE       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZPASSWORDLASTCHANGE      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
 02 ZSTATICLOGONFAILCOUNT    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZPASSWORD-EXPIRY-GRACE   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZOWNERTYPEID             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZOWNERUSERNUMBER         TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
 02 ZOWNERUSERNAME           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
 02 ZCI-PROG                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
 02 ZCI-LIB                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
 02 ZCI-SWAP                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
 02 ZCI-NAME                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 6 TIMES.
 02 ZCI-CPU                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZCI-PRI                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZCI-PARAM-TEXT           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 255 
TIMES.
 02 ZDEFAULT-PROTECTION      TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-DEFAULT PROT.
    04 ZAUDIT-ACCESS-PASS    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZAUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZAUDIT-MANAGE-PASS    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZAUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZFREEZE               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
    04 ZOWNERTYPEID          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZOWNERUSERNUMBER      TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
    04 ZOWNERUSERNAME        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
    04 ZNUMACLENTRIES        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
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    04 ZACLENTRY             TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-ACE OCCURS 50 
TIMES
       06 ZGRANT             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
       06 ZSUBJECTTYPEID     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
       06 ZSUBJECTUSERNUMBER TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
       06 ZSUBJECTUSERNAME   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
       06 ZAUTHORITY-OWNER   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
       06 ZAUTHORITY-CREATE  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
       06 ZAUTHORITY-PURGE   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
       06 ZAUTHORITY-EXECUTE TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
       06 ZAUTHORITY-WRITE   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
       06 ZAUTHORITY-READ    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
END.

Field Definitions
ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBREC contains these fields:

ZPASSWORD-CHANGED
indicates, if nonzero, that the password was changed.

ZDEFAULTVOLUME
is the default volume and subvolume at the time of the authentication attempt.

ZDEFAULTSECURITY
is a 16-bit field specifying the default Guardian security vector that applies to disk files created by this user
and not protected by the Safeguard software. Bits <4:15> of this field are defined by the SETMODE 1 (file
security) system procedure call. For more information, see the Guardian Procedure Calls Reference Manual.
Bit <2>, when set, indicates that the user profile record includes Safeguard default protection attributes.

ZLOGONFAILCOUNT
is a count of the number of failed logon attempts since the last successful authentication of this user.

ZAUDIT-AUTHEN-PASS
indicates that successful authentication attempts are audited according to the specified values. This field was
previously called ZAUDIT-ACCESS-PASS. The old name is no longer supported. Possible values are:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote authentication attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local authentication attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
No authentication attempts are audited.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
No authentication attempts are audited. Authentication attempts can be audited only on the system where
they occur.

ZAUDIT-AUTHEN-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful authentication attempts are audited according to the specified values. This field
was previously called ZAUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL. The old name is no longer supported. Possible values are:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
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Audit local and remote authentication attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local authentication attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
No authentication attempts are audited.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
No authentication attempts are audited. Authentication attempts can be audited only on the system where
they occur.

ZAUDIT-MANAGE-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to manage the user authentication record are audited depending on these
values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZAUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to manage the user authentication record are audited depending on
these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZAUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS
indicates all successful attempts by the user to access protected objects or manage Safeguard protection
records. When the Safeguard global configuration attributes AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS and AUDIT-OSS-FILTER
are enabled, the AUDIT-USER-ACTION-PASS attribute enables or disables OSS auditing. These attempts
are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote attempts by the user.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local attempts performed by the user.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
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Do not audit attempts performed by the user.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote attempts performed by the user.

ZAUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL
indicates all failed attempts by the user to access protected objects or manage Safeguard protection
records.When the Safeguard global configuration attributes AUDIT-CLIENT-OSS and AUDIT-OSS-FILTER
are enabled, the AUDIT-USER-ACTION-FAIL attribute enables or disables OSS auditing. These attempts are
audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote attempts by the user.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local attempts performed by the user.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit attempts performed by the user.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote attempts performed by the user.

ZFREEZE
indicates, if nonzero, that the user ID is frozen.

ZPASSWORDPERIOD
is an integer specifying the interval, in days, within which the same password can be used for authentication
attempts.

ZLASTMODTIME
is a 64-bit GMT timestamp specifying the date and time when the user's profile record was last modified.

ZLASTLOGONTIME
is a 64-bit GMT timestamp specifying when the last successful authentication of this user occurred.

ZPASSWORDEXPIRES
is a 64-bit GMT timestamp specifying when the user's password expires.

ZUSEREXPIRES
is a 64-bit GMT timestamp specifying when the user ID expires. An expired user ID cannot be successfully
authenticated.

ZPASSWORDMAYCHANGE
is a 64-bit GMT timestamp specifying when the password for this user can next be changed. A value of zero
indicates that the password can be changed at any time.

ZPASSWORDLASTCHANGE
is a 64-bit GMT timestamp specifying the last time this user's password was changed.

ZSTATICLOGONFAILCOUNT
is a 32-bit integer counting the cumulative number of all failed authentication attempts for this user.

ZPASSWORD-EXPIRY-GRACE
is the number of days after password expiration during which this user can change the password during
logon.
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ZOWNERTYPEID
indicates how the following ZOWNERUSERNUMBER and ZOWNERUSERNAME fields are interpreted. The
defined values for ZOWNERTYPEID are:

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALSPECIFIC
is a local user ID that matches:

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTESPECIFIC
is a local or remote user ID that matches:

\*.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZOWNERUSERNUMBER
is the user ID of the owner of the profile record.

ZOWNERUSERNAME
is the user name of the owner of the profile record.

ZCI-PROG
is the name of the object file for the command interpreter started after this user is authenticated at a
Safeguard terminal.

ZCI-LIB
is the file name of the library used with this command interpreter.

ZCI-SWAP
is the swap volume or file used with this command interpreter.

ZCI-NAME
is the process name assigned to this command interpreter.

ZCI-CPU
is the processor number in which this command interpreter runs.

ZCI-PRI
is the priority at which this command interpreter runs.

ZCI-PARAM-TEXT
is the startup parameter text used when starting this command interpreter.

ZDEFAULT-PROTECTION
contains Safeguard default protection attributes that apply to disk files created by this user. These attributes
include:

ZAUDIT-ACCESS-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to access the disk file are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit access attempts from any source.
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ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-ACCESS-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to access the disk file are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local access attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit access attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote access attempts.

ZAUDIT-MANAGE-PASS
indicates that successful attempts to manage the disk-file protection record created through DEFAULT-
PROTECTION are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZAUDIT-MANAGE-FAIL
indicates that unsuccessful attempts to manage the disk-file protection record created through DEFAULT-
PROTECTION are audited depending on these values:

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-ALL
Audit local and remote management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-LOCAL
Audit local management attempts.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-NONE
Do not audit management attempts from any source.

ZSFG-VAL-AUDIT-REMOTE
Audit remote management attempts.

ZFREEZE
indicates, if nonzero, that disk files protected for the user through DEFAULT-PROTECTION are initially frozen.

ZOWNERTYPEID
indicates how the following ZOWNERUSERNUMBER and ZOWNERUSERNAME fields are to be are to be
interpreted. The defined values for ZOWNERTYPEID are:
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ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALSPECIFIC
is a local user ID that matches:

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTESPECIFIC
is a local or remote user ID that matches:

\*.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZOWNERUSERNUMBER
is the user ID of the owner of the disk file protection record.

ZOWNERUSERNAME
is the user name of the owner of the disk file protection record.

ZNUMACLENTRIES
indicates, as an unsigned integer, the number of entries in the ACL defined in the protection record.

ZACLENTRY
is a repeated structure, each instance of which specifies an ACL entry. The component fields are:

ZGRANT
indicates, if nonzero, that this entry grants authorities to its subject; otherwise, this entry denies authorities to
its subject.

ZSUBJECTTYPEID
indicates how the following ZSUBJECTUSERNUMBER and ZSUBJECTUSERNAME fields are interpreted to
define the set of user IDs controlled by this ACL entry. The defined values are:

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALANYONE
is any user ID that matches:

*,*
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALGROUP
is any local user ID that matches:

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, *
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALSPECIFIC
is a local user ID that matches:

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTEANYONE
is any local or remote user ID that matches:

\*.*,*
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTEGROUP
is any remote or local user ID that matches:

\*.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, *
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTESPECIFIC
is any local or remote user ID that matches:

\*.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODEANYONE
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is any remote user ID authenticated on a specific node node that matches:

\node.*,*
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODEGROUP
is any remote user ID authenticated on node that matches:

\node.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, *
ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODESPECIFIC
is a remote user ID authenticated on node that matches:

\node.USERIDGROUPNUMBER, \node.USERID.USERNUMBER
ZSUBJECTUSERNUMBER
is the user ID of the subject.

ZSUBJECTUSERNAME
is the user name of the subject.

ZAUTHORITY-OWNER
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied OWNER authority.

ZAUTHORITY-CREATE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied CREATE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-PURGE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied PURGE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-EXECUTE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied EXECUTE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-WRITE
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied WRITE authority.

ZAUTHORITY-READ
indicates, if nonzero, that the subject is granted or denied READ authority.

User Record Extensions
The Safeguard subsystem maintains extensions to the authentication record for each user or alias on the
system.

The user record extensions appear in their own secondary record whenever a corresponding authentication
record appears in the audit trail. The user record extensions are represented by a ZSFG-DDL-USER-
SUBRECEXT variant and a ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1 variant of the ZTEXT-AREA field. The ZSFG-
DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT extension record contains attributes effective as of the D30 product version of the
Safeguard subsystem. The ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1 extension record contains attributes effective
as of the G06.27 product version of the Safeguard subsystem.

DDL Definition of ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT

DEF ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT.
 02 ZPRIMARY-GROUP           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZGROUP-COUNT             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT
 02 ZGROUP-LIST              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2 OCCURS 32 TIMES
 02 ZINITIAL-PROGTYPE        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
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 02 ZINITIAL-PROGLEN         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZINITIAL-PROGRAM        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 256 TIMES.
 02 ZINITIAL-DIRLEN          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZINITIAL-DIRECTORY      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 256 TIMES.
 02 ZNUMOWNENTS           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZOWNER-LIST    TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-OWNER-LIST OCCURS 50 TIMES.
    04 ZOWNENTTYPEID         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
    04 ZOWNENT-USERNUMBER    TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
    04 ZOWNENT-USERNAME      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 18 TIMES.
    04 ZOWNENTNODENUM        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
END.

Field Definitions
ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT contains these fields:

ZPRIMARY-GROUP
is the user's primary group—by default the user's administrative group.

ZGROUP-COUNT
is the number of entries in the user's group list.

ZGROUP-LIST
is the list of groups for which the user is a member.

ZINITIAL-PROGTYPE
is the initial program type for the user within the OSS file system.

ZINITIAL-PROGLEN
is the length of the pathname for the user's initial program within the OSS file system.

ZINITIAL-PROGRAM
is the pathname for the user's initial program within the OSS file system.

ZINITIAL-DIRLEN
is the length of the pathname for the user's initial working directory within the OSS file system.

ZINITIAL-DIRECTORY
is the pathname for the user's initial working directory within the OSS file system.

ZNUMOWNENTS

NOTE:

This field is supported only on systems running G06.27 and later G-series RVUs and H06.07 and later
H-series RVUs.

denotes the number of entries in the owner list defined in the user authentication record. It does not include
the primary owner.

ZOWNER-LIST
is a repeated structure, each instance of which specifies an owner. The list can have a maximum of 50
entries. The fields of ZOWNER-LIST are:

ZOWNENTTYPEID
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indicates how the ZOWNENT-USERNUMBER and ZOWNENT-USERNAME fields are to be interpreted.
Possible values are:

ZSFG-VAL-TYPE-ID-LOCALSPECIFIC
indicates a local user ID that matches

USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTESPECIFIC
indicates any local or remote user ID that matches

\*USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALGROUP
is any local user ID that matches

GROUPNUMBER, *

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTEGROUP
is any local or remote user ID that matches

\*.GROUPNUMBER, *

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-LOCALANYONE
is any local user ID that matches

*.*

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-REMOTEANYONE
is any local or remote user ID that matches

\*.*.*

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODESPECIFIC
is any local or remote user ID that matches

\NODENUMBER.USERID.GROUPNUMBER, USERID.USERNUMBER

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODEGROUP
is any local or remote user ID that matches

\NODENUMBER.USERID.GROUPNUMBER,*

ZSFG-VAL-TYPEID-NODEANYONE
is any local or remote user ID that matches

\NODENUMBER.*.*

ZOWNENT-USERNUMBER
denotes the user ID of the owner.

ZOWNENT-USERNAME
denotes the user name of the owner.

ZNODENUM
denotes the node number of the owner if the type ID is node specific.

DDL Definition of ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1

DEF ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1
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 02 ZLENDESCTEXT           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZDESCRIPTIONTEXT       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE-OCCURS-2049 TIMES.
 02 ZLENDESCBIN            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZFAILEDLOGONCOUNTRESETTIME TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP
END.

Field Definitions
ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1 contains these fields:

ZLENDESCTEXT
is the length in characters of the text description associated with the user authentication record.

ZDESCRIPTIONTEXT
is a field of descriptive text associated with the user authentication record.

ZLENDESCBIN
is the length in bytes of the binary description associated with the user authentication record.

ZFAILEDLOGONCOUNTRESETTIME
is the last time the attribute STATIC FAILED LOGON COUNT was RESET.

NOTE:

This field is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series RVUs, H06.10 and later H-
series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

NOTE:

ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1 is no longer used because it is superseded by ZSFG-DDL-USER-
SUBRECEXT-1n. However, the product will continue to support it for backward compatibility.

DDL Definition of ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1n

DEF ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1n
 02 ZLENDESCBIN                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZFAILEDLOGONCOUNTRESETTIME  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP
 02 ZLENDESCTEXT                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT
 02 ZDESCRIPTIONTEXT        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE-OCCURS-2049 TIMES
END.

Field Definitions
ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1n contains these fields:

ZLENDESCBIN
is the length in bytes of the binary description associated with the user authentication record.

ZFAILEDLOGONCOUNTRESETTIME
is the last time the attribute STATIC FAILED LOGON COUNT was RESET.

ZLENDESCTEXT
is the length in characters of the text description associated with the user authentication record.

ZDESCRIPTIONTEXT
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is a field of descriptive text associated with the user authentication record. This field can hold text description
data of variable length.

NOTE:

ZSFG-DDL-USER-SUBRECEXT-1n is supported only on systems running J06.03 and later J-series
RVUs, H06.14 and later H-series RVUs, and G06.32 and later G-series RVUs.

DDL Definition of ZSFG-DDL-GROUP-SUBRECEXT
A secondary subrecord is added for the group audit record to audit the changes related to OWNER-LIST
attribute.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-GROUP-SUBRECEXT
  02 ZNUMOWNENTS   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT
  02 ZOWNER-LIST   TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-OWNER-LIST occurs 50 times.
END.

FIELD Definitions
ZSFG-DDL-GROUP-SUBRECEXT contains these fields:

ZNUMOWNENTS
denotes the number of entries in the owner list defined in the group authentication record. It does not include
the primary owner.

NOTE:

This field is supported only on systems running H06.25 and later H series RVUs and J06.14 and later J
series RVUs.

ZOWNER-LIST
is a repeated structure, each instance of which specifies an owner. The list can have a maximum of 50
entries.

Guardian File System Error Record
The Guardian File System error record accommodates the error number when the requested operation
results in a File System error.

DDL Definition

DEF  ZSFG-DDL-FSERROR-SUBREC

  02 ZERROR  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT

  END

Field Definitions
ZSFG-DDL-FSERROR-SUBREC has this field:

ZERROR
is the error number returned by File System for a failed diskfile operation.
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NOTE:

This information is supported only on systems running H06.19 and later H-series RVUs.

Object Program File Name Error Record
The Object Program File Name error record is generated when a Guardian process start event is audited.

DDL Definition

DEF  ZSFG-DDL-GUARDEXEC-SUBREC

 02  ZPROGRAMNAME  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 48 TIMES

 END

Field Definitions
ZSFG-DDL-GUARDEXEC-SUBREC has this field:

ZPROGRAMNAME
denotes the program file name of the new guardian process.

NOTE:

This information is supported only on systems running J06.10 and later J-series RVUs and H06.21 and
later H-series RVUs.

OSS Audit File Record Format
The Audit record format for OSS audits is the same as Guardian audits. The secondary text area is utilized for
reporting additional attributes. OSS audit support applies only to systems running G06.12 and later RVUs.

ZTEXT-AREA-TYPE
indicates the type of text contained in the ZTEXT-AREA field. This field can have these additional values:

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSACCESS
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSACCESS-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSAUDIT
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSAUDIT-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSEXEC
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSEXEC-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSFILEATTR
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSFILEATTR-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSKILL
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSKILL-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSLINK
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSLINK-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSOPEN
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSOPEN-SUBREC variant.
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ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSPROCESSSETID
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSPROCID-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSPROCESSGROUP
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSPROCGRP-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSUTIME
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSUTIME-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OSSSEEPATTR
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSSEEPATTR-SUBREC variant.

NOTE:

This information is supported only on systems running H06.26 and later H-series RVUs and J06.15 and
later J-series RVUs.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-FILEPRIVATTR
The text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-FILPRVATTR-SUBREC variant.

ZSFG-VAL-TEXT-OBJECT
For an OSS rename operation, the text area contains a ZSFG-DDL-OSSRENAME-SUBREC variant.

OSS Object Representations
The audit records include representations of several OSS attributes. All of these representations occur as
variants of the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit records. This section specifies the DDL subrecord templates
for the variants of ZTEXT-AREA. These structures are represented:

OSS File Times Record on page 230

OSS Access Mode Record on page 231

OSS Audit Attribute Record on page 231

OSS Process Startup Record on page 232

OSS File Attributes Record on page 233

OSS Kill Record on page 236

OSS Link Record on page 237

OSS Open Record on page 238

OSS Process Group ID Record on page 238

OSS Process Set ID Record on page 239

OSS Rename Record on page 240

OSS File Privileges Attribute Record on page 147

OSS SEEP Attribute Record on page 241

OSS File Times Record
Any attempt to set the file access and modification times of a file generates a pair of records. One represents
the access and modification times of the file before the operation, and the second represents the access and
modification times of the file after the operation. The File Times record is represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of
secondary audit record with this template overlay:
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DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSUTIME-SUBREC.
 02 ZATIME TYPE              ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZMTIME TYPE              ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZCTIME TYPE              ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
END.

Field Definitions
ZATIME
is the date and time of last access.

ZMTIME
is the date and time of last modification.

ZCTIME
is the time of the last file status change.

OSS Access Mode Record
Any attempt to determine the accessibility of a file is audited. The access mode is represented in the ZTEXT-
AREA of secondary audit record with this template overlay:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSACCESS-SUBREC.
 02 ZACCESS-MODE             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
END.

Field Definitions
ZACCESS-MODE
is the type of accessibility of the file requested by the subject.

OSS Audit Attribute Record
A change in the audit attribute of a file set from an SCF command is recorded in the audit trail by the OSS
Monitor. The number of secondary records generated depends on the type of command executed. For
example, in case of an Add command, only one secondary record is generated, whereas an Alter command
generates two secondary records. In case of one secondary record, the values represent the attempted
change to the audit attribute value. In case of two secondary records, the first record represents the audit
attribute value before the attempt and the second one represents the attempted change to the audit attribute
value. The audit attribute record is represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit records with this
template overlay:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSAUDIT-SUBREC.
 02 ZAUDIT-ENABLE-ATTR                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZAUDIT-RESTRICTED-FILESET-ATTR      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZAUDIT-SEEP-PROTECTED-FILESET       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN
END.
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Field Definitions
ZAUDIT-ENABLE-ATTR
indicates whether the OSS fileset represented by the Objectname is audited. A nonzero value indicates that
the fileset is audited.

ZAUDIT-RESTRICTED-FILESET-ATTR
indicates the value of the restrictedaccess attribute of the OSS fileset. The defined values are:

ZSFG-VAL-RESTRICTED-ACCESS-ENABLED
indicates that this is a restricted-access fileset that can be accessed remotely only by processes on NonStop
systems with restricted access fileset support.

ZSFG-VAL-RESTRICTED-ACCESS-DISABLED
indicates that this is an unrestricted fileset.

ZSFG-VAL-RESTRICTED-ACCESS-LOCAL
indicates that this is a restricted-access fileset that can be accessed remotely by processes on NonStop
systems with or without restricted-access fileset support.

ZAUDIT-SEEP-PROTECTED-FILESET
indicates whether the OSS fileset represented by the Objectname is under SEEP protection.

NOTE:

This attribute is supported only on systems running H06.26 and later H-series RVUs and J06.15 and
later J-series RVUs.

OSS Process Startup Record
Whenever a new process is started in an OSS environment, a process startup record is generated on a
successful startup. The process startup record is represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit record
with this template overlay:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSAUDIT-SUBREC.
 02 ZPROG                    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 44 TIMES.
 02 ZUSER-ID                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZGROUP-ID                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
END.

Field Definitions
ZPROG
is the name of the physical file representing the OSS object. The program file name is in the format:

$VOL.ZYQnnnnn.Ziiiiiii:ccccccccccc
where nnnnn is the fileset device number, iiiiiii is the file's inode number, and ccccccccccc is the
file's creation version sequence number (CRVSN).

ZUSER-ID
is the OSS user ID of the new process.

ZGROUP-ID
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is the OSS group ID.

OSS File Attributes Record
Represents the OSS file attributes. Depending on the type of the operation, clients supply the necessary
fields. The number of secondary records generated depends on the type of operation. For example, in case of
a Create operation, only one secondary record is present, whereas Change operation generates two
secondary records. The record is represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit record with this
template overlay:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSFILEATTR-SUBREC.
 02 ZVARIANT-TYPE            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZFILE-MODE               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZUSER-ID                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZGROUP-ID                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZRDEV                    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT4.
 02 ZSIZE                    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZTIMES                   TYPE ZSFG-DDL-OSSUTIME-SUBREC.
 02 ZPATHNAME-LEN            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPATHNAME                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 1024 
TIMES.
END.

Field Definitions
ZVARIANT-TYPE
indicates which fields are present in the record. Possible values are:

• Only ZFILE-MODE
• ZFILE-MODE, ZUSER-ID, ZGROUP-ID
• ZFILE-MODE, ZUSER-ID, ZGROUP-ID, ZRDEV
• ZFILE-MODE, ZUSER-ID, ZGROUP-ID, ZRDEV, ZPATHNAME-LEN, ZPATHNAME
• ZFILE-MODE, ZUSER-ID, ZGROUP-ID, ZRDEV, ZSIZE, ZTIMES
ZFILE-MODE
is the file mode.

ZUSER-ID
is the OSS user ID of the file owner.

ZGROUP-ID
is the OSS group ID.

ZRDEV
is the remote device ID.

ZSIZE
is the file size.

ZTIMES
is the access and modification times of the file.

ZPATHNAME-LEN
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is the length of the pathname.

ZPATHNAME
is the pathname of the file or contents of symbolic link.

OSS ACL Attributes Record
The OSS ACL attribute record contains the ACL attributes for OSS file. Depending on the type of the
operation, clients supply the necessary fields. The number of secondary records generated depends on the
type of operation. The OSS ACL attribute record is stored in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit record with
this template overlay:

NOTE:

The OSS ACL entry structure is supported only on systems running L16.05 and later L-series RVUs,
J06.01 and later J-series RVUs, H06.08 and later H-series RVUs, and G06.29 and later G-series RVUs.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSACLATTR-SUBREC.
02 ZVARIANT-TYPE           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
02 ZFILE^MODE              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
02 ZUSER-ID                TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
02 ZGROUP-ID               TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
02 ZRDEV                   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT4.
02 ZSIZE                   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
02 ZTIMES                  TYPE ZSFG-DDL-OSSUTIME-SUBREC.
02 ZCREATORUSERNUM         TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
02 ZCREATORUSERNAME        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
02 ZCREATORISALIAS         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
02 ZCREATORTIME            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
02 ZLASTMODUSERNUM         TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
02 ZLASTMODUSERNAME        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
02 ZLASTMODISALIAS         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
02 ZLASTMODTIME            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-TIMESTAMP.
02 ZNUMACLENTRIES          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
02 ZACLENTRY               TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-OSS-ACE OCCURS 90* TIMES.
   04 ZACETYPEID           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-ENUM.
   04 ZSUBJECTRNUMBER      TYPE ZSFG-DDL-AUD-USERNUMBER.
   04 ZSUBJECTRNAME        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 32 TIMES.
   04 ZSUBJECTPERM         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
END.
* From L17.02 and J06.21 RVUs onwards, the last ACL entry is used for Owned ACL attributes, hence the
maximum number of standard ACL entries in each audit record is 89.

Field Definitions
ZVARIANT-TYPE
indicates which fields contain data in the ZSFG-DDL-OSSACLATTR-SUBREC sub record.

ZVARIANT-TYPE of ZSFG-DDL-OSSACLATTR-SUBREC can take the values 1,2, 3, and 4.

The descriptions of the values are as follows:

• 1 - Includes all fields except ZRDEV, ZSIZE, and ZTIMES (used with chown(), chmod() and
setacl(ACL_SET) operations).

• 2 - Includes all fields except ZSIZE and ZTIMES (used with object creation operation).
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• Indicates which fields contain data in the ZSFG-DDL-OSSACLATTR-SUBREC sub record.
• 3 - Includes all fields (used with object deletion operation).
• 4 - Includes only ZNUMACLENTRIES and ZACLENTRY (used with additional secondary records to list

ACL entries that were not in the original secondary record).

NOTE:

This information is supported only on systems running L16.05 and later L-series RVUs, J06.01 and
later J-series RVUs, G06.29 and later G-series RVUs, and H06.08 and later H-series RVUs.

ZCREATORUSERNUM
contains the user number of the user that created the OSS ACL.

ZCREATORUSERNAME
contains the user name of the user that created the OSS ACL.

ZCREATORISALIAS
contains a flag when true, indicating that ZCREATORUSERNAME is an ALIAS name.

ZCREATORTIME
contains the time when the OSS ACL was created.

ZLASTMODUSERNUM
contains the user ID of the user that last modified the OSS ACL.

ZLASTMODUSERNAME
contains the user name of the user that last modified the OSS ACL.

ZLASTMODISALIAS
contains a flag when true, indicating that ZLASTMODUSERNAME is an ALIAS name.

ZLASTMODTIME
contains the time when the OSS ACL was last modified.

ZNUMACLENTRIES
indicates the number of optional ACL entries listed in the ZACLENTRY field structure.

ZACLENTRY
is a repeating structure, each instance of which specifies an access control list entry.

ZACETYPEID
indicates the OSS ACL entry type. The following are the defined values:

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-USER
indicates that the ACETYPEID is owning user.

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-GROUP
indicates that the ACETYPEID is owning group.

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-CLASS
indicates that the ACETYPEID is class.

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-OTHER
indicates that the ACETYPEID is other.

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-OPT-USER
indicates that the ACETYPEID is optional user.
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ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-OPT-GROUP
indicates that the ACETYPEID is optional group.

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-DEF-USER
indicates that the ACETYPEID is default owning user.

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-DEF-GROUP
indicates that the ACETYPEID is default owning group.

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-DEF-CLASS
indicates that the ACETYPEID is default class.

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-DEF-OTHER
indicates that the ACETYPEID is default other.

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-DEFOPT-USER
indicates that the ACETYPEID is default optional user.

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-DEFOPT-GROUP
indicates that the ACETYPEID is default owning group.

ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-OWNEDACL1

indicates that the ACETYPEID contains Owned ACL attributes.

ZSUBJECTRNUMBER
specifies the user Id of the subject.

If the value of ZACETYPEID is ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-OWNEDACL, this field contains:

• the owning group Id, for an owned ACL.
• the value of 0x80000000, for a standard ACL.

ZSUBJECTRNAME
specifies the username of the subject.

If the value of ZACETYPEID is ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-OWNEDACL, this field contains:

• the name of the ACL owning group, for an owned ACL.
• the string INVALID GROUP ID, for a standard ACL.

ZSUBJECTPERM
specifies the user's RWX authorities.

If the value of ZACETYPEID is ZSFG-VAL-ACETYPEID-OWNEDACL, this field contains:

• OwnedACLInherit in the 15th bit and OwnedACLAttributeLock in the 14th bit, for an owned ACL.
• zero, for a standard ACL.

OSS Kill Record
A Kill record is generated whenever a signal is queued for a target process or a group of processes,
depending on how the function is called. If kill() is called with a positive OSS process ID (pid ), the
process with process ID pid receives the signal if the calling process has permission to kill the target. If
kill() is called with a negative process group ID (pgid ), all processes with process group ID pgid that
the caller has permission to kill receive the signal. In this case, the target information is not present in the
audit record. The kill record is represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit record with this template
overlay:

1 Supported only on systems running L17.02 and later L-series RVUs, and J06.21 and later J-series RVUs.
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DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSKILL-SUBREC.
 02 ZSIGNAL                  TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZPROCESSGROUP-ID-PID     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZEUID-REQUESTOR          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZRUID-REQUESTOR          TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZRUID-TARGET             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZSUID-TARGET             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZEAUTHTYPE-REQUESTOR     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZRAUTHTYPE-REQUESTOR     TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZRAUTHTYPE-TARGET        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZSAUTHTYPE-TARGET        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
END.

Field Definitions
ZSIGNAL
specifies the signal sent.

ZPROCESSGROUP-ID-PID
is either the OSS process ID of the target process or the process group ID.

ZEUID-REQUESTOR
is the OSS effective user ID of the requestor.

ZRUID-REQUESTOR
is the OSS real user ID of the requestor.

ZRUID-TARGET
Is the OSS real user ID of the target.

ZSUID-TARGET
Is the OSS saved-set user ID of the target.

ZEAUTHTYPE-REQUESTOR
Is the OSS effective authentication type of the requestor.

ZRAUTHTYPE-REQUESTOR
is the OSS real authentication type of the requestor.

ZRAUTHTYPE-TARGET
is the OSS real authentication type of the target.

ZSAUTHTYPE-TARGET
is the OSS saved-set authentication type of the target.

OSS Link Record
A link record is generated whenever the link count of a file is changed due to operations such as link() and
unlink(). However, if the link count becomes zero, a File Attributes record is generated with variant type 5. The
link record is represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit record with this template overlay:
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DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSLINK-SUBREC
 02 ZLINK-COUNT              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPATHNAME-LEN            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZPATHNAME              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 1024 TIMES.
END.

Field Definitions
ZLINK-COUNT
is the number of links.

ZPATHNAME-LEN
is the length of the pathname used to find the file. This is zero in the case of an unlink() operation if link count
is not zero.

ZPATHNAME
is the pathname used to find the file. The ObjectName field in the primary record has the pathname of the
new file. This field is not passed when ZPATHNAME-LEN is zero.

OSS Open Record
An open record is generated whenever a file residing in an audited fileset is opened. The open record is
represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit record with this template overlay:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSOPEN-SUBREC.
 02 ZOPEN-FLAGS              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
END.

Field Definitions
ZOPEN-FLAGS
specifies the flags used to open the file. These flags indicate the type of access, special open processing, the
type of update, and the initial state of the open file.

OSS Process Group ID Record
A Process Group ID record is generated whenever there is a change in the process group ID of a process.
Setpgid() and setsid() can change the process group ID. The change generates a pair of secondary records,
one to represent the process group ID (pgid) before the change and one to represent the changed process
group ID.

Process Group ID records are also generated during OSS process startup. In this case, a new secondary
record is generated that represents the process group id to which this newly created process belongs.

The process group ID record is represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit records with this template
overlay:
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DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSPROCGRP-SUBREC.
 02 ZPROCESSGROUP-ID         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
END.

Field Definition
ZPROCESSGROUP-ID
is the process group ID.

OSS Process Set ID Record
A Process Set ID record is generated whenever the user or group IDs of a process are changed by calls such
as setuid(), setgid(), setreuid(), or setregid(). A pair of records is generated, one for the value of the IDs
before the operation and one for the value of the IDs after the operation. The Process Set ID record is
represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit records with this template overlay:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSPROCID-SUBREC.
 02 ZVARIANT-TYPE            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
 02 ZREAL-ID                 TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZEFFECTIVE-ID            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZSAVED-SET-ID            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT2.
 02 ZREAL-AUTHTYPE           TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZEFFECTIVE-AUTHTYPE      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZSAVED-SET-AUTHTYPE      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZGROUP-COUNT             TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
 02 ZGROUP-LIST              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT OCCURS 32 TIMES.
 02 ZOPER-PRIV-SETID         TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
END.

Field Definition
ZVARIANT-TYPE
is the type of ID being changed. Variant type 1 represents user ID, whereas Variant type 2 represents group
ID.

ZREAL-ID
is the OSS real user or group ID.

ZEFFECTIVE-ID
is the OSS effective user or group ID.

ZSAVED-SET-ID
is the OSS saved-set user or group ID.

ZREAL-AUTHTYPE
is the real authentication type of the user.

ZEFFECTIVE-AUTHTYPE
is the effective authentication type of the user.
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ZSAVED-SET-AUTHTYPE
is the saved-set authentication type of the user.

ZGROUP-COUNT
is the number of groups the OSS effective user ID is part of.

ZGROUP-LIST
is the list of group IDs that the effective user ID is part of.

ZOPER-PRIV-SETID
indicates whether the change to the process' subject identity attribute is a result of a PRIV-SETID operation.

NOTE:

This field is supported only on systems running J06.10 and later J-series RVUs and H06.22 and later H-
series RVUs.

OSS Rename Record
The Rename record is generated whenever an OSS file residing in an OSS audited fileset is renamed. The
old pathname appears in the text area, and the new pathname appears in the ObjectName field in the primary
record. The Rename record is represented in the ZTEXT-AREA of secondary audit record with this template
overlay:

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSRENAME-SUBREC.
 02 ZPATHNAME              TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 1024 TIMES.
END.

Field Definition
ZPATHNAME
is the old pathname of the current file.

OSS File Privileges Attribute Record
The OSS File Privileges Attribute Record records the file privileges of an OSS or Guardian file, whenever the
privileges are set or modified.

The file privileges are set or modified when:

• The setfilepriv(2)
system call sets or modifies the file privileges.

• An OSS process or a Guardian process performs a write operation on a file that has the file privileges set.
• The file label of a file that has the file privileges set is changed using operations such as, setmode,

setclose, and nssetattr.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-FILPRVATTR-SUBREC.

 02 ZFILE-OPER              TYPE ZPI-DDL-ENUM.
 02 ZFILE-PRIV-SOARFOPEN    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
 02 ZFILE-PRIV-SETID       TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
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END.

Field Definitions
ZFILE-OPER
specifies the type of operation that changes the file privileges of an OSS or a Guardian file. The defined
values are:

ZSFG-VAL-FILE-OPER-SETFPRIV
specifies that a setfilepriv operation was performed on the file.

ZSFG-VAL-FILE-OPER-GUARDIAN-OPEN
specifies that the file was opened to perform a WRITE operation by a

Guardian process.

ZSFG-VAL-FILE-OPER-OSS-OPEN
specifies that the file was opened to perform a WRITE operation by an OSS process.

ZSFG-VAL-FILE-OPER-SETMODE
specifies that a SETMODE operation was performed on the file.

ZSFG-VAL-FILE-OPER-DSMSCM-INSTALL
specifies that a DSM/SCM INSTALL operation was performed on the file.

ZSFG-VAL-FILE-OPER-SET-MODE-BITS
specifies that the setuid or setgid mode bits were set on the file.

ZFILE-PRIV-SOARFOPEN
specifies whether the PRIV-SOARFOPEN file privilege is set on a file.

ZFILE-PRIV-SETID
specifies whether the PRIV-SETID file privilege is set on a file.

OSS SEEP Attribute Record
An attempt to change the attributes of the OSS SEEP attributes is logged in the audit trail. A primary record,
followed by two secondary records, is written to the audit file. The first audit record contains the image of the
attributes before the attempt, and the second audit record contains the image of the attempted change to the
attributes.

NOTE:

OssSEEPAttr is supported only on systems running H06.26 and later H-series RVUs and J06.15 and
later J-series RVUs.

DDL Definition

DEF ZSFG-DDL-OSSSEEPATTR-SUBREC.
   02 ZENABLED        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BOOLEAN.
   02 ZRESPTIMEOUT    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-UINT.
   02 ZPRI            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
   02 ZCPU            TYPE ZSPI-DDL-INT.
   02 ZPROGFILENAME   TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
   02 ZSWAPVOL        TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
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   02 ZPROCESSNAME    TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 47 TIMES.
   02 ZPARAMTEXT      TYPE ZSPI-DDL-BYTE OCCURS 255 TIMES.
END

Field Definitions
ZENABLED
specifies whether SEEP is enabled.

ZRESPTIMEOUT
specifies the time in seconds that the Name Server waits for the SEEP to respond to an event.

ZPRI
specifies the priority at which the SEEP is running.

ZCPU
specifies the CPU in which the primary SEEP is running.

ZPROGFILENAME
specifies the name of the Guardian local file containing the Guardian program which must be run when the
SEEP is started.

ZSWAPVOL
specifies the swap volume for the SEEP.

ZPROCESSNAME
specifies the name of the SEEP that the Name Server starts.

ZPARAMTEXT
specifies the startup parameter text passed to the event-exit process. This field is blank if no value is
specified.
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